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To my parents 





If soczal science zs the answer, what zs the question? 
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Preface 

In the course of my education, and m the wntmg of this book, I have 
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His fnendshlp and encouragement have been very important to me over 
the years My mtellectual debt to mm wtll be obv10us to those who know 
hls work, it goes well beyond the exphc1t references m the text 

I was fortunate to have had some outstanding teachers at Cornell and 
at Harvard Their support and that of my friends have been essential to 
my work It 1s a pleasure to acknowledge the fnendshlp of my friends, 
and the cheerful debts of endless conversations Andrea Nye provided 
support and stimulation during a crucial penod I have also benefited 
from many conversations on these topics with Cheyney Ryan Other 
fnends, hke Josh Cohen, also supphed valuable pomts Naom1 Scheman 
and others provided useful comments on an earlier draft, but whatever 
errors or maccuiac1es remam are the fault of David Hills, who read an 
earlier draft at a heroic level of detail, and provtded useful comments 
and pleasurable talks Jane Isay furnished a wonderful m1x of friendship, 
advice, and cr1t,c1sm 

I am very grateful to these people, and to many more 
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explanat10n that will help us to sort out tlus variety My aim here will 
not be to construct a general philosophy of explanat10n based on first 
pnnciples Instead I will look at a variety of examples and attempt by 
thetr means to develop some elements of a theory The examples are cho 
sen with an eye to the central quest10ns a philosophy of explanat10n 
must deal with 

When are two explanations mconsistent with each other? 
When are two explanations irrelevant to each other? 
When can two explanations from different theones be added or 

Jomed to each other? 
How does one explanation replace or supplant another? 
When does one explanation presuppose another? 
When are two explanations from different theories really explammg 

the same thmg? 
What could make one explanation supenor to another? 

Explanations m Conflict 
If a child is failmg at school, there are an embarrassmgly large number of 
potential explanations If the child happens to be black, there are even 
more A short hst of explanations mcludes low IQ (genetic or envi 
ronmental causes), culture of poverty, lack of proper prenatal diet, mstt 
tuttonal racism, bad teachers, "cultural remnants of slavery," biased 
educational standards, lack of appropnate role models, economic pres 
sures, matnarchal families, mimmal bram damage, and lack of future on 
entatlon 

Now what do all these explanations have to do with one another? Are 
they competmg? Do they remforce one another? Are they complemen 
tary to one another, or perhaps Just melevant to one another, existmg on 
different levels? The person who thmks that the explanation hes m 
bram damage clearly disagrees with the person who thmks that it is a 
matter of biased teachers, and both re3ect an explanation m terms of 
matnarchal fam1ly structure Yet it 1s far from clear how we know that 
these are mutually exclusive 

This 1s an example of the most basic problem m sortmg out a mass of 
explanations Which of them are m conflict with which others? As the 
example illustrates, this can be a very hard quest10n to answer 

On occasion it 1s easy, if the mcons1stency 1s nght on the surface of 
the explanat10ns themselves "There was a conspiracy to kill John F 
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Kennedy" 1s inconsistent with "Oswald acted alone " But usually the 
conflict 1s not obvious from the formal structure of the statements, and 
then our analysis of it depends a great deal on background theory and 
assumptions 

We hear d1scuss10ns, for example, of conflicts between genetic and en 
vironmental explanations of race differences Someone says that some 
thmg 1s "eighty percent explamed by genetics", someone else says, "No, 
1t 1s eighty percent environmental" They seem to agree that the form 
of explanation is that any trait is x% due to genes and 100 - x% ("the 
rest') due to environment But are genetic explanations really m con 
fl1ct with env1ronmental ones? Are they Jointly exhaustive? The answer 
is no, m both cases, although this 1s not understood by many of the 
participants m these arguments 

At the very least it seems that before we plunge mto such debates we 
should try to sketch what the basic categories of explanation are This 1s 
not usually done, m part because of the sheer difficulty of decidmg 
when two explanations are really m conflict 

Neither is 1t clear what to do when faced with apparently conflicting 
explanations Must we opt for one or the other? Or is it somehow pos 
stble to mamtam both? 

In quantum mechanics the prmc1ple of complementanty says that for 
certam purposes an electron can be viewed as a particle, while for other 
purposes 1t can be viewed as a wave The two modes of explanat10n, 
particle theory and wave theory, attnbute mcons1stent properties to the 
electron and therefore cannot be apphed simultaneously Yet neither 
one is true to the exclusion of the other I am mclmed to think that this 
duality 1s mtolerable future science will have to ehmmate 1t m favor of 
a smgle, coherent picture Others welcome 1t as a paradigm m physics 
itself of the poss1b1hty of multiple "conceptual frameworks" or "pomts 
of view " And anytime two nval forms of explanat10n seem applicable 
to the same thmg, it can be temptmg to see a case of complementanty 
For example, mmd and body can be viewed as providmg complementary 
modes of explanation of human action (psychology and physiology) 
But 1s there any vahd1ty to this VIew beyond the superficial similant1es? 
We do not know what is gomg on m the quantum mechanics case, and 
even less whether there are any genume examples of complementanty on 
the macroscopic level 

So we see that among the members of a collect1on of explanat10ns 
there will be a number of distmct kmds of relations, straightforward and 
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comphcated Of course, a mult1phc1ty of explananons does not neces 
sartly mean that there 1s any internal contradtctlon at all Consider this 
set of explanations of the death of Socrates 

Socrates dted because 

Athens feared lus mdependence 
he drank hemlock 
he was tned and conVlcted of a capital offense 
he suffered cardtac/respiratory arrest secondary to mgesnon of com

me alkaloid 
he was too closely hnked to the ant1democrat1c forces 
he refused Cr1to's offer of escape 

Here the explanatlons are not mutually contradtctory Some are dtffer 
ent parts of the story, others treat the event on different levels or from 
the standpomt of d1ff erent kinds of mquiry All of them can be mam 
tamed Slmultaneously 

These examples suggest that the first task we might set for a plulosophy 
of explanatlon 1s that 1t give us some account of these conflicts, comple 
mentanties, overlaps, and displacements, that 1t give, as 1t were, an elem en 
tary algebra of explanations Its purpose would be to tell us when they can 
be added together and when they must be subtracted from one another 

Whatever Happened to Neurasthema? 
The variety 1s further comphcated by the fact that there are not only 
different explanat10ns but different conceptions of what an explanation 
is Perhaps the most important mtellectual development of the twen 
tteth century has been the recogmt1on that there is a variety of concep 
tual frameworks, forms of understanding, or cognitive pomts of view 
Like a Cubist pamtmg, the contemporary world picture features a simul 
taneous presentation of multiple perspectives 

We no longer understand the development of science as a smooth, hn 
ear growth of a monohthlc entity, Knowledge Rather, we see 1t as 
marked by d1scontmwt1es m conceptuahzatlon, by rachcal &lufts m the 
very idea of what the problem 1s and of what a sctentlftc explanat10n 
nnght look hke 

The source of this understandmg can ultimately be traced back to 
Kant's demonstration that the forms of empmcal knowledge are subJect 
to pnor categones of the understanding Once we see how concepts 
shape our knowledge and perception, we see how other categones and 
other concepts could produce radically different forms of knowledge and 
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explanation For Kant, these categones were given once and for all, 
later came the reahzatton that they are changing and developing, deter 
mmed and cond1t10ned by penod, culture, and context T S Ehot 
wntes 

Even Kant, devoting a hfetlme to the pursuit of categones, fixed only 
those whtch he beheved, rightly or wrongly, to be permanent, and over 
looked or neglected the fact that these are only the more stable of a 
vast system of categones m perpetual change 1 
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Recent lustory and plulosophy of science have stressed the idea that de 
velopments m knowledge often take the form, not of d1scovenes of new 
facts, but of slufts m the conception of what the phenomena to be ex 
plamed are and of what counts as an explanat10n of them The work of 
Bachelard on conceptions of fire and space, of Foucault on hospitals, 
madness, and prisons, and more recently the wr1tmgs of such people as 
Toulmm and Kulm have made people more aware of the ways m wluch 
the science of a particular penod views the world through concepts very 
much1ts own 

Thus the presc1entlflc view of the heavens was that everything revolved 
around man, the early scientific revolution mverted that to say that 
everythmg revolved aound the sun But the modem view calls mto ques 
tlon the very concept of somethmg "revolvmg around" something else 
Stnctly speaking, nothing "revolves around" anything else 

Consider some of the ways m wluch psychology has charactenzed the 
obJects of its explanatlons and the styles of explanat10n appropriate to 
those obJects We are mclmed, for instance, to tlunk of physiological ex 
planat1on m psychology as something recent, but m fact 1t has been 
very much m vogue at other times as well Seventeenth century psychol 
ogy postulated phys1olog1cal explanations of behavior m terms of airs, 
humors, and other material substances S1r Robert Burton's classic 
treatise The Anatomy of Melancholy discusses melancholy as a perva 
sive and general concht1on and sees 1t as a fundamental psychological 
diagnostic category He says that people become melanchohc when a 
certain matenal humor m them changes from sweet to sour, a process 
he likens to wine turmng to vinegar They become melancholy "as 
vinegar out of the purest wine becomes sour and sharp " He goes 
on to show how this explanation also accounts for other observed 

1 In his 1ntroduct1on to Charlotte Ehot s Savonarola A Dramatic Poem (Lon
don R Cobden Sanderson, 1926) p vin 
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phenomena of melancholy "From the sharpness of tlus humour pro 
ceeds much wakmg, troublesome thoughts and dreams, etc " 2 

Now what zs this? An explanat10n? An analogy? A metaphor? It 1s all 
of these really The d1stmctions are not hard and fast to begin with, and 
some things can be substantive theones at one pomt and literary meta 
phors at another ( e g , "that makes my blood boll") At least the [01 m 
of Burton's explanation 1s more or less famtbar to us, although we have 
some trouble understandmg what exactly 1s the obJect bemg explamed, 
this condition called ''melancholy" Nowadays we do not use tlus as a 
general descnptlve term, and so the obJect of explanation for us will be 
different Part of what "melancholy" meant would be covered by our 
(that 1s, the current psychoanalytic) concept of "depression" But only 
part of it The rest corresponds to other current concepts or to no con 
cept at all The recent ed1t10n of Burton has a Jacket description that 
characterizes "melancholy" as "a term used m the seventeenth century 
to cover everything from schlzophrema to a lover's mopmg " "Schizo 
phrerua," on the other hand, 1s a twentieth century term used to cover 
everytlung from out and out madness to poht1cal dissent It has been 
severely cnt1c1zed as ideological by Foucault, Szasz, Lamg, and others 

Earher m tlus century, melancholy would have been diagnosed as 
"neurastherua," a term then very much m fashion among psychologists 
In fact 1t was one of their mam diagnostic categones and was appbed 
to everytlung from depression to shyness and anemia It 1s no longer 
used at all, and 1t was formally dropped as a diagnostic category by the 
American Psychological Assoc1at10n some years ago The epic account 
of the conquest of neurasthema waits to be written 

Radical changes m styles and obJects of explanation can be found m 
all the sciences, not Just psychology When Galileo reported seemg moons 
circlmg Jupiter, he was refuted by a pnor1 arguments that there could 
be no such thmg, smce the number of planets (1 e , obJects m the solar 
system) was necessanly seven The explanation of why there had to be 
seven took the form of correlatmg them with the seven apertures of 
the human head' 

There are seven wmdows given to animals m the donuctle of the head, 
through which the air is admitted to the ta bemacle of the body, to en
lighten, to warm and to nourish 1t What are the parts of the micro 
cosmos? Two nostrils, two eyes, two ears and a mouth Som the heav
ens, as m a macrocosmos, there are two favorable stars, two unprop1-

2 The Anatomy of Melancholy (1621) (New York, Vintage Books, 1977) p 
174 
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tlous, two lummanes, and Mercury undecided and md1fferent From 
tins and many other s1mtlant1es m nature, such as the seven metals, etc , 
which 1t were tedious to enumerate, we gather that the number of plan
ets 1s necessanly seven 3 
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Tlus case 1s different from Burton's psychology, wluch we can vaguely 
ass1mtlate to our own modes of explanation Fust of all, the style of ex 
planatton, the mtcrocosm-macrocosm analogy, 1s one that we cannot 
assimilate to any model we currently use But there 1s more The "fact" 
wluch 1s bemg explamed, the existence of seven planets, 1s of course 
no fact at all There are not seven, there are nme, or more, dependmg 
on what you count But the real problem hes m the very idea that tlus 
ts the kmd of tlung that can be exp lamed at all 

After all, suppose there are nme planets Why 1s tlus so? What explana 
1:J.on does modern astrophysics give us for the fact? It turns out that 
there 1s no nontnvtal explanation Modern sctence reJects the idea of ex 
plammg that sort of tlung, except by the tnv1al statement that that 1s 
how many there turned out to be Here the difference 1s not about facts 
but about what lands of facts we can expect to explam 

We can dtstmgwsh two different issues The fmt concerns changes m 
the general form of the explanat10n, while the second concerns changes 
m the obJect of explanation In the first case we see claims that one 
form of explanat10n ts to be rejected m favor of another, while m the 
second there are slufts and dislocations m the very nature of the phenom 
ena bemg explained or even m what 1s held to be capable of explanation 
at all We need a term to refer to these modes of explanat10n and asso 
ctated objects, I propose to call them explanatory frames An explana 
tory frame 1s therefore a model or paradigm of a form of explanation 
and an obJect to be explamed 

Answers and Questmns 
Perhaps the most mteres1:J.ng cases of changes m explanatory frames are 
ones m wluch there 1s a shift m the nature of the question bemg asked 
Explanations are sometimes answers to explicit questions Why 1s the sky 
blue? Why do metals expand when heated? 4 But often there 1s no 

3 From Charles Taylor s Hegel p 4 Taylor 1s quotmg from S Warhaft, ed , 
Francis Bacon A selection of hzs works (Toronto 1965), p 17 

4 For one treatment of explanations as answers to questions, see S Brom berger 
Why Que:itlons ' m B Brody ed Readings m the Philosophy of Science (Engle 

wood Chffs NJ Prentice Hall 1970) and' An Approach to Explanation m R 
J Butler ed Stud1esmAnalytu:alPh1losophy 2ndser (Oxford Blackwell, 1965) 
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exphc1t question at hand, and m those cases 1t can be very mstruct1ve to 
perform a kmd of d1agnost1c inference and ask what question the ex 
planatlon 1s really answenng 

The emphasis on questions, and on ferretmg out the 1mphc1t question 
behmd an explanation, 1s crucial to tlus entire work Attendmg to the 
questions rather than the answers and looking for the imphcit question 
ludmg behind the answer are a useful device for analyzmg explanations 
and understandmg lustorical slufts In general, epochs m history, the 
history of science or any other history, are marked as much by the ques 
t1ons they ask as by the answers that they give 5 

The first example I want to examine, from physics, concerns the shift 
from medieval to Newtonian theories of motion 6 The medieval phys1 
cists looked at an obJect m motion and asked, Why does 1t keep movmg? 
Tlus seemed hke a natural question, and there had to be some answer 
to 1t, some kmd of force that keeps the obJect movmg They called it 
"impetus" 

Newton reJected such forces But he did not offer m their place an al 
ternatlve explanation for why the obJect keeps moving Instead, the "ex 
planation" he did offer was pecuhar he said that things do not need 
anythmg to keep movmg, and hence that the question was mistaken An 
obJect m motion Just tends to remam m motion unless acted on by an 
outside force In a certam way, tlus 1s tnvial Not as a sc1ent:tfic advance, 
for 1t was a maJor scientific breakthrough, but trivial as an answer to 
the question "Why does the obJect keep moving?" For 1t says, m effect, 
"It Just keeps moving " Newton re3ected this question and by doing so 
re1ected the forces that the medievals had postulated Even though those 
forces were, m the current phrase, "mferences to the best explanation," 
the explanatory frame that reqmred them was reJected 

The shift to the Newtoman explanatory frame 1s a shift to thinking 
that what stands m need of explanation 1s not why an object 1s movmg 
but rather why the mot10n of an obJect changes What stands m need of 
explanat10n 1s acceleration, change of motion, not motion itself 

Toulmm describes this by saymg that when the body ts m constant 

5 Marx writes (m the Grundnsse trans M Nicolaus [New York Random 
House 1973]) 'Frequently the only possible answer is a critique of the question, 
and the only solution 1s to negate the question ' 

6 The facts of my account are drawn from the d1scuss1on m Toulmm s Fore 
sight and Understandmg the chapter entitled Ideals of Natural Order (New 
York Harper & Row, 1961) 
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motion, the "body's motlon 1s treated as self explanatory " 7 The state 
ment that the motion 1s self explanatory and the statement that 1t 1s 
explamed only trivially amount to the same thmg, that the explanation 
takes the form of saymg that somethmg happened because nothmg pre 
vented 1t from happemng By themselves, such explanations tell us 
nothmg It does not help us to be told that Saturn has rmgs because no 
thmg happened to prevent 1t from havmg nngs 

The role of such vacuous explanat10ns 1s not to stand on their own as 
mdependent, mformatlve statements, but rather to signal us that we 
have reached the outline of the explanatory frame we are usmg It tells 
us what sorts of thmgs we try to explam, and m what ways If an au 
plane crashes, we ask why and expect an answer But suppose fught 123 
1s a normal, routme fught and arrives safely If we ask, Why didn't 
fught 123 crash?, there 1s no answer except because nothmg happened 
to make 1t crash What we are saying 1s that we do not explain safe 
flights the way we explam crashes 

The second example of a shift m explanatory frame 1s one from evolu 
tlonary biology Aristotle wondered why we have the species that we 
do That is, 1f we look at the species that exist, they are an odd lot 
There are, for example, porcupines and giraffes but no umcorns Why 
are there no unicorns? The set of actually ex1stmg species forms a hap 
hazard subset of the set of all possible species It becomes natural, m a 
certam frame of mind, to ask why thls or that species was or was not 
actualized Why these and not those? 

Aristotle wanted a genuine answer to this He re1ected as unscientific 
the view that species are generated randomly ("by chance") and then 
either survive or do not If a particular species exists, there has to be 
some nontrivial answer to the question of why 1t exists This leads mm 
to the conclusion that "1t ts plam then that nature 1s a cause, a cause 
that operates for a purpose " 8 

We are mchned to thmk Aristotle nruve, or prescientif1c, and to feel 
self congratulatory about the "the modern theory of evolut10n," but 
we should first ask what answer modern biology does give to Austotle's 
question Why are there no urucorns? It turns out that there 1s no real 
answer given, at least no nontrmal one Mutation and natural select10n 
does not tell us why there are no umcorns, 1t Just says that there happen 

7 Ibid, p 55 
8 Physics 199 b 32 
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never to have been any TlllS 1s different from the case of dmosaurs, m 
which there is a nontnv1al answer to the quest10n of why they do not 
exist the environment could not support them, or something hke that 
It 1s also different from the quest10n of why there are no flymg horses, 
for there 1s also a real answer to that flymg horses are mechamcally 1m 

possible But with umcorns there 1s no such answer 
Darw1man biology simply does not answer Aristotle's question The 

scientific advance that Darwm made can partly be seen as a reJect1on of 
that question and the substitution of a different question, namely given 
that a species comes to exist (however 1t does), why does 1t contmue to 
exist or cease to exist? That ts precisely not the question of the ongm 
of species but rather why species survive This quest10n zs given a non 
trivial answer And so, once agam, the shift from one explanatory frame 
to another consists of a sluft m the quest10n 

Questions and Purposes 
The examples given above should illustrate the importance of a sense of 
the question m understanding lustoncal developments Such a sense 1s 

also important for understandmg explanations here and now, for they 
exhibit a simlla1 kmd of relat1V1ty The vanety of potential questions that 
can be asked produces a relat1v1ty of possible explanations This can 
give nse to m1sunderstandmgs, cases where 1t looks like people are dis 
agreemg about the correct explanation of something but where they are 
really answermg different questions 

A couple was once d1scussmg m my presence the reasons for the break 
down of their relat10nship Vanous factors were offered as the explana 
t1on, and fairly soon 1t became obv10us that there were a number of d1f 
ferent quest10ns that were bemg argued at cross purposes The last straw 
for the couple had been a fight they had had after one of them was m 
valved m an auto ace1dent There was mention of the accident itself as 
the cause of the crms, but people have accidents all the time without 
causmg breakups m their relat10nships Therefore, we must d1stmgmsh 
the question 

What brought on the crisis? (the auto accident) 

from the question 

What caused 1t to precipitate a cns1s? 

This 1s only the begmnmg Other questions must be distmgmshed, the 
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answer to each of which could claim to be "the" explanation of the 
breakup 

Why did the fight over the accident lead to the breakup of the 
couple? 

Who started the fight? 
Whose fault 1s the general s1tuat1on? 
What could change 1t now? 
What should these people learn for the future from this? 

The answer to every one of these quest10ns can, m one context or an 
other, be called the explanat1on of the breakup 
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As we begm to realize the mult1phcity of questions that can be asked, 
it 1s natural to wonder how we could ever choose among them Looking 
at this example, we can begm to see certam themes The most baste d1f 
ferences among the questions are the differences m their practical pomt 
ofv1ew they are oriented toward different purposes For example, 
the answer to the first question, What brought 1t on?, may be "the auto 
accident" But 1t may be pointless to dwell on this fact, there may be 
no purpose served by that question, no future m 1t Thmgs hke that 
happen, we would say, the question 1s, Why did it have that effect? Here 
the shift m question 1s being urged for a practical reason 

Sometimes there are whole classes of questions which are practically 
useless m the way that dwelling on the auto accident can be useless Cer 
tam ways of questioning may focus on the wrong aspects of the situa 
tion or be the wrong quest10ns to ask This 1s one way m which value 
conS1derat10ns enter mto the choice of explanation (see chaps 5 and 6 
below) One explanation may be better than another because 1t lends 
itself to pract1cal use better than the other 

Perhaps the simplest kind of case 1s the one where the requirement 1s 
simply that the explanation be pragmatic We sometimes reJect a par 
tlcular form of explanation because 1t gives us no practical handle on the 
s1tuat10n This is the position that B F Skmner takes toward Freudian 
explanation m terms of an "unconscious " Hts claim 1s not that there 
1s no such thmg as the unconsc10us but rather that explanations m terms 
of 1t are useless "The obJection to mner states 1s not that they do not 
exist, but that they are not relevant m a functional analysts '9 The en 
tena for what goes mto a "functional analysis" are basically practical 

9 Sczence and Human Behavior (New York Macmtllan 1953) p 35 
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Therefore he d1sm1sses explanat10n m terms of mner mental states (as 
well as explanations m terms of physiological states of the nervous sys 
tern) as "of hmited usefulness m the prediction and control of spectfic 
behavior" (p 29) Tlus, m turn, 1s true because any explanatory fac 
tor 1s "useless m the control behavior unless we can manipulate 
(p 34) 

Tlus 1s a quite particular V1ew of the relation between explanation and 
practical control, m a sense the most extreme view There are several 
faults with 1t First of all, the relation between practlcal control and 
goodness of explanation 1s not as strrughtforward as Skinner has 1t The 
Copermcan, hehocentrtc Vlew of the solar system does not give us ma
mpulable factors or practical control any more than the Ptolemruc sys 
tem does Explanations m geology-say, formation of contlnents 
- do not give us the ab1hty to predict or control, but they are good ex 
planatlons for all that 

The second fault with Skmner's extreme pragmatism 1s that it 1s not 
at all clear that explanations m terms the unconscious really do fatl 
lus practlcaltty test Such explanations are of practical help, at least 
sometimes Classical psychoanalytic explanations somenmes help peo 
ple therr behavior, and so 1t ts S1mply a mistake to dismiss them on 
the grounds that they have no practical or therapeut1c consequences 10 

Questions and Objects 
The example of the couple breakmg up teaches a basic lesson We need 
to pay more attention to what exactly ts bemg explained by a given 
ex1,1ai1at:1on Too theones talk as tf they are addressing some prob 
lem, though they are really addressing different problems or different 
aspects, interpretations, or readmgs of the problem For when a theory 
talks about a phenomenon, 1t meV1tably does so m terms of 1ts own 
representation of 1t The phenomenon gets mcorporated mto the theory 
m a particular way, structured by a defimte set of assumpt10ns and pre 
suppostt1ons about 1ts nature Tlus makes 1t very :unportant that we 
recogmze those presuppositions and discover how the theory has rep 
resented a particular obJect of explanat10n 

l O It 1s a very mterestmg question to ask how this lS so How exactly does the 
psychoanalytic explanation of my behavior enable me to change 1t? How does 
fmdmg out for example that somethmg I am domg 1s really an expression of 
hostility toward my father me to change what I am domg? 
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Recall, for example, the explanat10ns of racial patterns m education 
Notice that some of them are addressmg a soc10log1cal phenomenon, 
others a phenomenon of md1vidual psychology Wluch of these 1s nght? 
Is the phenomenon md1V1dual or 1s 1t sociological? How are these as 
pects related? These questions have to be faced before we can conSider 
any particular theory because they are askmg what kznd of problem is 
bemg addressed Any given theory would have to, as a precond1t1on, ad 
dress the "nght" interpretation of the question, on pam of irrelevance 
(or worse) 

Or consider theories of "aggression" Soc1ob1olog1cal theones talk of 
genetically programmed temtonal aggression There are mstmct psy 
chologies that speak of aggressive dnves and Freudian theories that treat 
aggress10n as a defense against imagined castration How many phenom 
ena have we JUst named? Do we have here three competing explanations, 
or explanations of three different phenomena? 

The work that needs to be done here 1s pretheoretlcal We have to 
brmg to the situation some understanding of what the phenomena are 
that we want explamed There are two d1stmct problems first, to de 
c1de when two theories are talkmg about the same thmg, and second, to 
decide whether a theory 1s really speaking to the problem we mtu1ttve 
ly want answered We must find a way of descnbmg these pretheoret1cal 
phenomena and construct, somehow, the common ground on which 
their explanations meet This means makmg the connection between the 
pretheoret1cal understandmg of the problem and the ways m which var 
1ous theones turn that understanding mto a defm1te problematic 

Very often, a theory will substitute a techmcal formulat10n for an m 
twttvely conceived problem When this happens, it may be difficult to 
say to what extent this theoretical, techmcal formulation captures the 
"real" problem 11 This substitution may take place quickly and silently, 
unacknowledged by the theoret1C1an and unnoticed by the questioner 
If the substitut10n 1s not faithful to the problem, the questioner may be 
m the position of askmg for bread and bemg handed a stone Joan Rob 
mson remarked that this 1s characteristic of economics 

We might, for example, be concerned about schools and the problems 

11 Goethe wrote, mMaxzmen und Rejlexzonen Mathematicians arellke 
Frenchmen whatever you say to them they translate mto thetr own language and 
forthwith 1t 1s somethmg completely different (cited by Morru W H1Isch Dz[ 
ferent1al Topology [New York Spnnger Verlag 1976] p 169) 
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people are haVIng m them We might be led to thmk about this as the 
problem of why some people "do well" tn school and other people "do 
poorly " We might then be led to thmk about 1t as a problem of "tntel 
llgence " A bit later we would find ourselves tn the middle of a discus 
sion of IQ, talla.ng about what factors influence it and what its d1stnbu 
t1on m the populat10n 1s From there 1t 1s a short step to talking about 
IQ rank correlations when controlled for SES, and to ask how "pre 
d1ct1ve" or how "hentable" they are 

The relation of any of these techmcal formulat10ns to the original 
problems 1s far from clear It 1s time to start reexamining the techmcal 
concepts of the social sciences to see what their presuppos1t1ons are 
There 1s an ultlmate sense m which the defm1t10n of the problem must 
be m pretechn1cal, human, terms The spread of science, especially so 
c1al science, has effected a revolution m which the mfluence of human 
concerns no longer shows itself m the shape of the theory In a way 1t 1s 
a ktnd of Copernican revolution a decentermg of human concerns rela 
t1ve to the sc1ent1fic scheme of things But there 1s a sense m which the 
Copernican revolution was mistaken people a,e the center of the um 
verse, at least tn the sense that ultimately human concerns shape phys1 
cal theory Physical theory ultimately revolves around us, even 1f the 
planets do not 

The sense of this has been largely lost m recent theom:mg m the so 
c1al sciences It 1s very hard to recognize the obJects of our concern m 
the technical terms of modern social science It 1s time for a humanist 
counterrevolution, reassertmg the prunacy of our pretheoret1cal, ethical, 
concerns What 1s needed 1s a critical philosophy of explanation Its 
pomt would be to give us an understanding of what the obJects of ex 
planations are, what we want them to be, what forms of explanation are 
appropriate to those obJects, and how various explanations fit together, 
excludmg or requmng one another, supplantmg one another h1stoncal 
ly, presupposmg one another 

Reducbomsm 
One of the deepest relations that one explanatmn can have toward an 
other 1s that of reducibtlzty The reductionist claims that one class of 
phenomena, more or less well explamed by some body of theory, 1s real 
ly explainable by some other theory, which 1s thought of as deeper or 
more basic This, we might say, reduces the apparent complexity of the 
world 
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Some of the most basic claims of science are to be found m examples 
of reduction Is all human behavmr reducible to the workmg out of un 
conscious sexuality? This 1s a simple example of a reduction So 1s the 
cla1m to explam all human behavior m terms of stimulus condltmnmg 
Many social theonsts (I thmk wrongly) cite Marx as the source for their 
view that all social phenomena are reducible to economics Regardless 
of who held 1t, 1t 1s an 1mportant reduction to understand Other reduc 
tlons, also mfluent1al, have been based on biology and seek to explain 
social phenomena as the workmg out ofvanous b10logical 1mperat1ves 
Examples of this range from the social Darwm1st and Malthusian social 
theories of the 1800s to the contemporary d1scuss1on about biologically 
based "aggression" or "terntoriahty" or the recent soc1ob10logy 

The pull of reductionist views 1s very strong They give us a kmd of 
underatandmg that we regard as profound When Newton demonstrated 
that terrestrial phenomena, like fallmg bodies, and celestial phenomena, 
hke planetary motions, could be brought under a smgle set of laws, the 
effect on the general world view was profound For before Newton, 
no two thmgs could be more different than leaden weights falling from 
earthly towers and the patterns of the heavens Newton changed thls 
The same sort of conceptual power. the ab1hty to change the way we see 
a large class of phenomena, makes reductions very attractive, be they 
physical, b1ological, economic, sexual, or any other kind 

In this work I examine reductionism from the pomt of view of the 
theory of explanation Does the reducmg theory in these various exam 
ples really give us explanations of the phenomena? In order to answer 
this, we wlll have to look more closely at the explanations that are bemg 
offered, but we shall also have to examine the notion of explanation 1t 
self What exactly 1s 1t that we are looking for when we seek these kinds 
of reductive explanations? 

One answer 1s that we are looking to go beyond the ordinary explana 
tlons we give of phenomena The power of Marxist or Freudian or somo 
biological explanations 1s precisely that they give us a radically new view 
of what 1s "really" going on m what we thought was a fam1har realm 
The ordinary phenomenon 1s displayed transformed by the reductionist 
explanatmn Thu, fact, which gives power to reduct10mst explanat10ns, 
1s also responsible for the most basic problem Are the new phenomena 
explamed by the reducmg theory really the same phenomena as the fa 
m1har ones? The reducing or underlymg theory 1s supposed to explain the 
same phenomena as the reduced or upper level theory This presupposes 
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that one explanab.on 1s an explanab.on of the same phenomenon as the 
other 

But 1s the "aggression" that soc10b1ology seeks to explam the same ag 
gressmn we find m war or civtl strife? Is 1t the same aggress10n that Freud 
talked about? Is the "social strat1flcab.on" of the recent IQ theorists the 
same stratlficat1on that econonucs and sociology try to explain? Is 1t 
the same as the strat1ficab.on Marx speaks of? 

Sometimes, as we shall see, the answer ts no, and when 1t 1s, a snnple 
mmded reductionism will be untenable But the surpr1smg thmg 1s not 
that the answer 1s sometimes negauve but that thts essential question ts 
usually not even asked Wnters on thts subJect make claims which turn 
on such quest10ns, yet they use the notlons of explanatmn and 1ts ob 
Jects m an unreflecuve and uncnt1cal way 

The question of when two explanations are explanations of the same 
phenomenon 1s another of the basic problems m sketching our algebra 
of explanations It 1s fundamental for understandtng such earlier ques 
t1ons as when two explanations are mcons1stent with each other and 
when one explanation supplants another Smee reduction mvolves the 
notion of explanation across theories, the problem of the 1dent1ty of the 
obJects of explanation 1s cructal here 

Ind1v1duabsm 
In one of the most basic forms of reduction a theory of one realm of 

I phenomena 1s reduced to an underlymg theory whose obJects are the 
I physical constituents of the obJects of the first theory Such a reduction 
f 

, tries to explam the phenomena of one "level" by appeal to the theory 
of what the things on that level are made of Followmg standard prac 
t1ce, we shall call such reductmns mwroreductzons 

The paradtgm of m1croreduction m phySical science 1s the reduction of 
thermodynamics, the theory of the observable properties of gases (tem 
perature, pressure, and so forth), to statistical mechamcs, which postu 
lates that the gas 1s made up of certam lands of molecules One then 
derives the higher level laws from the lower level mechamcal assump 
t1ons This 1s often taken as a paradtgm of m1croreductlon, not JUSt m 
physical science, but m social theory as well 12 In general its strategy ts 

12 Soaal theory 1s the term I am using mdm:nmmately to refer to soctal 
science social philosophy, and then various mixtures Obv10usly the use of thls 
term suggests that I do not thmk that a 'normative vs posrtlve d1stmctlon can 
be usefully drawn In fact all the examples partake of the nature of both 
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to explam the upper level phenomena by showing how anse from 
the mteract1on of the atomic constituents 13 Thls 1s an extremely power 
ful form of explanat10n and has had an enormous mfluence 
~ When thls paradigm 1s apphed m social theory, we get the var10us 
forms of zndtvidualtsm What they all have m common 1s the idea that 
the character1st1cs of society can be explamed as arising from the charac 
tensttcs of mdmduals, JUst as the character1st1cs of the gas can be ex 

as ansmg from the properties of its molecules What the ., ... .,,,.,.t,i" 
1 theory of the mdtv1duals 1s, of course, vanes from case to case It may 
/ be the psychoanalytic theory ofmdividual psychology, as m Freud's 

Cwilzzatwn and Its Discontents, or 1t may be a biological theory of the 
formation of md1V1dual charactensttcs, as m the recent soc1obiology It 
may be the commonsense explanation by reasons of the actions of m 
div1duals, as m trad1t10nal narrative hlstory, or agam 1t may be the ex 
planat10n of mdmdual choices of the kmd represented by rational ch01ce 

in economics 
The essence of these ts the methodological form of explammg social 

phenomena from mdmdual phenomena This 1s the gu1dmg methodology 
of much contemporary social theory, the subJect of much debate, un 
der the name methodolo!Jlcal mdzVlduahsm, 1t has been discussed both 
by philosophers and by social scientists Clear endorsements of method 
ological individualism can be found m Hobbes, Locke, Adam Srruth, Mill, 
and Weber among the classics, and m contemporary social scientists 
hke Kenneth Arrow and George Homans 14 In contemporary social the 
ory, 1t 1s the guiding methodology of such work as 

Theones of the market that seek to explam economic phenomena as 
ansmg from the sum of mdividual choices (Mtlton Friedman, F 
A Hayek) 

The work of social chmce theonsts m attempting to reduce the 
problem of collective to the theory ofmdmdual choice (K 
Arrow, Mancur Olson, A K Sen) 

Attempts to reduce the problem of distributive Justice to the JUst1fi 
cation of mdiv1dual "holdmgs" (Nozick) 

13 There are therefore, cases of m1croreduct1on that are not atom1St10 for ex 
ample, a m1croreduct1on where the underlying level is a continuous medmm Such 
cases will not concern us here 

14 Nozick sAnarchy State and Utopia (New York Basic Books, 1974) con 
tams a useful bst of sixteen examples of md1V1duabst exr,fan,att,-.n" (p 20) 
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Theories of pohtJ.cal representation wluch seek to construct an over 
all poht1cal dec1S1on out of the mdmdual preferences (Buchanan 
and Tullock, Downs) 

The methodological issue has been the sub3ect of much debate, yet, 
for all that, the debate 1s ofhttle help m understanding the controversy 
Partly, tlus 1s because the debate 1s muddled by an astomslung vanation 
m the theses called "methodological mdlVlduahsm " We have, for ex 
ample theses about what kmds of entitles are "real" (or "really real"), 
theses about how we know about social phenomena, theses about the 
"denvablhty" of certam kmds of laws from others, and theses about 
what lands of explanations exist or are "ultimate" ones Wnters use 
these vanants mterchangeably and will often shift from one to another 
m the course of an argument 15 

This lack of clanty 1s especially alarming because 1f there 1s one thmg 
that everyone agrees on, 1t 1s that the debate IS of more than academic 
interest and that tmportant moral and poht1cal issues are lurkmg m the 
background Karl Popper's The Open Society and Its Enemzes 1s a two 
volume blast at all nonmd1V1dual1stic social theory He says that failure to 
grasp methodological mdlVlduahsm leads not only to plulosoplucal and 
scientific error but to moral and poht1cal evtl Plato, Hegel, and most of 
all Marx are the examples he cites of what can happen if we are not m 
d1V1duahst1c, the consequences are totalttanamsm Norund1vtdual1sts, he 
suggests, beheve m trampling, m thought and deed, on md1V1dual hberty 
On the other hand, other wnters have pomted out that mdtviduahsm 
1s itself not without ideological consequences and presuppositions 

The mam focus of tlus work 1s the assessment of mdmdualtsm, both 
as a general plulosophy of social explanation and as a gmdmg method 
ology I JOm the controversy because I thmk 1t 1s a chance for plulos 
ophy to be useful m the analysis of real scientific and social issues The 
pnncipal strategy will be to attack the problem via an exammatton of 
the concept of explanation itself Methodological mdlVldualtsm, hke all 
species of reduct1orusm, consists m a claim that certam lands of explana 
t10n are available, that the theory of mdmduals explams the phenomena 
wluch were prevtously the provtnce of the upper level social theory 

15 Lukes s survey article Methodological IndlVlduallsm Reconsidered m A 
Ryan ed , The Philosophy of Social Explanation (Oxford Oxford Umversity 
Press, 1973) distinguishes eight importantly different theses mcludmg some but 
not all, of the above1 
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Is this true? Do the md1V1duahst1c explanations really explam the same 
thmgs as the1r hohst1c counterparts? I argue that the answer 1s often no 
In particular I argue m the second half of this work that certain kmds of 
mdmduahsttc explanations are "bad" ones, whlle other kmds of "struc 
tural" explanations are "good" ones 

Wanted A Philosophy of Explanation 
The task, then, 1s to gam a clearer view of the phenomena of explanation, 
the shifts and d1slocat1ons m explanatory frames, and the other charac 
tenst1c relations among explanations and their obJects We need an ac 
count of the algebra of explanations Such an account would have theo 
ret1cal interest but, what is more, could be of real use to the consumer 
of explanations m sorting out the Babel evidenced m the first pages of 
this chapter It could function as a kmd of consumers' guide to the ex 
planatory marketplace 

What follows falls short of such a general phtlosophy of explanatton 
Only scattered and parttal answers are given to the questions raised I wtll 
make some remarks m the dtrectlon of those questions and try to sort 
out some kinds of explanations from some others I will suggest that, m 
certain cases, some explanattons are preferable to others I will also be 
cla1mmg that some explanat10ns are really answering different questions 
than they might appear to be 

The reason I have not trimmed thls mtroduct1on to fit the modesty of 
what follows 1s that I trunk a general phtlosophy of explanation 1s really 
needed and 1t 1s valuable to set out the questions that have to be ans 
wered It 1s somethmg of a scandal how httle attention has been paid to 
thls need by traditional plulosophy, whlch, with 3ust a few excepttons, 
has had virtually nothmg to say about the forms of explanation 16 Thls 
1s not Just an oversight The phtlosophy of science, for the first half of 
thls century, was dommated by logical pos1tmsm, an approach that fea 
tured a single formal model for all explanation, all explanation was seen 
as formal deduction of sentences from general laws 17 Any explanation 

16 There has been some attention paid to the subJect outside trad1t1onal aca 
dem1c phtlosophy See Hayden White, Metahistory The H1storzcal lmagmatzon m 
Nineteenth Centwy Europe (Baltimore Johns Hopkms Umvers1ty Press, 1973) 
and Stephen C Pepper, World Hypotheses (Berkeley and Los Angeles Umvers1ty 
of Cahforma Press 1966) 

17 The deductive nomolog1cal model of Hempel s Aspects of Sczent1fic Ex 
planatzon (New York Free Press 196 5) 
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that chd not conform to this model was either defective or "not really ,, 

Tlus 1s not the place for a cnt1que of this doctrme I Wlll have more to 
say about 1t m chapter 5 It 1s not my goal to offer a detailed cnt1c1sm 
of the pos1tmst model Rather, I want to move beyond 1t, to take a 
pos1t1on m post pos1tmst plulosophy of explanation, via a consideration 
of the kmds of questions I have posed m this introduction The formal, 
poSttmst, model gives us no answers at all to those questions or 
answers that are Just false 
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When Wtlhe Sutton was m prison, a pnest who was trymg to reform him 
asked him why he robbed banks "Well," Sutton rephed, "that's where 
the money 1s " 

There has been a failure to connect here, a fatlure of fit Sutton and 
the pnest are passmg each other by The problem 1s to say how, exactly, 
they differ Clearly there are different values and purposes shapmg the 
question and answer They take different thmgs to be problematic or 
stand m need of explanation For the pnest, what stands m need of ex 
planatton 1s the dec1S1on to 1 ob at all He does not really care what But 
for Sutton, that 1s the whole question What 1s problematic 1s the choice 
of what to rob 

We could say that Sutton and the pnest have different notions of what 
the relevant alternatives to bank robbmg are For the pnest, the rele 
vant alternative to bank robbmg 1s leadmg an honest hfe, not robbmg 
anythmg But for Sutton, the relevant alternatives to bank robbing are 
robbmg grocery stores, robbmg gas stations, and so on What Sutton is 

really explaimng 1s why he robs banks rather than robbmg grocery 
stores, etc We could say that the priest has asked why Sutton robs banks 
and Sutton has answered why he robs banks! 

The difference between them 1s that they have two different contrasts 
m mmd, two different sets of alternatives to the problematic Sutton 
robs banks They are embedding the phenomenon to be explained m two 
different spaces of alternatives, which produces two different thmgs to 
be-explained, two different ob3ects of explanation 

The object of explanation here 1s therefore not a simple obJect, hke an 
event or a state of affairs, but more Wee a state of affairs together with 
a defm1te space of alternatives to 1t In the Sutton case the priest's ob 
JeCt lS 

Sutton { does not rob } banks, 
robs 

21 
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whereas Sutton's obJect 1s 

Sutton robs { other thmgs} 
banks 

Explanatory Relatwity 

Clearly, if the same event is embedded m two different contrast spaces, 
the answers to the two different questions so generated will not neces 
sartly be the same, and wtll often be d1ff erent Many Jokes, hke the Sut 
ton Joke, have as their structure a question and answer havmg different 
presuppos1t1ons, and often this will take the form of a dislocatmn from 
one contrast space to another Children's Jokes make use of this device m 
such classics as Why do firemen wear red suspenders? (To keep their 
pants up), and Why do ducks fly south m the winter? (It's too far to 
walk) Sometimes, as with Sutton, the answerer answers a question that 
1s much narrower m scope than the intended question Sometimes 1t 1s 
the reverse, as the answerer answers a very general mterpretat1on of a 
narrow question The detective, questioning a suspect about a murder, 
asks the suspect, Why did he die? The suspect tentatively suggests, Well, 
everyone has to go sometime, str Here, the suspect 1s dodgmg the de 
tect1ve's "real" question The explanation ts formally an answer to the 
quest10n, but what 1s really betng answered 1s the very general question 
why 

the victim { hved forever } , 
died 

whereas the detective's question was really why 

the victim { dted at some other time} 
died 

The effect of such d1ffenng spaces of alternatives 1s not always a Joke, 
what aspect of a given state of affairs we take to be problematic radically 
affects the success or failure of potential explanations For an explana 
t1on to be successful, 1t must speak to the question at hand, whether ex 
phc1t or 1mphc1t, or else we will have failures of fit hke Sutton and the 
pnest What we need, therefore, ts some way of representmg what 1s 
really getting explamed m a given explanat10n, and what 1s not The con 
trast spaces give us such a representation of one basic way m wluch ex 
planauon 1s "context relative " My claim 1s that this relatmty to a con 
trast space 1s quite general, I will call 1t explanatory relativity 

Once sens1t1zed to thts phenomenon, one can easily fmd examples of 
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1t, for there are many cases m which explanations are reJected as belong 
mg to the "wrong" contrast space For example, at one pomt m his 
analys1s of dreams, Jung 1s dtscussmg a dream about an auto accident 

We reduce the dream-J)lcture to its antecedents wdh the help of the 
dreamer s recollect1ons He recogru.zes the street as one down which he 
had walked on the previous day The car accident remmds him of 
an accident that had actually occurred a few days before, but of which 
he had only read ma newspaper As we know, most people are satis 
fled with a reductlon of this kmd "Aha," they say, "that's why I had 
this dream 

Obviously this reduction 1s quite unsatisfymg from the sc1entlflc pomt 
of view The dreamer had walked down many streets the prev10us day, 
why was this one selected? He had read about several accidents, why 
did he select this one? 1 

The complaint 1s that a certam contrast ts crucial for a successful ex 
planation, and that some would be explanation falls to account for that 
contrast A good example 1s furmshed by Meyer Shapiro's "Nature of 
Abstract Art,"2 which considers and reJects the standard forms of ex 
planation for the nse and fall of art1st1c styles explanat10ns that appeal 
to "the exhaustion of posS1bilit1es" m earher styles and "pendulum 
swmg" theories Hts complamt 1s "From the mechanical theories of ex 
haust1on, boredom and reaction we could never explain why the reac 
tton occurred when 1t dtd" (p 190) Later he cnt1c1zes one such expla 
nation for the nse of Futunsm, saymg that 1t "makes no effort to 
explam why this art should emerge m Italy rather than elsewhere" (p 
208) 

On a more abstract level, Aristotle complains that atom1sts try to ex 
piam movement by postulatmg an eternal motion of the atoms But, he 
says, this 1s a poor explanation because 1t does not explam why things 
move one way rather than another 3 And, at the other extreme, expla 
nations m everyday ltfe also reflect this relatmty, as advertlsmg slogans 
urge "Don't ask me why I smoke Ask me why I smoke Wmstons" 

1 C G Jung The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche (Princeton Pnnce 
ton Uruvemty Press 1966), p 240 

2 Meyer Shap1ro, Nature of Abstract Art m Modem Art 19th and 20th 
Centuries (New York George Braztller 1978) 

3 Why and what th1s movement ls they do not say nor, 1f the world moves 
one way rather than another do they tell us the cause of its domg so (Neta 
physics 1071 b 33) 
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Yet despite the r!·ea!!i~!!! occurrence of explanatory relatmty, not 
much attention has paid to the general phenomenon There are sev 
eral good examples ma recent paper by Fred Dretske Here is one of 
them 

Suppose Alex, after bemg fired, needs some money to meet expenses 
until he finds another Job Clyde lends him $300 It seems fairly obvious 
that there are three chfferent questions (at least) that we can ask with 
the words "Why did Clyde lend him $300?" and, accordmgly, three dif
ferent explanations one can give for Clyde's him $300 We may 
want to know why Clyde lent him $300 The answer m1gltt be that thts 
is how much Alex thougltt he would need, or perhaps, thouglt Alex 
wanted more, this 1s all the ready cash that Clyde had avatlable On the 
other hand, we may want to know why Clyde lent lum $300-why d1dn't 
he Just give 1t to him'> Finally, we may be mterested m fmdJ.ng out 
why Clyde lent htm $300 4 

Here, the three different explanations can be represented as the ans 
wers to the questions 

{
$300 } 1 Why Clyde lent Alex some other 

2 WhyClyde 

3 Why 

sum 

{ r:::} Alex $300 and 

{ someone else} lent Alex $300 
Clyde 

Dretske observes that the differences among various stresses 1s essentially 
of a pragmatic nature and says that examples ltke these "constitute sen 
ous obstacles to any attempt to formulate a purely syntactical characten 
zat1on of explanabon " 

Tlus 1s true But then how should we characterize 1t? Dretske represents 
the vanat1ons by usmg contrastive stress, the linguists' term for the de 
vice of underhnmg ( or vocally stressmg) part of the sentence But the 
voice or the underline 1s a symptom of whatever 1s gomg on here, not an 
analysis 1t And m addition to not bemg an analysis, 1t cannot repre 
sent the more general forms of explanatory relatmty, smce 1t 1s obviously 

4 Fred Dretske Contrastive Statements 'Phzlosophzcal Re1new 82 (Oct 1973) 
419 
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hm1ted to cases where the problematic consists of a variatton m one of 
the exphc1t syntactic parts of the sentence If the aspect bemg vaned 1s 

not a syntactic part of the sentence, contrastive stress cannot represent 
the explanatory relat1VIty For example, take the case of Clyde lendmg 
Alex $300, and suppose that we know that Alex is the sort who, 1f he 
could not raise the money from fnends, would take W!lhe Sutton's ad 
vice and rob a bank Clyde knows this too and so lends his fnend $300 
to keep htm from gettmg mto trouble 

If we then asked, "Why did Clyde lend Alex $300?" and received the 
answer to keep his friend out of Jatl, how are we to represent the "real" 
question? It 1s not 

1 why Oyde (rather than Bob) lent Alex $300 
or 2 why Clyde lent (rather than gave) Alex $300 
or 3 why Clyde lent Alex (rather than Phil) $300 
or 4 why Clyde lent Alex $300 (rather than some other sum) 

but rather why Clyde lent Alex $300 (without emphasis) rather than 
lettmg him rob a bank The contrast space 1s the only possible represeR 
tatlon m cases hke these 

The Algebra of Explanations 
Let us begm, then, wtth the simple idea that an explanation always takes 
place relative to a background space of alternatives Then different 
spaces of alternatives may therefore require different explanations And 
sometimes we can compare two explanations to see how their contrast 
spaces differ Thts gives us a measure of the dlslocat10n between two ex 
planattons 

Contrast spaces therefore give us a useful tool for comparmg explana 
ttons with each other In particular I want to go back to the examples 
of the introduction and show how sometimes a shift from one explana 
tory frame to another 1s Just a shift m the relevant contrast space Con 
sider the case of Newton vs the med1eval phys1c1sts The medievals 
asked why somethmg keeps moving Their ob3ect can now be represented 
as askmgwhy 

the thmg 1s { moving } att, 
notmovmg 

In order to answer this, they had to postulate a force actmg at each time 
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We are now m a pos1t10n to represent the epistemological break that New 
ton aclueved 5 It ts to reconstitute the obJect of explanation as asking 
why 

the tlung has {given acceleration } att 
some other acceleration 

For this obJect the only nontrmal explanations are explanations of 
changes of motion, that 1s, of accelerations So the break from the medi 
evals to Newton can be 1epresented as a shift m the contrast space of 
their explanations 

The same tlungs can be said about the other example of that sect.J.on, 
the shift from Aristotehan to evolutionary biology Aristotle asked why 
there are the species that there are We can now state the obJect of his 
question he was askmg why these species extst rathe, than the other pos 
s1ble species, that 1s, why 

{
other possible species} exist 
these species 

The shift to the Darwinian questton 1s the shift to explrumng not the 
ongm of species but rather their surnval In other words the obJect be 
comes why 

these species { become extmct} 
exist 

This representation makes a httle clearer what 1s and what 1s not get 
tmg explamed m a given explanatron Arid this, m turn, means that the 
problems of explanation discussed m the mtroductmn are sens1tnte to 
the contrast space phenomenon 

Consider, for example, the problem of deciding 1f pretheoretlcal ques 
tlons are really bemg answered Certamly a necessary condition for a 
theory to be a real answer to a pretheoret1cal question 1s that 1t embody 

5 The termmology ( coupure ep1stemolog1que ) 1s taken from Bachelard We 
could also have smd change m explanatory frame or for that metter para 
dlglTI shift se1ent1fic revolution change m eptsteme' or aspect shift There 
are em barrassmgly many terms all of vague meaning, and all meaning vaguely s1m 
!lar tlungs I choose Bachelard s term because 1t greatly predates the others See G 
Bachelard The hychoanalyflls of Fire (Boston Beacon Press, 1964} and The Po 
etu:so/Space (New York Onon Press 1964) 
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a contrast space compatible with that of the question Otherwise, fail 
ures to commurucate hke the one mvolvmg Sutton and the priest will 
occur This happens more often than we reahze and we wdl see more 
examples of 1t 

It 1s not Just a matter of what m the explanation 1s bemg vaned, 1t 
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1s also a matter of how much Even though two questions agree on what 
m the onginal state of affairs 1s problemabc, they may differ 1mpor 
tantly on how large a space of alternatives they envlB1on If the guestmn 
1s why Clyde (rather than Bill) lent Alex $300, this may reqmre a dlf 
ferent answer than 1f the questmn 1s why Clyde (rather than Bill or Fred 
or Sue) lent Alex $300 

These expansions and contractions m the space of 1magmed alterna 
tives occur fundamentally and often, and they play a strong role m shap 
mg what counts as an explanation Suppose, for example, that we are 
discussing the 1968 presidential election and we ask why Nixon won the 
Republican nommat1on A pohtical h1stonan tells us, Because all the 
othe1 viable candidates had offended some segment of the party Gold 
water, Rockefeller, and Romney all had enemies w1thm the party, and 
only Nixon had no one very strongly opposed to htm In this explana 
t1on the contrast space ts 

Goldwater ! 
Romney won the Repubhcan nommat10n 
Rockefeller 
Nixon 

These are the hve poss1b1ht1es, and the explanation really does explain 
why Nixon won as agamst this contrast space But the explanation would 
not work 1f we were entertammg some other poss1b1hty as hve, say, that 
of Senator Percy getting the nommat1on If we <ltd, the pohttcal histo 
nan would have to add somethmg hke The delegates to the convention 
were well entrenched conservatives for whom Senator Percy was too 
liberal 

Explanatory relatlV!ty 1s also relevant to the other problems of the m 
troductmn, the algebra of explanations 1s greatly affected by variations 
m the contrast space Two explanations are mcons1stent with each oth 
er, or can be conJomed, or are irrelevant to each other, only 1f their con 
trast spaces hne up m certain ways If one explanation presupposes 
another, its contrast space will be a refmement or partltlon of one of the 
elements of the contrast space of the other (as m the Sutton case) In 
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each case there IS more to be said about how contrast spaces enable us 
to represent these relat10ns, and about how the various relations among 
explanations correlate with various relations among their contrast spaces 

In particular this 1s true of the problems of theoretical reduction We 
said that one of the main requrrements of a would be reduct10n 1s that 
1t enable us to explain «the same phenomena" as the prereductlon the 
ory But this notion of "the same phenomena" IS clearly sens1t1ve to ex 
planatory relat1V1ty two different contrast spaces may smuggle ma 
Suttonesque amb1gu1ty into the s1tuat1on Consequently, m evaluatmg 
all reduct1omst clru:ms, we must be careful that the obJects match up and 
that the reducing theory really does explam the same phenomena (with 
the same contrast space) as the reduced theory This will be one of the 
mam tools I wtll use m the next chapter, m the analysis ofreduct10msm 

Presuppositions of Explanations 
The general claim of explanatory relativity 1s the claun that explanatlon 
takes place relative to a contrast space I mean this as a claim about how 
to explam explanations the contrast space 1s a basic presuppoS1t1on of 
the explanation context, an add1t10nal piece of structure necessary to 
explam how explanations function 

Without some such hypothesis, I do not thmk we can give an account 
of how explanattons actually work, or fail to The contrast space deter 
mmes, m part, what counts as a successful explanation I want to exam 
me this more closely, especially the idea of what really does get explamed, 
and what does not, m a typical explanation For there IS an important 
way m which certam thmgs really do not get explained Now of course 
any explanation leaves somethmg unexplamed, and m particular any 
part of the ob3ect of explanation that 1s outside the contrast space will 
not explamed 

But there 1s something more Look at the explanation that Sutton 
gave The questton was why do you rob banks? and the answer was 
they have the most money He 1s saying, m other words, that the fact 
that 

somethmg has the most money 

explamswhy 

Sutton robs that thmg 

Now we might, especially 1f we were sympathetic to the priest, ask why 
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the first thmg explains the second tlung Why, after all, does the fact 
that something has the most money explain why Sutton robs 1t? Note 
that 1t follows from the form of his explanation that, smce it 1s (m some 
sense) necessary that something ( or other) has the most money, there 
fore, necessarily, Sutton robs sometlung The fact that Sutton robs some 
thmg or other follows from the form of the explanation 

But this 1s JUSt the thmg that 1s bothermg the priest He wants to know 
why rob anythmg at all, a question Sutton has not answered But 1t 1s 
not JUSt that he has not answered 1t Rather, Sutton's answer and the 
fact that zt zs taken to be an answer (1 e , an explanation) md1cate that 
Sutton 1s presupposing a satisfactory answer to the pnest's question He 
is presupposmg 1t m the s1mple sense that hls answer does not even make 
sense unless one supposes the priest's question already to have been ans 
wered satisfactorily Someone for whom the pnest's question still hngers 
1s not someone who can accept that Sutton's answer 1s an answer at all, 
for the 1mphc1t question whlch Sutton 1s answering 1s 

Given that you are gomg to rob something, why do you rob banks? 

So the underlined phrase 1s a presuppos1t1on m the straightforward sense 
that whether or not one accepts 1t affects the success of the explana 
tory act 

Lookmg at how such "given" clauses function m explanations gives us 
another VIew of the phenomenon of explanatory relatlVlty The "given" 
clause often (but not always) functions to express the same presuppos1 
tlon as the contrast space Roughly speakmg, the question 

Given A, why B? 

1s equivalent to the contrast 

Why B rather than any of the other alternatives to B m which A 
1s true? 

The "given" clause tells us, at the very least, what the outer bound 1s on 
the vanat1on m B we are to consider only such alternatives to Bas also sat 
1sfy A Why must thls be so? Why 1s 1t that explanations hm1t their alter 
natives m thls way? Why do we have explanat10ns of why X rather than 
Y, or why A, given B, rather than simply explammg why X or why A?6 

6 Notice, incidentally, that this very question has the form 'Why Prather than 
Q?" 
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The answer, I thmk, lies m our need to have a lzmzted negation, a de 
termmate sense of what wtll count as the consequent's "not" happen 
mg Lacking such a determmate sense of alternatives, one has difficulty 
seemg how we could give explanat10ns at all, they would have to be so 
all encompassmg as to be 1mposs1ble 

Let me give an example Suppose that I got up one day and went out 
for a dnve I was domg about 110 when I rounded a bend, around which 
a truck had stalled Unable to stop m time, I crashed mto the truck La 
ter, chasttsmg me for the accident, you say, "If you hadn't been speed 
mg, you wouldn't have had that accident" I reply, "Yes, that's true, 
but then 1f I hadn't had breakfast, I would have gotten to that spot be 
fore the truck stalled, so if I hadn't eaten breakfast, I wouldn't have 
had the accident Why don't you blame me for havmg had breakfast?" 

What's wrong with my reply? It 1s based on the truth of a causal con 
d1t1onal 1f I had not had breakfast, I would not have had that accident 
But whlle 1t 1s true that I would not have had that accident, neverthe 
less, 1f I had been speedmg then 1t 1s likely that I would have had an 
other accident My claim 1s based on the assertion that 1f somethmg 
( eatmg breakfast) had not happened, the accident would not have hap 
pened The problem Is, What 1s gomg to count as that accident's not 
happenmg? If "that accident" means, as 1t must if my statement 1s gomg 
to be true, "that very accident," that concrete particular, then every 
thmg about the situation 1s gomg to be necessary for 1t the shirt I was 
wearmg, the kmd of truck I hit, and so forth, smce If any one of them 
had not occurred, 1t would not have been that accident 

But this 1s absurd, and m order to escape this absurdity and not have 
everythmg be necessary for the accident, we must recogmze that the 
real obJect of explanation 1s not 

my havmg had that accident 

We need somethmg m add1t1on to represent what 1s really getting ex 
plamed, something that will account for the fact that my ob1ect10n 
somehow misses the pomt For not any difference from that very ac 
c1dent 1s gomg to count as relevantly different, only certain ones will 
And so we need, m addition to the event, a set of perturbations wluch 
wtll count as melevant or messentially different These irrelevant per 
turbat10ns determine an equivalence relation, "differs messent1ally 
from," and the real ob3ect of explanation 1s an eqmvalence class under 
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this relation 7 The eqmvalence relation determmes what 1s gomg to 
count as the event's not happening 
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If we consider the auto accident we can see that, for the usual pur 
poses, many "alternatives" will be considered as "not essentially d1f 
ferent" under this equivalence relation Havmg had a s1m1lar accident 
m a s1m1lar place dnvmg a similar car but wearmg a different colored 
shtrt, for example, will count as "not essentlally different" The equiv 
alence relation determines the object of explanation m the sense that 
the explanation which we seek must not dwell on the factors whlch 
select among equivalent states of affairs but only on factors which are 
responsible for the accident's happerung rather than some meqwvalent 
state of affairs 

Of course, the exact spec1flcat10n of this eqmvalence relation, the 
spec1ficat1on of what exactly 1s gomg to count as relevantly different, 
1s not given m advance or once and for all The relation can be drawn 
tightly or loosely In the auto accident case I am trymg to evade re 
spons1b1hty by drawing the relation very tightly, thus making a great 
deal necessary for 1t to have occurred I am prepared to say that an ac 
c1dent m whlch I was wearmg a different shirt counts as "the same," 
and so I would not try to use the shirt as a necessary cause, I have some 
nontrmal conception of what counts as "the same" accident But I 
have chosen (imphcitly) a spec1f1c obJect of explanation My detractors, 
blammg me for the accident, are ms1stmg on a different equivalence 
relation For them, the question 1s why I had that accident rather than 
not havmg had any accident In other words they count my havmg had 
another accident Just down the road as something which is essentially 
the same as what actually happened 

So each equivalence relation lays a gnd or mesh over the possible 
phenomena, and corresponding to each mesh there 1s a conception of 
what the object of explanation ts We can, as m the auto accident, ms1st 
on one mesh or another But the choice 1s not entirely arbitrary There 
1s a general fact which must be taken mto account As the mesh be 
comes finer and finer, that 1s, as the equivalence classes become smaller 
and more numerous, the resulting obJect, and hence the resulting expla 
nation, becomes less and less stable That 1s, the explanation 

7 Each eqmvalence class consists of the set of' messent1ally d1fferent obJects 
collapsed into one for this purpose 
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reckless dnvmg causes accidents (somewhere or other) 

1s highly stable under all sorts of perturbat10ns of the underlymg s1tua 
tton the weather, road cond11:J.ons, etc We can perturb them almost at 
will, and the causal relation remams On the other hand the explanation 

reckless dnvmg and breakfast and causes accident at x, t, 

1s highly unstable under these same perturbat10ns Tlus 1s sometJ.mes ob 
scured by the fact that we call auto crashes "accidents " Sometimes a 
crash 1s really accidental, that 1s, 1s highly unstable with respect to its an 
tecedents But other tunes, as m this case, acctdents are not accidental 
at all, even though we can (perversely) cast the object of explanation so 
as to make 1t seem accidental 

The general need to have an ob3ect of explanat10n which 1s somewhat 
stable under such perturbations means that the choice of obJect 1s not 
entirely arbitrary Each eqmvalence relat10n determmes the kmd of ob 
Ject, and hence a theory, m much the same way as Fehx Klem defmed a 
geometry as ansmg when we specify an equivalence relation Any equiv 
alence relation, or sense of what is essentially the same as what, gives 
us a new set of objects We study the features which are mvanant under 
the various perturbations Each eqmvalence relation therefore gives 
nse to a different "geometry " But which geometry 1s the "nght" one? 
Clearly, there are some pragmatic, practical factors at work Yet the 
s1tuat1on 1s not completely deternuned by these factors, for these prac 
ttcal demands must be reconciled with the nature of the phenomena 
themselves and with the stablhty demands of good sc1entlf1c explana 
t1on 

So the answer to the quest10n, Are irrelevance geometries stipulated, 
or are they "m the world"? 1s both I We can stipulate equivalences at 
will, but the result will be a good explanation or a good piece of science 
only 1f the way we are treatmg things as messenttally d1fferent corre 
sponds to the way nature treats things as messent1ally dlf ferent 

Let us grant, then, that when we expl8111 an event not everything 
about 1t is essential to 1t The explanation has to be stable m some neigh 
borhood of the actual world The problem now 1s How large a neigh 
borhood? What are its boundaries? 

Clearly, the particulars of a specific explanation can be perturbed 
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substantially whtle the explanation retams its force If the explanation 
for why a leaf is green 1s that 1t con tams chlorophyll, then the causal form 

contams chlorophyll causes green color 

holds generally m a wide class of circumstances But not m all circum 
stances Jars whlch contam chlorophyll are not caused thereby to be 
green So obviously, there 1s a presupposition workmg here, to the effect 
that thts case 1s the kind of case for whlch "contams chlorophyll" ex 
plams "greenness " 8 Agam, 1f you sought to explam why somethlng 
moved as 1t did by citmg Newton's laws of falling bodies, you are pre 
supposmg that the thlng m question 1s the kmd of thmg for whlch those 
laws hold, namely, a physical ob3ect, etc If 1t turns out that the movmg 
thrng was a shadow on the side of a butldmg, you must withdraw or 
amend your explanation, for we have passed out of the realm for which 
such explanations hold 

Each time, there is a presupposition that thts case hes ms1de the do 
mam of vahd1ty of the explanatory form, that is, that it is the kmd of 
thmg for whlch such an explanat10n can hold Now this gives us a kmd 
of test for the presupposit10ns of an explanatton see how large a neigh 
borhood of the actual s1tuat10n will mamtam the vahd1ty of the expla 
natlon The outer boundaries of that neighborhood will represent the 
presuppos1t1ons of the explanation In the simple cases above, those pre 
suppos1t1ons are, respectively, that we are dealing with a plant, and that 
we are dealing with a physical ob1ect 

The presuppositions become much more complex when we pass to 
more difficult cases Recall, for example, the explanation of why Nixon 
got the Repubhcan nommation all the other maJor candidates had 
alienated some faction or other m the party Certainly thls 1s only an ex 
planation if we are presupposing that the four maJor candidates were 
the only poss1b1ht1es, but somethlng more 1s true Suppose someone 
said, "Well, I understand that the other candidates had offended sections 
of the party But Nixon is so awful, why did they nommate anyone at 

8 Alternatively 1t could be suggested that the problem turns on the amb1gu 
1ty of the word contams If plants contained chlorophyll hke Jars do, they 
would not necessarlly be green But th1s 1s really no different from what I am say 
mg which can be put as the presupposition that we are talkmg about 'contams 
m the sense appropriate to plants what the word contains means m the cate 
gory of plants 
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all? Why not Just pass? Or why didn't they compromise by nommatmg 
the set of the four of them to run Junta style?" 

Such poss1b:tht1es are essentially beyond the frame of the explanation 
given In our langt1age the form of the explanation was something 
hke given that exactly one person receives the Repubhcan nomma 
non, why was 1t Nixon rather than Goldwater, and so forth? Once we 
wander outside the boundanes of the given clause, the explanation 
collapses The domam of vahd1ty of thls explanation includes only those 
situations m whlch exactly one person receives the Repubhcan nomma 
non 

The same sort of thmg 1S true of the Sutton case Smee the form of 
hls explanation 

X has the most money explains Sutton robs X, 

1t 1s clear that this explanation Is vahd only m s1tuat1ons m which Sutton 
robs exactly one (kind of) thmg The fact that Sutton robs exactly one 
thmg, therefore, IS true of every poss1b1hty envisaged by the presuppos1 
t1on It 1s a pure consequence of the presuppos1t1on and 1s therefore not 
itself explained The same thmg 1s true of the Republican nommation 
case, m wlu.ch the fact that the Repubhcans nommate exactly one person 
1s a pure consequence of the presuppos1t10n 

So every explanat10n must have some generahty, yet 1t obviously can 
not have complete generahty Somewhere m the middle, then, are the 
boundaries of the realm for winch the explanation holds This will vary 
from case to case, and m each case the size and shape of the outer bound 
ary of contemplated poss1b1hty will reflect (part of) the piesuppos1tlons 
of that explanation 

I will return immediately to these pomts, develop them further, and 
then apply them to ferret out the presuppositions of various explana 
t1ons First, I want to take a bnef detour and make essentially the same 
pomts agam, from a slightly different standpoint a consideration of the 
role of laws m explanations 

Many philosophers think that laws play an essential role m explana 
t10ns In fact the covenng law model of Hempel and Oppenheim says, 
basically, that an explanation consists m subsummg the situation to be 
explamed under a law The role of such laws m explanations 1s twofold 
First, the law 1s supposed to provide the necessary generallty that an 
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explanation must have to say that A causes B, Hume noted, is to say 
that A and B are mstances of some more general relation Second, the 
law 1s supposed to capture the idea of a connectlon between A and B, 
the causal connection whose existence means that A and B are not mere 
ly accidentally co occurring 

Now, I do not want to get mto the issue of whether the lands of laws 
contemplated m the standard treatments really do capture these notions, 
or whether explanations really must con tam laws m them at all (Some 
people trunk not Scriven, Arronson, and Davidson, for example, thmk 
that there must be a law but that the explanation need not cite 1t ) 

All I want to do 1mmed1ately 1s to follow the standard way of tallong 
about "deductive nomological" explanations and to restate some of the 
conclusions of the last few pages m that language Let us start with a 
simple example When I explain why the plant 1s green by saymg that 1t 
contains chlorophyll, the law m this case 1s that all plants wluch contam 
chlorophyll are green So far, so good Now consider the example of the 
Republican nomination, whlch Nixon won by not ahenatmg anyone Is 
the law here somethlng hke 

Anyone who does not alienate anyone gets the Republican nomma 
t10n? 

There are several problems with this First of all, 1t clearly apphes only 
to leading candidates So we must add the qual1ficat1on 

Anyone who {1) 1s a leading candidate 
and (2) does not alienate anyone 

gets the Repubhcan nommatlon 

But this still will not do Suppose two people had not alienated anyone? 
What would have happened then? Here the law gives a confused answer 
On the one hand there 1s nothlng m either of the conditions, or their 
con3unct1on, to rule out the poss1bihty of two people satlsfymg them 
JOtntly On the other hand 1t 1s a logical consequence of the law that 1t 
can be true of exactly one person 

Let me take the second pomt first "Gets the Repubhcan nommatmn" 
can be expressed more exphc1tly as 

becomes the one and only person who gets the Republican nomma 
t10n 

It 1s a logical consequence of the law that exactly one person gets the 
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nommat10n Tlns we have already seen That exactly one person get the 
nommat10n 1s m some sense a necessary truth Here this fact 1s expressed 
by the fact that 1t 1s a pure consequence of the law 

Why could not two people have the property of bemg leadmg candt 
dates who had not alienated anyone? It was perfectly possible, 1t Just did 
not happen to be So the correct form of the law 1s therefore 

//there happens to be a umque person among the leadmg cand1 
dates who has not alienated anyone, then that person becomes the 
nommee 

And so we see that 1f there had been two such people, the whole expla 
nat10n would have to be withdrawn because the very apphcab1hty of the 
law depends on the cond1t10n that there 1s only one such person It 
must be withdrawn completely m the case where two people have the 
n,cessary properties, and we must go out to look for a whole different 
form of explanat10n m the case where that happens 

The case 1s somewhat different m the Wtlhe Sutton example, where the 
law 1s sometlnng hke 

/fsomethmg has the (most) money, then Sutton will rob 1t 

What 1f several thmgs had the most money? Several thmgs cannot have 
the most money, 1t 1s part of the meaning of the word most that exactly 
one thing has the most money 9 In this case the fact that there 1s exact 
ly one tlnng satisfying the requisite properties 1s a necessary truth, not 
an addtt10nal assumption about what JUSt happened to be 

And so 1t does not really matter for the time bemg whether we speak 
of presuppos1t1ons of explanat10ns, pure consequences of the law, or 
consequences of the meaning of the terms bemg used, for m any case 
the conclusion ts that m cases hke these the fact that there 1s a unique 
thing sat1sfymg a certain property 1s not explained but, on the contrary, 
1s a necessary truth m one way or another 

So much for the role of laws in explanations I ventured into 1t in or 
der to show, using concepts which are plnlosophically familiar, how pre 
suppos1t10ns funct10n to shape the space of contemplated alternatives, 
the phenomenon I am calhng "explanatory relattv1ty " 

9 Roughly speaking and 1gnormg the poss1b1hty of 1les 
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Explanatory Relat1v1ty and the Philosophy of Explanation 
Although, as we saw, there 1s no shortage of examples of explanatory 
relat1V1ty, there has not been very much d1scuss1on of it as a phenom 
enon in the phtlosophy of explanation There are hints of 1t here and 
there 
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Anstotle devotes the last sect10n of book Z of the Metaphyszcs to a 
d1scuss10n of explanat10n Book Z is concerned with expoundmg the 
nature of substance, the foundat10n concept of his metaphysics, and in 
the last section he says that we can "make another start" on that sub 
3ect by considering the notion of explanatzon (aztza), "for substance 1s 
a kind of pnnctple and explanat10n "He continues immediately 

Now to ask why 1s always why 
somethmg belongs to something else (1041 a 12) 

He goes on to provide a number of remarks about what vanous quest10ns 
really mean In each case the real meaning of the quest10n 1s given by 
what amounts to a contrast He says generally that to ask why is to ask 
"why something of somethmg else", he cnt1cizes quest10ns of the form 
Why A? and says that a true quest10n has the form Why does A belong 
toX? 

"Why does it thunder?" means "why is a 
n01se produced m the clouds?" 

In each case he gives, like this one, the first element 1s the variable or 
problematic factor, and the second element is the unchanging substance 
So we are asking of this substance, X, why 1t is A We can add that ts, 
why 1t10 1s A rather than not A 

In adding this exphc1t contrast I am only fillmg m what Anstotle has 
said elsewhere that substance terms do not admit contraries but that 
the attributes of substance do Thus his dictum "Substance 1s that which 
bears contranes" means that the substance X can be A or not A, the 
person can be musical or unmusical The substance term itself, X, does 
not have a contrary The general picture this gives us of explanation 1s 
that explana't10n 1s of some substance X and explams why X 1s A rather 
than not A 

This brmgs Anstotle's formula mto conformity with what I have been 

10 And 1t 1s essential that what zt 1s 1s an X 
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saymg The "substance" term X expresses the presuppos1t1on, that winch 
1s (taken as) fixed The variation "A rather than not A" expresses the 
limited set of alternatives I say "limited" because the alternatives to the 
state of affa1rs 

A belongs to X 

are those m which 

not A belongs to X 

But these do not exhaust all oflog1cal space because they share a com 
mon presuppos1t1on, X 

This general schema captures the ordmary cases of explanations When 
we ask why the sky 1s blue, Aristotle would say we are really asking of 
the sky why it 1s blue rather than some other color In contrast space 
language, we are asking why 

the sky 18 { another color} 
blue 

This means, first of all, that the existence of the sky itself 1s not prob 
lematlc for this explanation, and second, that what zs problematic 1s (on 
ly) the color of the sky 

The two terms of the explanation, the substance term and the vanat1on 
term, are also related m a very important, and very Anstotehan, way 
the substance term tells us what the form of the explanat10n 1s gomg to 
be It will be whatever the appropnate form of explanation 1s for thmgs 
of that category 11 Consider the vanable predicate "red," something 
whtch can be had or not had by various londs of substances 

If we ask 

Why is Xred? 

even 1f we understand that to mean 

Why is X { another color} ? 
red 

we still do not have a determmate form of explanation until we know 

11 More accurately, the substance term tells us wluch forms of explanation 
will be appropriate for wluch predicates There IS not Just one kmd of explana 
bon for each kmd of substance but several The form of explanation of the color 
of the sky for example 1s different from the form for explammg why 1t 1s cloudy 
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what kmd of tlung X 1s There 1s not, m this view, one all purpose form 
of explanation for why any old thmg 1s red, be 1t a book or a person or 
a sky or a dream image Instead, there 1s one kmd of explanation for 
each kmd of tlung that 1s red 

If we ask why a person 1s red, for example, the answer mtght be "from 
exerbon" or "because of anger " But "anger" does not generally pro 
duce redness, only m people Horses who are angry do not become red 
L1kew1se 1f we ask why a piece of metal 1s red, the answer might be "be 
cause 1t was heated to a high temperature " But the general relation be 
tween bemg heated and becommg red 1s only a relatron m the cate 
gory of metals If a fluid 1s heated, 1t does not become red 

In each case, then, when we ask why X 1s A, we get the answer 
that it 1s because 1t 1s B But, m general, B ness will explam A ness 
only for the kmd of thmg that X 1s The kmd of tlung that X repre 
sents 1s therefore a presuppos1t1on, m the sense of the prev10us sec 
t1on 

Outside the classical period 12 there has not been much d1scuss1on of 
the forms of explanat10n unttl fairly recently, although there are 
some remarks m scattered places which talk about the need for con 
trasts of various kmds For example, W1ttgenstem speaks m the Tracta 
tus about "logical spaces" whose structure 1s exactly that of a con 
trast space 

Each thmg 1s, as 1t were, m a space of posSible states of affairs A 
spatlal obJect must be situated m mfm1te space A speck m the 
VlSUal field, though 1t need not be red, must have some color, 1t 1s, so 
to speak, surrounded by color space Notes must have some pitch, ob 
Jects of the sense of touch some degree of hardness, and so on 13 

But remarks hke these are not, and they were not mtended to be, part 
of a philosophy of explanation, and the role of suc,h contrast spaces m 
explanat1on has not received much notice 

One mterestmg exception 1s Josiah Royce Hts semmars were often 
devoted to the concept of explanabon, with various people presentmg 
papers on very modern sounding topics m "comparative methodology " 

12 Cf also Plato s d1scuss10n of the forms of explanation m the Phaedo 
97-107 

13 Tractatus Logcco Phzlosophzcus (London Kegan Paul 1921) 2 013f 
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(For example, the graduate student T S Ehot presented one on the re 
lat1on between mterpretation and explanation m comparative rehgion ) 
Florence Webster presented a paper on the notion of cause m biology 
She argued for a notion wluch was "mterestmgly analogous to Mill's 
method of difference It 1s, namely, that while you cannot fmd the cause 
for an event, you can find the cause for the difference between two 
events" (p 133) The followmg mterchange took place 

Costello What IS interest? 
MISs Webster Depends on choice of events you compare an event with 
Royce Interest 1s ob3ective m bemg determmed by enruonment You 

compare with certain other events 
Miss Webster Depends on the context of the mterestmg obJects 14 

These contrast spaces are still not well understood ob3ects Their struc 
ture 1s not readtly 1dent1fiable with any of the traditional obJects of log 
1c, for example They have some simtlant1es with "possible worlds," for 
mstance, but they are not simply spaces of possible worlds They are 
more hke equivalence classes of possible worlds (under the relation "dtf 
fers messentially from") with almost all possible worlds excluded alto 
gether from the space (Contrast spaces are typically quite small ) 

The basic structure of a contrast space 1s somethmg hke tlus If Q 1s 
some state of affairs, a contrast space for Q 1s a set of states [Qa] such 
that 

1 Q 1s one of the Qa 
2 Every Qa 1s mcompatible with every other Qb 
3 At least one element of the set must be true 
4 All of the Qa have a common presupposit10n (1 e , there 1s a P 

such that for every Qa Qa entatls P) 

Basically, these spaces are stmtlar to what phys1c1sts call state spaces 
A state space 1s a geometnc representation of the possibilities of a system, 
a parametnzation of 1ts states, a display of its repertoire In the case of 
a s1mple switch the state space has two elements 

switch 1s { on } 
off 

14 From Josiah Royce s Seminar 1913-14 as recorded m the Notebooks of 
Harry T Costello ed Grover Smith (New Brunswick N J Rutgers University 
Press 1963) p 137 
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If such a switch 1s connected m a circuit with another switch, one which 
has, say, three pos1t1ons ( on, off, reversed), then the total state space 
for the complex system is the SIX-element product of the two 

switch1 1s { on } X sw1tch2 1s { ~ff} 
off rev 

Such a space also represents the presuppositions of the explanation, m 
the sense that 1t makes clear how much 1s not bemg explained For ex 
ample, when the obJect of explanation 1s why the 

switch 1s { on } , 
off 

the unvaried part gives us the presupposition In this case it would m 
elude what a switch 1s, why there 1s a switch here at all, why the switch 
has exactly those two positions, and so on 

Structural Presuppositions 
There 1s a certam land of presuppos1t1on that anses when the explana 
t1ons we seek deal with mdmduals who are related m a larger system 
The theory of these presuppos1t1ons is the foundation for much of what 
I am saymg m this work 

Let me begm with an example Suppose that, m a class I am teachmg, 
I announce that the course will be "graded on a curve," that ts, that I 
have decided beforehand what the overall distnbut1on of grades 1s gomg 
to be Let us say, for the sake of the example, that I decide that there 
will be one A, 24 B's, and 25 C's The fmals come m, and let us say Mary 
gets the A She wrote an ongmal and thoughtful final 

Now, if someone asks me why Mary got an A, I would say exactly 
what I 3ust said she wrote an ongmal and throughtful fmal Yet thts 1s 

inadequate as 1t stands Suppose two people had wntten finals that were 
well thought out and onginal Would two people have received A's? Not 
1f I am really grad.mg on a curve Because of this, 1t IS m1sleadmg m a 
certam way to answer why Mary got an A by citing this s1mple fact 
about her-that she wrote a good fmal It 1s mislead.mg because 1t gives 
the 1mpress1on that "wnting a good final" is sufficient to explain "get 
ting an A " But that 1s not true Even 1f someone wntes a good fmal, 
they may fatl to get an A because someone else has wntten a better one 
So 1t 1s more accurate to answer the question by pomtmg to the relative 
fact that Mary wrote the best paper m the class 
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What IS assumed here IS sometlung like 

Whoever wntes the best final gets the A 

But If thls IS the general pnnc1ple, we can see that a direct consequence 
of It 1s that exactly one person gets an A (smce exactly one person can 
"write the best final") There 1s, therefore, an unexplamed presuppos1 
t1on that there 1s exactly one A m the class 

The nature of thls presupposition d1stmgmshes thls case from cases m 
whlch there 1s no curve In those cases, 1f Mary gets an A, even 1f she 
happens to be the only one to get one, we can answer the question 

why Mary got an A 

by c1tmg factors that are purely about Mary and that contam no hldden 
presuppositions In those sorts of s1tuat1ons the answer to the question 
about Mary would be somethmg like 

She had taken a math course that was helpful 

or 

There was a big party the mght before the fmal, but her phone was 
out of order, 

or some answer from whlch 1t follows that had thls been true of several 
people, then all of them could have received A's In cases where there 1s 
no curve, we can explam each md1V1dual's fortune by appealmg only to 
facts about that md1v1dual 

Thls fatls, by defimtion, m the cases where there 1s a curve, form those 
cases, there will be the unexplamed presuppos1t1on, the presupposition 
of the gradmg structure, that m thls case there will be exactly one A 
Thls 1s also reflected m the fact that 1f we asked 

Why didn't Bob get an A? 

It would be leg1t1mate to answer 

because Mary's paper was better 

Here the presuppos1t1on 1s obVIous 
Generally speakmg, we can d1stmgu1sh two different lands of ques 

ttons The first 1s a quest10n about the grade d1stnbut10n or structure 

Why was there exactly one A? 
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The second kmd of quest10n presupposes the first and asks 

What 1s 1t about Mary m vrrtue of which she got the A? 

The first 1s a question about a dtstnbution, the second is a quest10n 
about an md1V1dual's place m that d1stnbution 

The relation between these two kmds of quest10ns 1s parallel to the 
Willte Sutton example There we d1stmgmshed the two questions 

and 

1 Why is there somethmg (at all) which Sutton robs? (the pnest's 
quest10n) 

2 Given that there 1s somethmg which Sutton robs, why 1s 1t banks? 

Stmtlarly, m this case we can distmgmsh 

1 Why 1s there exactly one person gettmg an A? 

and 

2 Given that exactly one person is to get an A, why was 1t Mary? 

Answers to the second question presuppose, and do not explam, answers 
to the first question This 1s true even 1f we look at the md1V1dual expla 
nations for everyone's performance If we take each person m the class 
and ask why that person got the grade he or she did, we have fifty ans 
wers to the questions why 

Mary got an A 
Bob got a B 

Harold got a C 

but the answers to those fifty questions do not add up to an answer to 
the quest10n of why there was this distnbut10n of grades 

Perhaps the clearest way to put this pomt 1s m terms of the contrast 
spaces of the two different explanations If we look at the mdlVlduals, 
one by one, each md1vidual has three possibilities gettmg an A, gettmg 
a B, or gettmg a C We can therefore represent a typical question as 

why Mary gets {i} 
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Now the class 1s m some sense the sum of the mdlVlduals, and so 1t 1s nat 
ural to try, a pnon, to represent the possibility space of the whole class 
as the product of fifty copies of the mdlVldual possibility space, one 
copy each mdmdual Tlus would give us a space for the whole class 
that was 

S=Mary geu{ i} X Bob gets { i }x 
But thzs a pnon posszbzltty space zs not the true posszbzlzty space of the 
class because 1t fads to take mto account that certam combmahons 
md1V1dlual poss1bilit1es are not collectively poSS1ble 

Tlus would be the nght space 1f the class were not graded on a curve 
In the case where each mdmdual's outcome depends only on facts about 
that mdmdual, this ts the true state space of the whole class But m 
our example, the true possibility space has far fewer than 350 elements 
because a set of add1t1onal cond1t1ons has been imposed on the overall 
space I wtll call these structural condtttons The effect of such cond1t1ons 
1s to reduce, before any of the imagmed contmgencies, the number of 
possibilities ( or "degrees of freedom") avadable to the 

The true contrast for the question about Mary conS1Sts of the 
number of ways a set of 50 people can be subdivided mto a set of 1, a 
set of 24, and a set of 25, mother words, only those grade dtstnbut1ons 
conststent with my pohcy The contrast 1s between those d1stnbut1ons 
m which Mary got the A and ones where someone else got the A All 
other differences among d1stnbutlons are irrelevant Consequently, the 
true contrast space for that question ts not 

Why Mary got{i} but rather 

Mary 
Bob 

Why got the A 

Harold 

Wntmg the contrast space m this way makes 1t clear what 1s bemg 
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presupposed by questions about the mdmdual's place m the dis 
tnbutton they take the d1stnbut1on itself as "given " 

In the case of the structural question the situation 1s completely d1f 
ferent There the contrast would be between this grade d1Stnbut1on and 
the other possible grade d1stnbut1ons The quest10n "Why 1s there this 
distribution of grades9" contrasts this distnbutton with all the other 
possible dtstnbut1ons Indeed, not do the am~rnawre poSS1btl1t1es 
include other grad.mg dv:tnbutlons (5 A's, 20 B's, and so on), but for 
certam purposes one would have to mclude all other posmble grad.mg 
policies, even the nonstmctured ones givmg no grades at all, gmng A's 
to my fnends, and so on 

In cases m which there 1s no predetermmed dtstr1butlon, the structural 
question 

Why 1s there this distnbut10n of grades? 

does not really have a d1stmct answer The answer to 1t 1s Just that that's 
what the dtstnbutton of mdmdual performances happened to be If 

are many 1t 1s because many mdmduals happened to wnte 
poor papers The question of the dtstnbution collapses to the questions 
about the mdtviduals But where there 1s a predetermmed pohcy, there 
1s a separate nontrmal question about why that dtstnbut1on was the 
case What we are asking m those cases 1s not why there happened to be 
this dtstnbut1on ( e g , one A) but rather why there had to be this dis 
tnbutlon 

In cases hke these, the 1mposed structural conditions radically alter 
the lands of explanations we give because they constram and truncate 
the contrast spaces There 1s some precedent for this way of tallang, 
and some good examples are to found, m the state spaces of physics 

In analytical dynamics, the mathematical study physics of mo 
tion, these 1mposed condttmns are called kmematu:al condztwns 15 Con 
stder, for example, two mass pomts movmg freely m a plane The total 
state space of these two pomts has e1gbJ dimensions two location co 
ordinates and two velocity coordmates for each of the two particles We 

lS I take the texm from Cornelius Lanczos s The Vanatzonal Pnnczple11 of Me 
chamcs an excellent, and phtlosophtcally mformed, treatment of analytical dy 
nam1cs (Toronto Umvers1ty of Toronto Press 1949) 
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can then talk about therr gravitational mteract1ons by means of a differ 
ential equation m this eight dunensmnal space So far the particles are 
movmg freely, and so there are as yet no kmematlcal cond1t1ons But now 
suppose the two particles are Joined together by a ng1d rod Then there 
are no longer eight degrees of freedom, for there 1s the restnctlon that 
the distance between the two particles 1s constant This 1s a snnple alge 
bra1c relation among some of the coordinates 

Cx1 -Y1)2 + (x2 -Y2)2 =k 2, 

where (xi, x 2 ) and (y 1 ,y 2 ) are the pos1t1on coordmates of the two par 
t1cles These four coordmates, or four dnnens10ns, are not independent, 
smce given any three we can compute the fourth We could even use 
this equation to rewrite the baste dynamics by elumnating one of the va 
nables, say x 1 , and subst1tutmg 1ts eqmvalent m terms of the other 
three position variables, thus leaV1Dg an equation which has exphc1tly 
only seven degrees of freedom 

One problem with domg tlus 1s that the kmematical condlt1on 1s ob 
viously symmetric in the four variables, and the choice of one of the 
variables to be replaced as a function of the others 1s therefore arbitrary 
and somewhat m1sleadmg The analogue m the grading example would 
be to take one person m the class, say Harold, and to say that 1f we know 
the grades of the other 49 students we can determme Harold's grade, 
therefore, Harold can be ehmmated as an mdependent variable Why 
Harold? It 1s a more faithful representation of the s1tuat1on to see 1t as 
an tmposed relation among symmetric variables (Indeed, one of the 
pomts of Lanczos's book 1s to argue that this way of treating 1t 1s much 
more natural than the asymmetric way and allows the use of powerful 
mathematical techmques ) Let me Just hst more examples of these kme 
matical cond1t1ons 

1 If the two particles are constramed to remam on the surface of a 
sphere, we have lost two degrees of freedom, smce the four 
dimensional space of possible positions has been reduced to the 
two dimensional surface of the sphere 

2 Consider a lever First vtew 1t as a system of matenal particles 
held together by a vanety of intermolecular forces Its state 
space 1s therefore of very high d1mens1on, millions of degrees 
of freedom for the mdlVldual particles But the fact that the le 
ver 1s ngid means that a substantial kmemat1cal condition has 
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been imposed, one wluch has the effect of reducmg the de 
grees of freedom of the overall system from mtlhons to exact 
ly two the location of one end pomt and the angle of onen 
tatlon 
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3 (An example from social science ) Cons1der two people mvolved 
m what 1s called a zero sum game In such a game, one player's 
wms are at the expense of the other The state space of such a 
game would mvolve pomts representing the moves available to 
each player, and the outcomes dependent on them The compet 
1tive or zero sum nature of the game 1s then expressed by the 
Imposed kmemat1cal cond1t1on 

X1 + X2 "'0, 

where x 
1 

IS the payoff to the first player, and x 
2 

IS the payoff to 
the second player 

The important pomt 1s this the existence of such kmemat1cal cond1 
tions makes It possible to make explanations w1thm the system a lot 
more sunply than we nught be able to do otherwise This 1s because when 
such conditions exist, the complexity of the explanation can be greatly 
reduced For example, m the case of the lever, suppose It 1s m equilibnum 
with certam weights at certain points on 1t In order to explam this m 
the very high dunens1onal state space of its constituent particles, we 
would have to know the representation of the state of the lever and its 
weights in that mult1dunens1onal space The explanation, havmg literally 
mtlhons of dunens1ons, would be awesomely comphcated But the as 
sumpbon of rigidity enables us to reduce this complexity to a manage 
able level What ts more, 1f we were to try to explain a particular equili 
bnum m the particle space, we would even have to know the nature of 
the underlying intermolecular forces that are responsible for the ngid1ty 
The kmemattcal approach enables us to finesse tlus problem 

Smularly, m the case of the zero sum game, the kmemat1cal condtt1on 
enables us to pare down explanations In order to explam why the pay 
off to the two players was (a b ), 1t suffices to g1ve a one dtmens1onal ex
planation because the thmg to be explamed 1s, appearances to the con 
trary, only one dunens1onal we know "a pnon" that b = -a 

We might say, m the case of the zero sum game, that we can explam 
why, given that there 1s a zero sum, 1t 1s this pair of values and not that, 
e g , why 1t 1s (6, -6) rather than (9, -9) But we cannot, on tlus poss1btl 
1ty space, explam why there 1s a zero sum at all, because every posSible 
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causal antecedent produces some zero sum or other Thus 1t 1s hke the 
gradmg example 

To sununanze, explanations have presuppos1t1ons wluch, among other 
thmgs, bm1t drastically the alternatives to the tlung bemg explamed 
These presuppositions radically affect the success and fadure of poten 
t1al explanations and the mterrelat1on of vanous explanations Call tlus 
explanatory relativity 

A perspicuous way to represent tlus phenomenon 1s the device of con 
trast spaces, or spaces of hve alternatives The structure of these spaces 
displays some of the presuppos1t10ns of a given explanation 

One particular class of examples of explanatory relatmty 1s especially 
worth notmg cases where a system consists of a number of mdmduals, 
each w1th 1ts own mdmdual possibility space, but where the true pos 
s1bthty space of the total system 1s not the full product of the mdmdual 
spaces In such cases the presuppositions (analogous to kmemat1cal con 
d1t10ns) estabhsh mternal relations among the mdmduals, and m such 
cases explanations of mdmdual ,., .. ,....,,. .. """" will take a very special 
Moreover, such explanations (e g, why Mary got an A) always presup 
pose, and hence can never explam, the overall structure of the system 

I now want to go on to apply these remarks m a study of various lands 
of reductlorusm 
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Reduction 
Reduct1omst clanns are often expressed by saying that something "1s 
Just'' (or "1s really") somethmg else 

The clann that psychology 1s reducible to physics or chemistry 1s ex 
pressed as the statement that people "are JUst" physical obJects The 
clann that act10ns are reducible to pnrmt1ve dnves 1s put as the state 
ment that human behavior "1s 3ust" the expression of those drives There 
are that everything "rs Just" economics, wrule others say that 
everything "1s JUst" biology The claim that thermodynamics 1s reducible 
to statistical mechanics 1s expressed as the claim that a gas "ts 3ust" a 
collection of molecules, and the clann that social laws are reducible to 
the actions of mdmduals 1s expressed as the clann that society "1s Just" 
mdtv1duals 

The first problem with such clanns 1s understanding what they could 
possibly mean What does 1t mean to say that something "1s Just" ( or 
"1s really") somethmg else? 

The examples suggest that what 1s being claimed 1s a certain fact about 
explanatlon, namely, that the phenomena of the first kmd are explam 
able from the theory of the second kmd The reduc1b1hty of psychology 
to phyStcs and chemistry amounts to the clann that conduct can be ex 
plamed wholly m terms of physical and chemical phenomena Snntlarly 
m each of the other cases, the clann ts that the one theory explams the 
other phenomena 

So reduce.on, which 1s on its face an ontological quest10n, 1s really a 
question about the poss1blhty of explanation to say that somethmg 1s 

reducible to something else 1s to say that certain kmds of explanations 
exist Th.ls can be reconciled with more trad1tlonal conceptions, perhaps 
the best known of which IS Qume's "ontological reduction " On hls 
view an ontological reductmn has been effected when one realm of dts 
course has been shown to be ehmmable m favor of another 

49 
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We have, to begm with, an express1on or fonn of express10n that 1s 
somehow troublesome But 1t also serves other purposes that are 
not to be abandoned Then we fmd a way of accomphshmg these same 
purposes through other channels, usmg other and less troublesome 
forms of express1on The old perplex1bes are solved 1 

So one theory reduces another 1f 1t enables us to "accomphsh the 
same purposes" as the other Reduc1b1ltty becomes relatmzed to a set 
of purposes But there are some purposes for wluch almost any theory 
can replace any other ( e g , m serving as an exercise m penmanship) 
and other purposes for wluch nothing else will do Therefore the ques 
tlon of reducibility turns on what the crucial purposes are, and here 
Qwne does not really tell us which we should ms1st on and wluch we 
should forgo His pragmatism takes the purposes on wluch everytlung 
turns to be uncontroversial, g1ven from the outside, or at any rate not 
themselves problematic He does not off er a theory of what our pur 
poses should be 

If we supply the m1ssmg purpose as explanation, the resultmg account 
of reduction corresponds to our own one realm of d1scourse 1s reducible 
to another 1f the reduction theory gIVes us all the explanatory power 
of the theory bemg reduced 

Tlus g1ves us a cr1tenon for assessmg a reductl.on Look at the explana 
tions that are possible m the one realm of discourse and see whether we 
can explam the same phenomena m the other If we can, the reduction 
1s successful 

It 1s very nnportant to note that tlus cntenon depends on its bemg 
clear what "the same phenomena" are But often we do not know when 
one term m one theory and another term m another are refernng to 
the same phenomenon If psychology speaks of "aggression" as host1hty 
toward nnagmed castration, and soc10b1ology speaks of "aggression" 
as b1olog1cal terntoriality, 1s tlus the same phenomenon? It 1s not clear 

Som order to assess a claim of reduction, we need a not10n of when 
two explanations are explammg the same tlung Tlus was already 
ment10ned m the mtroduct1on, but we can now give that notion a little 
more content by usmg the machmery of chapter l In particular we can 
say that 1f the reductJ.on 1s to be successful, the two explanations must 
have the same obJect Tlus means that they must be about the same 
phenomena and also that they must construe the problematic m the 

1 W V Quine, Word and Ob1ect (Cambndge MIT Press 1960) p 260 
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same way Not only must they be talkmg about the same tlung ( e g , 
Sutton's bank robbing) but they must have contrast spaces that lme up 
m the right way (as Sutton's and the priest's do not) Otherwise the 
reduct10n will fatl 

This gwes us a snnple test to apply to reductions Do their objects 
correspond? My strategy wtll be to assess various claims of reduction 
by studymg their obJects, especially with respect to the relevant con 
trast spaces 

M1croreduct1on The Whole and Its Parts 
I want to focus on one particular archetype of reduction the reduction 

l which 1s said to hold between a whole and 1ts parts, between an obJect 
I and the stuff or thmgs which comprise 1t In such claims, called micro 
I 1educt1ons a certam ob3ect can be explained as 3ust the sum of 1ts parts 
1 In rrucroreduct1on the upper level object 1s explamable by the (lower 

level) mtcrotheory Therefore, the upper level explanations can m prm 
c1ple be eb.n:nnated 111 favor of the rrucroexplanat10ns 

The classic mamfesto of rrucroreducnon was the 1958 paper by Op 
penhenn and Putnam, "Unity of Science as a Working Hypothesis »l 

It laid out seven levels of sc1ent1fic phenomena The obJects at each 
level contain as their parts the obJects of the next lower level The level 
of the biology of the organism has as its ob1ects whole orgamsms, which 
are composed of the obJects of the next lower level, cells Cells, m tum, 
are composed of b1ochem1cal molecules, which are m tum composed 
of atoms The thesis of the ''unity of science" 1s that each level 1s 

reducible to the next lower orgarusm biology to cell biology, cell 
biology to b1ochem1stry, biochemistry to physics, and so forth 

But what does reducible mean? The notion they use 1s m some ways 
bke ours They say that theory A 1s reducible to theory B 1f B explains 
all the observation sentences that A does This 1s hke our criterion m 
holdmg that the successful reduction enables us to recapture explane. 
t10ns It differs m having a specific notion of what the obJects of ex 
plananon are observation sentences Therr use of this notion comes 
from basic empmc1sm a theory 1s dmded mto a "theoretical vocabu 
lary" and an "observanon vocabulary," with the observation vocabu 
lary confrontmg experience directly Because only observation 

2 In H Feigel M Scriven and G Maxwell eds , Minnesota Studies m the 
Phdosophy of Sctencti vol 2 (Mmneapohs University of Minnesota Press 1955) 
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statements had any transtheoretlcal cash value, 1f one theory captured 
all the observat10n statements of another, 1t captured all that was 
worth capturing and hence had achieved a successful reduction 

There are several problems with this view The first stems from the 
idea that it 1s a sentence, a piece of syntax, that 1S the obJect of ex 
planat1on The problem 1s that looking at sentences wtll not tell you 
whether two sentences are talkmg about the same thmg If a term X 
appears m theory A, and a term X appears m theory B, and theory B 
explains all the sentences m which X occurs, 1s 1t a successful re 
duction? It will be only if the two terms X are really the same, that 1s, 
if they both refer to the same phenomenon This means that we cannot 
hrrut ourselves to talking about the terms m question but must go be 
yond them to talk about that to which the terms refer, the phenomena 
themselves 

The second weakness of the pos1t1V1st approach 1s the reliance on ob 
servation Even 1f theory B explained all the observation sentences 
that theory A does, its status as a reduction would be m doubt unless 
1t could also explain the mecharusn1s and postulated unobservables, 
the explammg ent1t1es, of theory A 3 

If we negate these two aspects, we arnve at a more realist notion of 
reduction This realist verSion of the Oppenhenn-Putnam cntenon 
would then correspond to the one I am proposmg that theory A 1S 

reducible to theory B 1f theory B explams the phenomena previously 
the province of theory A 

Takmg this as our defm1t1on of reduction, we can return to the clanns 
of m1croreductlon, the reduct10n of the upper level to the underlymg 
level, and ask, What reason are we given for thmkmg that the explana 
ttons of each level are reducible to the explanat10ns of the underlymg 
level? The answer 1s not much The authors really did think of 1t as a 
"workmg hypothesis" and were more concerned to evoke a method and 
show some examples than to give an argued presentation In fact, 
arguments m this area seem hard to fmd Most reduct1omsts rely on 
the assertion that the underlymg level 1s "all there really 1s,'' or 
that "there isn't anything but ," or they warn that the demal 
of reduct10msm 1s somehow "mysterious," a belief m a hohstic et.,tO 

3 For this pomt see Richard Boyd, Realism, Undetermmat1on and a Causal 
Theory of the Evidence,' Nous 1 (1973) 1, and lus Realism and Scientzfic 
Epistemology (New York Cambndge Umvers1ty Press, forthcoming) 
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plasm Thus the economist Kenneth Ar.row writes of reduction m social 
theory 

A full charactenzatton of each mdmdual's behavior log1cally 1mphes 
a knowledge of group behavior, there 1s nothing left out The reJect1on 
of the orgamsm approach to social problems has been a fairly complete, 
and to my mmd salutary, reJectton of myst1c1sm 4 

The reductionist's clann, then, 1s that the lower level descnpt10n 1s 
somehow all there 1s, such a descnptlon 1s complete We can express 
this as a pair of slogans 

1 for every state, a m1crostate, 
and 
2 for every 1TI1crostate, a m1croexplanat10n 

In other words the clatm 1s that the m1crolevel constitutes an underly mg 
determmzsm, a complete causal picture So far, so good, we think 

Let us suppose that there 1s mdeed such an underlymg deternumsm 
To every upper level state (macrostate) there corresponds a mtcrostate, 
and for every m1crostate, there 1s a m1croexplanat1on The question 
1s, Does this Imply that the explanations of the macrolevel are m any 
sense dispensable or reducible? I wtll argue that the answer 1s no 

We need a concrete example to use as a focus for this d1scuss1on, and 
I will use one from populat10n ecology Suppose we have an ecological 
system composed of foxes and rabbits There are penod1c fluctuations 
m the population levels of the two species, and the explanation turns 
out to be that the foxes eat the rabbits to such a pomt that there are 
too few rabbits left to sustain the fox population, so the foxes begin 
dymg off After a whtle, this takes the pressure off the rabbits who then 
begm to multiply unttl there 1s plenty of food for the foxes, who begm 
to multiply, lcllmg more rabbits, and so forth 

We can construct a stmple global model of this process by talang as 
our basic vanables the levels of the fox and rabbit populations 

X (t) = level of fox population at tune t 
Y (t) = level of rabbit population at tune t 

The mam mfluences on the levels of the populations will be the fre 
quency with which foxes encounter, and eat, rabbits The number of 

4 Mathemaucal Models m the Social Sc1ences' m M Brodbeck, ed , Readmgs 
m the Philosophy of the Social Sciences (New York Macmillan 1968) p 641 
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encounters between foxes and rabbits will clearly be proportional both 
to the fox level and to the rabbit level We use as an estnnate the 
product, XY T1us frequency of encounter will appear as a positive con 
tnbut1on to the fox level and as a negative contribution to the rabbit 
level The fox level 1s also affected by the numbe1 off oxes 1tself because 
the more foxes there are, the more compet1t10n there 1s So the dy 
nanucs of the fox level can be represented by the ordinary d1fferent1al 
equation 

dX =aXY-bX 
dt 

which represents the sum of these two contnbutlons On the other 
hand, the rabbit level is determined by the frequency of encounter 
(negatively) and by the proverbial mult1phcat1on of rabbits (positively), 
so 1tslaw 1s 

:; =cY-dXY 

Jointly, these two determine a two dunens1onal ordinary differential 
equation on the two dunens1onal state space of population levels 5 

Using thIS law or its ordinary language vers10ns, we can then frame 
explanatlons for var10us phenomena First of all, there 1s the basic 
explanation for the fluctuations which we saw above and various other 
explanations which derive from 1t For example, if the fox population 
1s high, thlS will place great pressure on the rabbits, and when one of 
them gets caught and eaten, 1t is reasonable to say 

The cause of the death of the rabbit was that the fox population 
was high 

This seems hke an acceptable explanat1on although 1ts form 1s that of 
an explanation of a m1crostate, the death of a rabbit, by appeal to 

5 Th1s 1s called the Lotka-Volterra equatlon The classic sources are A J 
Lotka Elements of Mathematic Biology (Baltimore W1lham~d Wilkin~ 1925) 
and V Volterra, Le9ons sur la theorze mathematzque de la lute pour la vie 
{Paris Gautluer V1llars 1931) Two contemporary treatme s are Braun Dlf 
fe, entu:tl Equations and Their Applications (New York synnger Ver lag, 197 5), 
and E C P1elou An lntroduct1on to Mathematical Ecology (New York Wiley 
Intersc1ence 1977) These works present the relevant b1olog1cal and mathematical 
reasonmg but do not draw phdosoph1cal conolus1ons 
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another macrostate, the level of the fox population Sumlarly, state 
mentshke 

55 

The cause of the low level of the rabbit population 1s the high level 
of foxes, 

mvolve an explanation of a macrostate by appeal to another macrostate 
So these are typical explanabons from the upper level Reduct1omsm 
tells us that these can be ehmmated m terms of m1croexplanat1ons Well, 
which ones? 

Consider first the case of the explanation of the death of the rabbit 
We are told that smce this is a nucrostate we must look on the m1crolevel 
for its explanat10n What do we see when we look there? Presumably, 
i>v1111><uu,,i; hke this Rabbit r, hoppmg tnr,ou~n field one afternoon, 
passed closely, too closely, to a tree behmd which fox f was lurkmg and 
so got eaten The m1croexplanat10n 1s therefore somethmg hke 

Rabbit r was eaten because he passed through the capture space of 
foxf, 

because the overall nature of the m1crolevel 1s a huge dID1ens1onal deter 
mm1sm, which, given a complete descnpt1on of all the equat10ns of 
mteract1on between mdmdual and mdmdual ( dependmg 
on such thmgs as their physiology and reaction tunes) and given a com 
plete spec1ficat1on of an 1n1tial d1stnbut1on of foxes and rabbits, tells 
us the mdmdual destmy of every one of them at every future time Ex 
tractmg from this mass the data relevant to rabbit r, we learn that, 
given certam 1Illt1al pos1t10ns and other factors, 1t follows that rabbit r 
was to pass through the capture space of fox f This 1s our microexpla 
nation 

The problem of reductmmsm 1s therefore Do m1croexplanat1ons such 
as this enable us to dispense with macroexplanat1ons? This turns on 

these explanations are really explanations of, m the sense of the 
previous chapter When we consider this, we can see that their ,.,.,,,,,,,.,..1,m"' 
obJects do not really correspond The first explanation, for example, 
cited the high fox population as the cause of the death of the rabbit, and 
"the death of the rabbit" was also the m1croobJect But this 1s not real 
ly true, the actual ob1ect of the m1croexplanabon ts not 

the death of the rabbit, 

but rather 
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death of the rabbit at the hands of fox f, at place p, tune t, and 
so on 

The microlevel has an extremely specific ohJect of explanation and con 
sequently an extremely specific antecedent to explain 1t But we do not 
really want to know why the rabbit was eaten by that fox at that tune 
and under those c1rcumstances, we want to know why he was eaten (pe 
nod) The obJect of the macroexplanation 1s why 

the rabbit was {eaten } , 
not eaten 

whtle all the m1croexplanat1on tells us 1S why 

the rabbit was eaten { by fox fat tlllle t } 
by some other fox 

The m1croexplanat1on, therefore, contams much that 1s rrrelevant to why 
the rabbit got eaten and does not really answer that question at all 

There are several reasons for ms1Stlng on the autonomy of the hlgher 
order question of why the rabbit got eaten Obviously, there are prag 
rnatlc considerations recommendmg 1t What the rabbit wants to know 
is why rabbits get eaten, not why they get eaten by spemfic foxes It 1s 
the hlgher order explanation wmch provides the mformat1on that 1s of 
value to the rabbit It 1s more valuable because if the circumstances had 
been shghtly different, then, although the rabbit would not have been 
eaten by fox f, he probably (assummg the mgh fox populatlon) would 
have been eaten by another fox The m1croexplanat1on does noti tell us 
tms and does not tell us how senS1t1ve the outcome 1s to changes m the 
conditions Therefore, 1t does not tell us what thmgs would h~ve to be 
otherwise for the rabbit not to get eaten 

This difference makes the macroob3ect supenor to the nu m 
several ways The fust 1s pragmatic The nucroexplanatlon data 
that are melevant to the outcome and therefore bury the explanation 
unrecogruzably It dehvers an embarrassment of nches and so 1s less use 
ful It does not lend itself to a certam kmd of practical reasonmg, 
wmch the macroexplanat1on does In many cases the pomt of askmg for 
an explanation of somethmg is that we are mterested m eradicating or 
preventmg 1t M1croexplanat1ons, by thetr nature, cannot lend them 
selves to thlS use 

The difference between the micro and macroexplanatlons 1s not only 
pragmatic It centers on the requrrement that an explanation tell us what 
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could have been othe1W1Se Tlus requirement has several sources In ad 
d1t10n to the pragmatic factors there are cons1derat1ons from what could 
be called the pure theory of causaltty which suggest such a requirement 
Basically, they stem from the 1dea that a causal explanation has as much 
to do with what 1S causally necessary as with what IS causally sufficient 
This conception of causality 1s gmnmg currency, and several contempo 
rary plulosophers have proposed an analysis of causat1on m terms of a 
m:a,:a.u ,,., counterfactual, same kmd I have been recommendmg for 
"practical" reasons 6 

These difficulties of the m1croexplanat10n are related to the require 
ment discussed m the previous chapter, that an explanatmn must have a 
certam amount of stablllty under perturbations of its cond1t1ons Recall 
the d1scuss1on of the auto accident example I argued that 

auto accident at x, t, 

was not a good choice of obJect of explanation for the auto acc1dent be 
cause 1t was extremely unstable under small perturbations The crucial 
pomt there, as here, 1s Ifthmgs had been otherw1se, what would have 
happened? 

In both cases structural factors operate to ensure the stability of the ob 
at the macrolevel We know that the rabbit started out at place p 

and did certain thmgs which led to 1ts bemg ea.ten But 1f 1t had not done 
those thmgs, rt would have done other things which also would have re 
sulted m 1ts bemg eaten This often happens m the explanation of so 
c1al phenomena We may explain why a cluld hdS certain attitudes by 
pomtmg out that 1t had certmn expenences This teacher sard that to 
them on such and such day I they saw such and such movte, all of which 
had the effect of engendenng a certam attitude But 1f the attitude 1s 
relatively 1mportant to a soctety, the means of generatmg that attitude 
will not be left to chance, there will be a mult1phc1ty, a redundancy of 
mechanisms to ensure that the cluld developed the "nght" attitude 

So the causahty Wlth which the effect 1s produced has a strong restl 
1ency The very fact that the chtld did not have those experiences calls 
forth other expenences to do the Job of producmg the effect The same 
1s true m the foxes and rabbits case the very fact that the rabbit d1d not 
wander mto the capture space of fox f makes 1t hkely that 1t will be eat 
en by another fox 

6 See the d1scuss1on on p 163 
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I want to call tlus "redundant ..,.,,,,ow,ny " Systems wluch exlub1t re 
dundant causality therefore have, for every consequent Q a bundle of 
antecedents (Pz) such that 

1 If any one of the P
1 

1s true, so will be Q 
2 If one P

1 
should not be the case, some other will 

Obviously, m any system with redundant causahty, c1tmg the actual P
1 

that caused Q will be defective as an explanation Tlus will apply to 
many cases m wluchP

1
1s the m1croexplanat1on 

The mot1vat10n of reduct1omsm then becomes clearer If some struc 
tural fact 1s responsible for a redundant causahty producing Q, then, as 
I said, 1t will be misleading to cite the P

1 
wluch actually occurred as the 

explanation of Q But some Pl did have to occur The macroexplanat1on 
tells us that some reahzat1on or other will be the case to brmg about Q 
but 1s md1fferent as to wluch The m1croexplanat10n tells us the mecha 
msm wluch the macroexplananon operated The structure gives the 
why wlule the m1croexplanat10n gives the how 

We can see the force behmd the reduct10mst's claun W1thoui some 
mechan1Sm or other, without some reahzat1on of the effect1V1ty of the 
structure, 1t really would be mysterious to talk about the structure's 
causing somethmg But merely c1tmg the specific mechanism wluch 
brought about the effect does not tell us the unportant fact that had 
that particular mechamsm not occurred, then some other would have, to 
accomphsh the same end 7 The crucial pomt here 1s that the particular 
mechanism was not necessary for the effect, and therefore 1t 1s not a 
good explanation to cite 1t as the cause 

And so, even 1f such underlymg determm1sms do ex~t, we need more 
than them m order to get an explanation M1ccroredu[10n 1s sometunes 
thought of as an ideal, somethmg that 1s possible "m eory" though 
not "m practice " One can then be a reductionist wlul concedmg a 
''practical" mdependence But my claim 1s stronger th that the ex 
planat1ons we want sunply do not exist at the underlymg level It IS not 
that the m1croreduct1on 1s an unpractical ideal, too good to be true, but 
rather that 1t IS, m a way, too true to be good 

7 Such systems act as 1f they are goal drrected because, should one means to 
the end be blocked the system w1ll shift to an alternative 
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Explanation Seeks Its Own Level 
So the fact that something materially "1s" something else does not 
mean that we can reduce the explanations mvolved 8 From the pomt of 
view of explanation there 1s a relative independence from the nature 
of the substrate A macrostate, a htgher level state of the orgaruzat1on of 
a thing, or a state of the social relations between one thtng and another 
can have a particular reahzat1on whtch, m some sense, "1s" that state m 
thts case But the explanat10n of the htgher order state will not proceed 
via the m1croexplanat1on of the m1crostate which 1t happens to " 
Instead, the explanation wtll seek 1ts own level, and typically thts will 
not be the level of the underlying substratum The level on which 1t 
occurs will be whatever one has the redundancies and structural factors 
that malce nontrlVlal explanation possible 

A number of different approaches to explanation share the assump 
t1on that explanatmn can be hberated from nature substratum 
For example, 1t ts one of the fundamental themes of stmcturahsm, 
charactenst1c of Saussure's work on sign systems and Lev1 Strauss's 
analyses of societies Both try to fmd elementary structures, binary 
oppos1t10ns, for example, that occur mall different lands of matter 
The explanat10ns given are m terms of the forms themselves and not m 
terms of the klnd of thing w]uch happens to be reahzmg thts form 

It has recently become a theme m the wr1tmg of the mathemat1c1an 
Rene Thom In an article called "Structuralism and Biology" 
writes 

A knowledge of the fme structure, molecules for a fluid, cells for an 
arumal, 1s practically irrelevant for understanding the global struc 
ture of the total system For instance, the final structure of a theory 
like Fluid Mecharucs does not depend on whether one takes as the ba&1c 
concept molecules or a continuous fluid 9 

But the independence oflevels of explanation 1s not lmuted to 
structuralists many narrow sense, 1t can be found m Anstotle's remark 
that m explanation 1t 1s the form and not the matter that counts, or 
m Russell's remark that m mathematics we do not know what we are 
talkmg about In each case its role ts to license some form of anti 

8 It follows that the 1s of material 1dent1ty 1s not the 1s of reduction 
9 In C H Waddington ed , Towards a Theoretical Biology (Edinburgh Edm 

burgh Umvers1ty Press 1972) p 78 
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reducttomsm What the particular sub3ect matter 1s varies from case to 
case It may be anythmg from flmd mechanics, as above, to music 
Schoenberg took an antireductlomst approach to music theory, where 
the mdependence of levels of explanat10n takes the form of an m
dependence of the theory of harmony from the fme structure of the 
physics of tone 

Should someone succeed m aer1vu1g the phenomena solely from the 
physical properties of tone and explammg them solely on that basts, 
then 1t would hardly matter whether our physical knowledge of the 
nature of tone 1s correct or not It 1s entll'ely poss1ble that 1n spite of an 
observation falsely construed as fundamental we may, by mference or 
through mtu1tlon, amve at correct results, whereas 1t 1s not at all a 
proved fact that more correct or better observation would necessartly 
yield a more correct or better conclusion 10 

One area m which this kmd of antueductlomsm has been especially 
1mportant 1s the question of the reducibility of human actmty to 
b10logy Here, reduct1orusm takes the form of a claun that human 
action 3ust" neurophysiology So m order to assess thls cla1m, we 
have to ask Even 1f the actions have a neurophyS1olog1cal substratum, 
will neurophymology explain them? 

In thePhaedo (99 E ff), Socrates says no The reason he gives 1s that 
the neurophyS1olog1cal account ("nerves and bones and smew"), al 
though presumably true, does not give us an explanation (aitla) ofhu 
man action A true explanation must mev1tably be m terms of reasons, 
not "nerves and bones and smew " The latter are the necessary medium 
of any human action, but c1tmg them <toes not suffice to explam 
action, because, he says, 1t does not exflam why he does one thmg 
(staymg m Jail) rather than another ( es¢apmg) 

Recently, the same kmd of mdepen4'ence of explanation has been 
argued agamst the 1dent1ficat1on of m1ntal states with physical states 
Htlary Putnam, m a senes of papers, argues that mental states cannot 
be reduced to theu matenal rea11Zat1011s m this or orgamsm 
"Pam," for example, denotes a functional state, a relatively high-order 
property of the organization of a creature The specific mechamsms 
which reahze pam m one kind of organism (say, with a carbon based 
b1ochenustry) may be very d1ff erent from the ways that pam 1s reahzed 
m another kmd or organism (say, with a s1hcon based chenustry), or for 

10 A Schoen berg Theory of Harmony (Berkeley Unwets1ty of Callfornta 
Press, 1978) p 42 
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the ways that pam rs reahzed m some artificially created ma
clune Therefore the explanations wluch pam enters mto (hke "he cned 
out from the pam" or "the wound caused great pain") must be captured 
on the appropnate level, wluch m tlus case means the level of functional 
organization It 1s a mistake, a kmd of hyperspec1fic1ty, to try to ex 
plam this m terms of the specific mechanisms wluch realize pam m tlus 
particular creature Hence statements about pam (or preferences) m va 
rious machmes "are not logically equivalent to statements concemmg 
the physical chem1cal compos1t1on of these machines " 11 These expla 
nations seek own 

Freemg explanation from the substrate produces new strategies of ex 
planat1on, strategies which depend on the autonomy of levels Perhaps 
the most sweepmg approach of tlus sort 1s the one wluch the mathema 
t1c1an Thom has proposed as a new model for sc1ent1fic explanation He 
begins by re3ectmg reduct1on1sm 

[The] ancient dream of the atomist-to reconstruct the un1verse and 
au its properties m one theory of combmatlons of elementary particles 
and thell' mteractions-has scarcely been started (e g, there 1s no 
satisfactory theory of the bqmd state of matter) 

A.s an alternattve program, he suggests 

If the biologist 1s to progress and to understand hvmg processes, he 
cannot wait unttl phys1cs and chem1stry can give lum a complete 
theory of all local phenomena found m hvmg matter, instead, he should 
try to construct a model that IS locally nn,mnRh 1hle with known 
propert1es of the enV1ronment and to separate off the geometncoal 
gebraic structure ensurmg the stability of the system, without at 
tempting a complete description of hvmg matter This methodology 
goes against the present dominant phtlosophy that the fll'st step m 
revealing nature must be the au1uvt,i.:; of the system and its ult1mate 
constituents We must reJect this pnm1tive and almost canrubahsttc 
delusion about knowledge, that an understandmg of somethmg re• 
qull'es first that we dismantle 1t, Wee a chtld who pulls a watch 
to pieces and spreads out the wheels m order to understand the 
mechamsm 12 

11 "The Mental L1fe of Some Machines, 'p 420 A good account of anti 
reduct1omsm m the phtlosophy of mmd can be found in W A W1!11satt, Re 
ductiomsm, Levels of Orgamzatlon and the Mmd-Body Problem,' m G Globus, 
Bram and Mmd (New York Plenum, 1976} 

12 Structural Stabtllty and Morphogene:ns (New York W A BenJam1n, 1975), 
p 159 
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Against Reduction 
What all these approaches have m common is a style of explanation m 
wluch explanations of the upper level phenomena proceed mdependently 
of any reduction The idea 1s that no matter what the substratum turns 
out to be, we can proceed mdependently to construct upper level ex 
planat1ons So far, thls 1s a fairly modest claim It asserts only a declara 
t1on of mdependence for explanations Most sober ant1reduct1orusts 
stop at tlus assertion 

I want to make a stronger claim that m many cases, the microlevel 
\ 1s madequate, and we therefore must construct upper level explana 
\ tlons For thIS stronger claim, we need more than examples and plau 
\s1b1hty arguments My argument for the rndispensab1hty of upper level 
6'f planat10ns rests on a concept1on of what an explanation 1s 

tn the second section (M1croreduct1on The Whole and Its Parts) of 
thls chapter we saw one basic argument against nucroreduct1on that 
nucroreduct1on falls as an explanation because 1ts obJect 1s too specific 
Thls hyperconcreteness, for example, rn choosmg 

the death of the rabbit at the hands of fox fat place x at t1me 
t, 

as the obJect of explanat1on has the consequence that the resultmg 
explanation gives us a false picture of the sens1tmty of the situation 
to change It suggests that, had the specific cause not been the case, 
the effect would not have occurred This 1s false m such cases because 
there 1s a redundant causallty operatrng, the effect of whlch 1s to 
ensure that many other states, perturbations of the ongmal mtcrocause, 
would have produced the same result M1croreductlons cannot take 
account of this redundancy and to that extent cannot replace upper 
level explanations 

Consider the case of reducmg human action to neurophysiology Here 
reduct1orusm says that the action of ra1smg my arm "1s JUSt" the 
physical movement of the arm (the underlying state), together with 
1ts m1croexplanat1on (the neurophys1olog1cal causes of the movement 
of the arm) But the problem with such an 1dent1flcat1on 1s that we 
do not want an explanat10n of why my arm moved m exactly that way 
Suppose my arm moved m some specific traJectory T Then the under 
lymg determimsm explams why my arm moved precisely m traJectory T 
But any such explanation will contam much that 1s irrelevant to why 
I moved my arm because the obJect 
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I moved my arm 

1s much more general, much more stable, than the obJect 

my arm moved m traJectory T 

My arm did not have to move m exactly that traJectory for 1t to have 
been the same action, and thus an explanat10n of that specdlc trajectory 
will be subJect to the same obJections as the explanations we saw 
earber of why the rabbit was eaten by that fox or why I had that (very) 
auto accident In each case the stability of the upper level obJect under 
perturbations of the m1crostate demands an autonomous level of ex 
planat1on appropnate to its own ob3ect If, for example, the explana 
tmn of why my arm moved 1s that I was shalang hands with someone 
to whom I was bemg introduced, cA1.1.1.w:1ai,1uu gives us what the 
underlying neurophysiology does not a conception of what the allow 
able vanatmn m the circumstances rmght have been 

This 1s worth exammmg m greater detatl In each of these cases there 
1s an underlying substratum with 1ts own local determinism, the pnn 
c1ples that explain the causal succession of the nucrostates For each 
m1crostate YO, we have another m1crostate XO arid a m1croexplanation 
of Y0 m tenns of XO Such explanations are def1c1ent m bemg hyper 
specific The occur1ence of the specific nucrostate X0 was not necessary 
for the occurrence of the quahtat1ve outcome, and hence 1t 1s counter 
explanatory to mclude 1t m the explariat1on 

But, of course, not all perturbatmns of the underlymg state produce 
the same outcome Some will result 111 a quahtat1vely different outcome 
It 1s cruc1al for the upper level explanation that we get some account of 
what tlungs really are relevant to the outcome The underlying de 
tenmmsm also fatls to supply tlus It has no account of the sensitive 
aspects of the causal connection 

And that 1s, after all, what we really want to know what 1s gomg to 
make a difference? Along what dnnens1ons 1s the outcome unstable, 
that 1s, sens1t1ve to var1at1ons m the underlymg state? 

We cari 1magme the space of the substratum as um1erJLVUUl: the 
process We have a complete set of rmcrostates and a pnnc1ple of 
m1croexplanatlon, V, which explams the m1crostate Y0 m terms of X0 

V X o <.r.,.. Yo 

The rabbit was eaten by fox f (= Yo) because 1t was at a certam place, 
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tnne, and so on(= X0 ) For most X0 , this evolution ts smooth, small 
changes m XO do not make for quahtat1ve changes But at certam 
cnt1cal pomts, small perturbations do make a difference and will result 
m the rabbit's wandering out of the capture space of the fox These 
cntlcal pomts mark the boundanes of the regions of smooth change 

They part1t10n the underlymg space mto equivalence classes w1thm 
which the map 1s stable The crucial thmg we want to know 1s how this 
set of cnt1cal pomts 1s embedded m the substratum space, for that will 
tell us what 1S really relevant and what 1s not Therefore, what 1s nee 
essary for a true explanation 1s an account of how the underlymg space 
1s part1t1oned mto haS111s of rrrelevant differences, separated by ridge 
Imes of cnt1cal pomts 13 

Consider an example A car 1s stopped at a traffic light The hght 
changes, and the car proceeds Now try to V1Sualize this episode purely 
from the point of view of the underlymg physics The picture looks 
hke this We had a steady, stable d1Stribut1on of mass and energy Then 
there was a small change m the energy distr1but1on (the hght changmg), 
a vanat1on which was, from the physical pomt of view, neghg1ble This 
tmy vanat1on then produced an enormous effect a large mass was set 
mtomotlon 

In other words the underlymg physros gives us a physical relation 

{ red } ltght ===.,. car {stops} 
green goes 

Along most of 1ts parameters this 1s a stable relationship Small changes 
m the mtellSlty of the hght or its shape will not produce a qualitatively 
different outcome There is, however, one dunens1on along which 1t 1s 
unstable the red-green boundary 

The fact that there is such an mstablhty means that we cannot simply 
c1te the underlymg physics as the explanation for the car's stopp:ing or 

13 This 1s the basic picture of Thom's catastrophe theory See his Structural 
Stability and Morphogenesis for an account of catastrophes Two good works on 
the mathematical foundations are M Golubltsky and V Guillemm, Stable Map 
pmgsand Their Smgulamies (New York Spr:uiger Verlag, 1973),and Y C Lu, 
Smgulamy Theory and an Introductzon to Catastrophe Theory (New York 
Sprmger Verlag 1976) A good popular account can be found 1n A Woodcock 
and M Dav1s, Catastrophe Theory (E P Dutton New York, 1978) The basic 
picture stems ultlmately from Pomcare s contr1 bu t1on to the problem of the 
stab1hty of the solar system, for which see R Abraham and J Marsden, Founda 
tzons of Mechanics (Reading Mass BenJamm/Cummmgs 1978) 
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gomg What we must supply m addrtJ.on 1s an account of why these 
instabilities occur, thls 1s somethmg wmch 1S 1n1posed on the underlymg 
substratum not something wmch anses from 1t 

D1scontmu1t1es and mstabtllt1es mean that purely mechanical explana 
t10n at that pomt, and we must show why the qualitative outcome 
occurred by showing how the upper level part1t1ons the underlying set 
of physical signals mto two equivalence classes, "red hght" and "green 
light" All red lights are equivalent to all others, and, conversely, all 
red lights are radically different from all green lights despite their phys 
1cal s1mtlanty So the underlymg space 1s partitioned mto equivalence 
classes withm which duferences do not make a difference but across 
wluch differences do make a duference 

means that there 1s some kmd of dtscontmu1ty m the under 
Iymg space In the natural topology on the space of physical signals, the 
map from the signal input to the action output 1s discontinuous on the 
boundary between red and green 14 

The resultmg picture of qualltat1ve changes mtervenmg m an under 
lymg detemumsm 1s a very attractive and useful one Thom and lus 
followers have already apphed 1t to physical examples such as phase 
trans1t1ons, for example, hqwd to gas, where the smooth relattonslups 
among pressure, volume, and temperature become d1scontmuous at the 
boundaries wluch mark the transitions from one phase to the other 
Another example of Thom's ts embryological development, m whlch 
each phase of development features smooth and contmuous change, 
punctuated by symmetry breakmg changes that mtroduce new morphol 
ogies, new quahtat1ve stages 

It 1s especially temptmg to try to apply thls picture to the develop 
ment and change oflarge social forms . .-.,,~u(l.u.:,1:u, mercantlbsm, 
the cap1tahsm of small traders, and the cap1tallsm ohgopohes would 
become phases m the morphological development of society, separated 
by revolutionary (sudden or gradual) phase transitions 

It 1s difficult at thls pomt to say whether thls picture has any real 
content The phases of soctal h1story seem to lend themselves to thls 
kmd of dynam1cal descript1on Marx spoke of revolution as hke the 

14 Tins 1s very much m the spmt of Thom In his view every space 
lll stratlf1ed into reg:ions w1thm which there are no quahtatlve The regions 
are separated by a boundary called the catastrophe set across winch changes 
tn parameters produce quahtat1ve changes m the form of the outcome The catas 
trophe set 1s Just the set of smgulant1es of the underlymg map 
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change from water to steam Henry Adams, fascmated with Gibbs phase 
rule, which lllTilts the number and kmds of phase changes that can 
occur m physical systems, made analogous claims about the phases m 
the development of Western thought (see "The Rule of Phase Apphed 
to History" m his The Degradatzon of the Democratic Dogma) 

It seems poSSJ.ble that such a program, a quahtative dynamics of 
history, can be earned out, perhaps even far enough to satisfy the con 
Jecture of Thomas Pynchon 

If tensor analysis 1s good enough for turbulence, 1t ought to be good 
enough for history There ought to be nodes, critical pomts there 
ought to be super denvat1ves of the crowded and msatiate flow that can 
be set equal to zero and these critical pomts found 1904 was one 
of them 15 

To summarize, we began this d1scuss1on by cons1dermg the nature of 
reduction as a general claim about explanations Specifically, we con 
s1dered the claims of m1croreduct1on, that the underly10g level 1s 10 some 
sense "all there really 1s '' The notion of contrast spaces and the related 
concept of the obJect of explanation was then brought to bear Do the 
upper level theory and the would be 1educt1on have the same obJect 
of explanation? My answe1 was no They generally have d1stmct obJects, 
this, 10 tum, means that for certa10 basic purposes the underly10g 
level cannot replace the upper level theory 

I now want to extend the discussion by cons1denng a very special 
class of cases of reductionism, the d1scuss10n of which takes up the 
rest of tl11s work It 1s the class of reductions m wluch the underlying 
level 1s atomtst1c that 1s, m which the upper level 1s an aggregate of 
m1cromdmduals, whose mteract10n 1s supposed to produce the upper 
level phenomena 

Atom1sm 
Let us therefore consider m1croreduct1ons 10 which the underlying level 
1s a collection of atoms The tenn "atom" 1S meant here not 10 the 
narrow sense but as mcludmg all cases 10 which there 1s an aggregation 
of many s1mtlar 10dmdual ent1t1es, with the upper level said to arise 
from their mteract1on 

In such cases the overall structure appears as follows We have, on 

15 Gravuy s Rainbow {New York Viking Press, 1973) p 451 
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the one hand, the atoms Each atom has a nature, a possibility space 
wluch 1s taken as m1t1ally given Then we nnagine many of these atoms 
being collected into the overall system, so that the poss1b1hty space of 
the total system 1s the sum (the Cartesian product) of the poss1btl1ty 
spaces of the atomic constituents 

As a general style of explanation, atonusm dates from LeUC1ppus and 
Democntus Aristotle cntle1zes atom1sm in the De Generatwne and m 
the Metaphysics 16 In its modern form it appeared as methodological 
doctrme m the seventeenth century Most exphc1t was Hobbes, who 
based lus poht1cal philosophy on atom1sm as a method of knowledge, a 
plulosophy of science "It 1s necessary that we know the thmgs that are 
to be compounded before we can know the whole compound, (for) 
everythmg is best understood by 1ts const1tut1ve causes " 17 It received a 
tremendous nnpetus from the work of Newton, whose denvat1on of the 
elhptlcal orbits of the planets stands as one of the great paradigins of 
atom1st reduct10msm He showed that, given two "atoms," 1n tlus case, 
graV1tat1onal mass points, with an mdlVIdual "nature," given by the laws 
of motion and the law of uruversal gravttat1on, the overall system of el 
hpt1cal orbits could be deduced and thereby explamed 

This reduction served as the ( conscious or unconscious) parad1gin for 
much of the mtellectual hf e of the seventeenth and eighteenth centunes 
It had a tremendous nnpact even on soe1al theory, as we will see m the 
next chapter, but its influence was very broad It 1s hard for us to 1mag 
me the force of its impact The baste form of his explanation became 
the ideal toward wluch all explanation stnved We have nothmg m the 
modern era to compare 1t with, no discovery or theory has spread to oth 
er fields or captured the general nnaginatlon the way Newton did 18 

My mterest here 1s m atonusm as 1t functions m social theory, that IS, 

m the doctrmes of mdmdualism But I do not mean to suggest that m 
dmduahsm m social theory 1s simply the result of the appbcat1on of the 
Newtonian parad1gin For one thmg, thls would be lustoncally maccu 
rate Hobbes's Leviathan was published m 1651, Newton'sPrmczpza in 

16 V1de De Gen I and Met 1071 b 33 
17 Engllsh Works of Thomas Hobbes vol 1, p 67 vol 2 p x1v (c1tat10n from 

Lukes, Jnd111zdual111m p 110) 
18 Compare 1t, e g, to the theory of relatmty, whose cultural impact, so far 1s 

llm1ted to certain undergraduates who now thmk they have Einstein s blessmg for 
thmkmg that everythmg 1s relative (and to whom 1t 1s useful to pomt that the 
fundamental postulate of the theory 1s that the speed of hght 1s absolute) 
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1687 But more unportant, Hobbes did not merely take a picture from 
physics and apply 1t to society Hts atom1sm 1s as much a social concep 
tlon as a natural one Concemng the so01al world as a collectlon of m 
dependent mdlvtduals became possible m this penod because, for the 
fust tune, society itself came to have that structure The breakdown of 
feudal soc1oecononuc forms and relations and the nse of mdlvidual en 
trepreneurs, dependent on and responsible to themselves only, produced 
a society which corresponded much more closely to the atonustlc picture 
than previous soc1et1es had The conception of a collection of atomized 
mdmduals expressed well the hfe form of this new cap1tahst class, for 
whom the old, feudal state fonns and relations appeared as hohstic entl 
ties llllposed antagomst1cally on the pattern of thetr mdmdual actmt1es 

But as Hobbes saw 1t, mdmduahsm at 1ts heart 1s really a very general 
kmd of explanatory frame, much more general than simply a social or 
pohtacal doctnne It 1s a deep methodological pnnc1ple, from which eco 
nomic mdmduahsm or poht1cal mdmdual1sm emerges as a special case 
What these mdmduahsms have m common 1s their fonn that there ts an 
upper level possibility space which "is" the sum of a set of mdmdual 
possibility spaces each with its own mdmdual dynanuc 

The general question I want to raise about such reductions 1s as fol 
lows Is the overall possibility space really JUSt the sum of N copies of 
an mdlvtdual space? Or are there, on the other hand, hidden presuppos1 
ttons of a structural nature? We had a bnef mtroduct1on to such struc 
tural presuppositions m chapter l I m the case of the which was 
graded on a curve A cntenon emerged from that example for telling 
whether structural presuppos1t10ns were at work 

The essence of the cntenon 1s to see what comb1nat1ons of mdmdual 
poss1bilit1es are Jomtly posstble If any combmatlon of mdmdual pos 
stbilittes zs Jointly possible, we have a true case of reducibility But m the 
typical case these generahzed counterfactual condlt1onals ( e g I what If 
everyone had property P?) fad, and then we may mfer that there are 
hidden structural presuppositions In such cases a stmplemmded atom1sm 
will fatl, and we will have to focus on the structural presuppos1tlons 
which are makmg the explanation poSSible 

Thls baste strategy is the foundation for what I will be domg m the 
rest of tlus work I will be lookmg at a vanety of examples of mdlvidual 
ism m social theory and fmdlng m each case hidden structural presup 
positions The nature of those presuppositions rules out the reductiomst 
program m social theory 
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But before gomg on to talk about social theory, I want first to discuss 
a case "md1vidualism" m natural science, one which 1s often held up 
as a paradigm for social mdmdualism the case of the reduction of the 
thennodynarrucs of gases to the stat1st1cal mechanics of the molecules 
which oompnse 1t This example 1s mterestmg m 1ts own nght but also 
as an example of certain anh mdmdualist prmc1ples that I will be using 
later on 

It was hailed as a great victory of mecharust reductiomsm when Boltz 
mann and others succeeded m denvmg laws governmg the global 
properties of gases (temperature, pressure, volume) from a set of assump 
tlons that amounted to postulatmg that the gas consisted a large 
number of mdmdual Newtonian molecules 

I think that the philosophical s1gmficance of this reduction has been 
m1Sunderstood and that, when exammed m detail, 1t does not support 
the lands of clauns that philosophers have made on its behalf Here l 
want to look at that reduction as a paradigm for indmdualism, to see 
what kind of individualism 1t really 1s 

The gas 1s presented to us globally as an extended substance with van 
ous macroproperttes pressure, volume, and temperature The most tm 

portant law on this macrolevel 1s the Boyle-Charles law 

PV=kT, 

where P 1s the pressure of the gas, V 1s the volume, and T 1s the tempera 
ture (k 1s a constant) 

For the microlevel assume first that the gas 1s composed of tmy, hard, 
mdependent molecules, these are the "indmduals " Assume further that 
these molecules collide with one another and with the walls of the box 
m a way descnbable by standard Newtonian mechanics This JS the micro 
level We will also need some connectmg prmc1ples ("bndge laws") which 
enable us to identify P, V, and T with constructs on the rmcrolevel (For 
example, TIS 1dent1fied with the average kmetlc energy of the gas mole 
cules) Havmg done all this, we can denve the Boyle-Charles law from 
the statishcal theory of the behaVIor of the ensemble of molecules 

But there are some comphcat1ons m this denvation that are Important 
for our purposes So let us consider 1t m detail, following a classic source, 
Nagel's Structure of Science Nagel proceeds by postulating a microlevel 
of tiny Newtoruan molecules and observes 

A further assumption must be mtroduced that the probability of a 
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molecule's occupymg an assigned phase cell ts the same for all molecules 
and 1s equal to the probability of a molecule's occupymg any other 

cell and (subJect to certain quahf1cations involving among other 
the total energy of the the probab1hty that one molecule 

occupies a phase cell ts independent of the occupation of that cell by 
any other molecule 19 

Let us set out carefully Nagel's mdependence assumptions The key con 
cept 1s that of a phase cell, a region m the state space of a molecule, the 
product of a location mterval with a velocity mterval Thus at every 
pomt m tune every molecule 1s m one phase cell or another If we repre 
sent such a phase cell by (X V), Nagel's independence assumptions can 
be put tlus way 

1 For all molecules a, b, and all mtervals (X, V), probab1bty 
[ae (X, V)] = probability [be (X, V)J 

This assumptmn 1s unob3ect1onable, 1t postulates a homogeneity among 
the molecules The others are 

2 For all molecules a and mtervals (X, V), (X 1
, v1), probab1hty 

[ae (X, V)] = probab1hty [ae (X', V1
)] 

3 For all molecules a, b, and mtervals (X, V), probab1hty [be (X, V)] 
1s independent of the probabihty [ae (X, V)] 

Both of these are false They are mval1dated by those tlungs that Nagel 
refers to as "certain qualifications mvolvmg among other thmgs tl1e to 
tal energy of the system " Let us see what those "qualifications" are 

Frrst and foremost IS conservation Obviously, energy must 
be conserved m all transactmns aff ectmg the gas or else PV could de 
crease relative to T if, for example, heat energy were allowed to dm1 
pate So energy must be conserved But the total energy of the gas IS the 
sum of the kmet1c energies of the particles 

E ¾(m1V12 + +mnvn2
) 

Assummg for converuence that all the masses have value 1, we 

(v 1 
2 + + v n 2 ) = constant 

Tlus flatly contradicts assumptmn 3 above because you cannot say, 

19 E Nagel The Structure 
p 344 

(New York Harcourt Brace 1961) 
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"Pick n numbers at random, mdependently, but the sum of their squares 
must be a given constant " The overall reqm.rement of conservation of 
energy, then, v10lates the mdependence of the "mdlviduals," the mole 
cules of the gas 

Assumption 2 1s also false ( even if we add the requirement that the m 
tervals be the same size), for 1t 1s violated by the standard assumption 
of a normal d1str1but1on of veloc1t1es 

The failure of these illdependence assumptions tells us that we do not 
really have a case of a global property ansmg as a simple aggregate of ill 
dependent md1V1duals There 1s, to be sure, a collection of md1V1duals 
(the gas molecules) with an md1V1dual nature given by Newtonian me 
chamcs, accordmg to which they are essentially small elastic particles 
But the properties of the gas, hke the Boyle-Charles law, do not anse sim 
ply from this md1V1dual nature We must make, m add1t1on, strong as 
sumpt1ons about the collect1ve possibilities of the system, assumptions 
which are imposed on the mdmdual nature and do not m any sense fol 
low from 1t Their effect 1s exactly hke the effect of the kmemat1cal 
cond1t1ons discussed earher to restrict sharply the a pnon poss1bilit1es 
of the system 

Because the effect of such add1t1onal asswnpt10ns 1s a reduct10n of the 
dimensions of the problem (a reduction m the degrees of freedom), we 
may expect that explanations takmg place m the presence of such as 
sumpt1ons can take a greatly simplified form In the foxes and rabbits 
example, the local equations were also of huge d1menS1on But we knew 
that on the global level all that 1s relevant to the level of the two populations 
are their preVIous levels There the imposed kmematical condition tells 
us ill effect forget about the mdlVldual foxes and rabbits, especially, 
forget about differences among them, they are all irrelevant Any state 
m which there are N foxes and M rabbits 1s "the same" as any other 20 

Here too the passage to the stat1st1cal pomt of view, renouncmg the 
possibility of explru.rung tndlVldual differences among the molecules, 
1q the result of these imposed structural presuppositions 

In each case the test that brought out the nontrmal sociology was the 
formation of a generalized contrary to fact cond1t10nal, posed as a 
question 

20 Well, almost any We typically neglect stat1stlcally freakish d1stnbut1ons 
(e g , all the foxes m one corner) which would mvahdate the law We suppose Max 
well s demon not to be at work 
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If the rabbit had not been atx, t, would it have avoided bemg eaten? 

Could everyone m the class gotten an A? 

Could all the molecules have velocity v? 

In each case the answer 1s no Generabzmg this, we can formulate the 
pnnc1ple Whenever a global property is not simply a sum of N mdzvzdu 
al propertzes ( a fact revealed by the test above), the explanation of that 
global property wzll mvolve structural presupposmons 

Th.ts idea, that the reduction of thermodynarrucs IS not really to an 
"ind1V1duahst1c" level, 1s not widely recogruzed, m fact, I have been able 
to fmd 1t in only one treatment, A I Klunchm's excellent Mathematical 
Foundatzons of Statistical Mechanics He develops there the notion of 
somethmg's being a component of a mechanical system, which corre 
sponds basically to what we have been calhng an "mdmdual " Suppose 
E(x 1 , , xn) 1s the total energy of a system, and suppose further that 
E can be represented "as a sum of two terms E 1 and E2 , where the first 
term depends on some (not all) of the dynarmcal coordinates, and the 
second term depends on the remammg coordmates" (p 38) We can 
therefore write E = E1 + E2 , where 

(X1' 'Xk), 
E2 =E 2 (xk+i, ,xn) 

"In such a case we agree to say the set of the dynamical coor 
dmates of the given system is decomposed into two components " 

In other words, in such a case we have the global property "energy" 
expresSible as the sum of two independent indmdual properties, the 
energies of the two components Now 1t 1s natural to th.tnk, reduction 
1sbcally, that the molecules of the gas are its components in th.ts sense, 
that is, that the total energy of the gas is the sum of the independent 
energies of the molecules But there 1s a paradox here Although th.ts 
presentation assumes the independence of the energies of the part1cles, 
the assumptlons of conservabon of energy and the normal distnbut10n 
of veloc1t1es absolutely requrre that the particles mteract energetically' 
Klunchm wntes 

The staustical mecluuucs bases 1ts method prectsely on a poss1bthty of 
such an exchange of energy between vanous part1cles const1tutlng the mat
ter However, 1f we take the pamcles constltutmg the given physical system 
to be 1ts components m the above defmed sense [1 e , the mdlviduals], 
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we are excludmg the possibility of any energet1cal mteractmn between 
them Indeed, 1f the Hamtltoman functmn, wluch expresses the energy 
of our system, is a sum of functions each cteJ>enctm,g only on the dynam 
1c coordmates of a single particle (and representing the Hamtltoman 
function of this pamcle), then, clearly, the whole system of equations 
[ descnbmg the overall dynamics of the system} sphts mto component 
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each of winch descnbes the motion of some separate particle 
and 1s not connected m any way with other particles Hence the energy 
of each particle, winch 1s expressed by its Hamtltoman function, appears 
as an mtegral of equations ofmot1on, and therefore remains constant 21 

In other words, because the sum of the energies 1s constant, 1f the par 
t1cles really were independent, the mdlVldual energies would have to be 
constant tool But this is absurd, and so we must deny fact that the 
total energy 1s simply the sum of the N independent mdlvidual energies 
He contmues llllmedlately 

The senous difficulty so created 1s resolved by the fact that we can con~ 
sider pamcles of matter as only approximately 1Solated energetlcal com~ 
ponents There 1S no doubt that a precme expression for the energy of 
the system must contain also terms wluch depend simultaneously on the 
energy of several pamcles, and which assure the possibility of an ener
get1cal mteraotion between the particles (from a mathematical pomt of 
v1ew, prevent the sphttmg of the system mto systems refernng to single 
particles) 122 

What Khmchm JS saymg here 1s what I am claunmg about such mdt 
v1duahsms m general The "mdlviduals" are not really separable (they are 
"only approXllllately isolated") and structural presuppoS1t1ons are at 
work, so that the real microlevel consists of a set of md1Vlduals together 
with a nontrlVlal sociology 

The mteract1on effects, which are quantitatively negligible for the 
Boyle-Charles law, are nevertheless qualltat1vely m1portant for under
standmg 1t Moreover, as the gas begins to get highly compressed, these 
mteraction effects become significant even quantitatively, and the 
Boyle-Charles law no longer holds Thus, changes m certain parameters 
can change the structural cond1t1ons 

21 A I Khmchm, The Mathematical Foundations of Statumcal Mechanics 
trans G Gamow (New York Dover, 1949), p 18 

22 Ibtd 
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The pomt of tins d1scuss1on has been to exannne atom1st1c reduction 
1sm m the theory of gases I want now to turn to the primary focus of 
tins work social theories 



3 Individualism in 
Social Thought 

Economic Ind1V1duahsm 
The pomt of the gas example was to show how a certain md1V1duahst1c 
reduct10n had structural presuppositions As we turn to md1V1duahsm 
ill social theory the general clallll is the same Belund any would be 
md1V1dualism, there are structural presuppositions at work 

The first problem I want to study is the problem of economic Justice 
How are the products of society distributed among people? This 
problem, so-called distnbutive Justice, is often thought to be the ques 
tion of social Justice This 1s a mistalce At the very least, there are a 
number of other S1gmficant factors-the nature and extent of political 
freedom, the forms and types of social and cultural mst1tut1ons, and 
the kmd of mdlVldual that the society fosters There 1s even some reason 
to think that certaill aspects, especially questions of democracy, are 
more 1mportant to the Justice of society than the economic factors 

Nevertheless, my focus ill this chapter will be exclusively on the 
economic aspects of Justice In doillg so, I am probably contnbutmg 
to the unfortunate tendency to ignore the other aspects and talk 
only about economics Much of the recent discussion of social Justice 
has suffered from this one sidedness, and although I want to tallc about 
economics here, it should not be assumed that that is the only subJect 
worth talkmg about 

The standard way to ask the question about economic Justice ts to 
ask for the JUSttficat10n of the econorruc distribution m the form of the 
question Why do mdmduals receive the econonuc shares which they 
do? This may sound bke a straightforward statement of the problem, 
but m fact it mvolves several significant presuppositions 

The first concerns what kmd of "why?" question 1t 1s What are we 
askmg when we ask why mdlVlduals receive the shares that they do? 
On the one hand we are askmg for a ;ustzftcatzon, a reason for thmkmg 
that it 1s nght or good that people recerve those shares, or a condemna 
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t10n, a reason for thmkmg 1t bad or wrong On the other hand we are 
also askmg for an explanatwn, an account of how those shares came to 
be The relation between these two types of endeavor 1s very complex 

There 1s clearly a logical dtstmctlon to be drawn between explanation 
and JUst1ficatlon If I show up an hour late for an appomtment with 
you, I could conceivably explain why I did it Without JUSttfymg the act 
("I forgot'') or attempt to JUSt1fy 1t without explammg why I did 1t 
("You do tlus all the t:une") Typically, though, I will try to do both 
and Justify my act by way of an explanation 1 

All these poss1btht1es exist with regard to the question of the econormc 
d1stnbut10n We may explam 1t whde leaving open the question of 
JUSt1flcat1on, e g , by correlatmg economic status with somethmg hke 
"years of schoolmg " On the other hand we can seek to Justify 1t 
without askmg for 1ts explanation, as someone would be domg who 
said, "Econormc mequal1ty 1s good It gives you somethmg to aspue to '' 
But agam, typically, we do the two together, the one by way of the 
other 

Havmg d1stmgmshed these two modes, I will often conflate them 
This follows ordinary usage, which tends to use the word explanation 
mdlfferently for the two functions When I show up late for the appomt 
ment, you look at me and say, "You'd better have an explanatlont 
but what you really mean 1s not that (for of course there is an explana 
non) You mean, "You'd better have an explanation of a certam kmd, 
one which Justifies (or excuses) your act" 

The s1tuat1on 1s the same m social phdosophy Typ1cally,Just1fica 
t10ns or cntic1sms of the economic dlStnbut1on proceed vta explanations 
of 1t Examples mclude JUstiflcattons of economic mequahty which 
explam 1t as the result of market forces, biological needs, or hard work 
or as a "mentocracy", each of these proceeds via a causal explanation 
of the mequahty On the other hand are critiques of mequahty which 
condemn 1t by explammg that 1t 1S caused by explo1tatlon, ractal dlS 
cmrunat1on, or the need for "consp10uous consumption " In each of 
these cases, what 1s basic 1s a certam explanation (different m each case) 
of why mdlv1duals have the shares that they do 

1 There are sti.11 other poss1h1ht1es I may, for example, try to excuse the aot 
If I say I was txed up m traff1e, this 1s an excuse, not a Justtfxcat1on Excuses 
will not concern us here, but see J L Austin, 'A Plea for Excuses, m Phuo 
sophccal Papers ed J O Urmson and G J Warnock (Oxford Clarendon Press, 
1961) 
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It 1s instructive to note that th1s 1s a quite particular formulation of 
the question of econom1c 3ust1ce, with 1ts own presuppos1t1ons It 
presupposes that the question of econom1c JUSt1ce reduces to the 
lem of explammg facts about mdmduals The basic obJect of explana 
t1on 1s 

whyAhasP, 
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stands for A's share, and the problem explammg the social 
d1str1butlon then becomes the problem of explammg why 

A1 hasP1 
A2 hasP2 

An hasPn 

Framing the ob3ect in this way gives a certain slant to the question 
and hmlts the lands of things we can ask We cannot, for example, ask 
for the explanation of patterns or overall properties of the d1stnbuuon 
We carmot sunply ask why there 1s mequahty All we can ask about 1s 
why ( or how) mdmduals come to have the properties which they do 
Thus the question 1s posed in a spee1f1cally part1culat1zed way What 1s 

explained are occas10ns of mdmdual people coming to have certam 

Such a vtew 1ns1Sts that the question of explammg one person's share 
1s logically independent of explammg anyone else's share Even usmg 
the word share 1s not nght, for 1t connotes some larger totality of which 
the md1V1duals are merely parts It 1s better to speak of individual hold
mgs 2 

My p,.1rpose m this chapter 1s to examine a family of econom1c explana 
t1ons m which the obJect of explanation 1s construed m trus way 

Theones of the Market 
One basic kmd of answer to the questmn of the d1stnbut1on of m 

2 The term mdwidual holdmgi and the associated way of posing the question 
of economic d1str1but1on are from Nozick sAnarchy State and Utopia the clear 
est contemporary statement of classtcal economu:: mdlv1dual:Jsm I shall draw on 
Nozick s formulations throughout the ducussmn of the nature of markets My 
cr1t1c1sms, however are of the market not of Nozick s formulations of 1t 
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dmdual holdmgs explams those holdmgs as the result of the differential 
rewards which a free market bestows on its various competitors The 
essence of such theories of the market 1s the picture cf a collection of 
mdmduals freely tradmg among themselves and producmg thereby a 
d1stnbut1on of returns that vary from mdmdual to mdlVldual The obJect 

such explanations 1s the set of md1V1dual outcomes or holdmgs, and 
the form of the explanat10n 1t gives 1s that they are the result of the 
free bargammg and tradmg, that 1s, the free choices, of the entrepre 
neurs who constitute the ma1ket 

The historical source of this conception, and the fust clear formula 
t1on of it, was Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations We can recognize m 1t 
a basic form of atonusm the idea that overall social forms can be ex 
plamed as the aggregate result of the mteract1on of a number of mdepen 
dent mdmduals, each with a pregiven mdmdual nature The atoms m 
Snuth's model are the mdmdual entrepreneurs, each with a natural 
"propensity to truck and barter " 

This conception of the market has been used to explam and there 
by Justify the d1str1but1on of holdmgs m two d1stmct ways JUstificat1ons 
which focus on md1vidual rights, on the one hand, and, on the other, 
3ust1ficat1ons which focus on the desirable overall consequences of the 
operation of such a market Both types of JUst1ficat1on are 1mportant 
The mdmdual rights JUst1ficat1on 1s on the nh11Arv11t1rm that we can 
Justify a state of affaus by showmg that 1t arose as a result of the free 
choices of the mdmduals involved m 1t Such a s1tuat1on was not 1m 
posed on the md1V1duals, they chose 1t The consequent1ahst JUst1fica 
tlon, on the hand, turns on delivering goods Smith argued 
that 1f such a market were left to its own devices, the self mterest of the 
traders would result m a lughly desrrable overall pattern The laws 
supply and demand would set prices fairly, the goods produced and sold 
would be the ones people wanted to buy, and the competition of the 
market would force the entrepreneurs to 1mprove contmually the nature 
of their products All this would happen because there 1S competition 
The operat1on market thus prc1ouces an overall situation wluch 1S 

m many respects opt1mal Srruth marveled at this "111v1S1ble hand,'' wluch 
drrected the entrepreneurs, each concerned only with personal gam, to 
do the thing that was ultimately most conducive to the pubhc good 3 

3 Contemporary economics has taken over these optimality results as mvis1ble 
hand theorems Thell' structure parallels Le1bmz s argument that this 1s the best 
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But not only does the operat1on of the market produce the best 
possible product mix, 1t also rewards the worthy entrepreneur The 
return to entrepreneurs 1s dtrectly proportional to thetr success m meet 
mg consumer demand Therefore, the differences m md1V1dual returns 
can be 3ustlfied as d1fferent1al rewards for havmg produced what society 
( 1 e , md1V1dual people) wanted 

This gives us the second basic type of 3ust1ficat1on of the d1stnbut1on 
ofholdmgs a free market dehvers the goods (to those who earn 1t by 
thetr contr1but1ons) Taken together, these two lands of 3ust1ficat1on 
serve as the fundamental theoretical underprnnmgs of cap1tal1st eco 
nom1cs The two virtues are theoretically separable the system which 
least violated md1V1dual rights would not necessartly have to be the 
one which best dehvered the goods, and the reverse would not be neces 
sanly true But they are both true of the cap1tahst system, this theory 
claims, and therein hes its genius 

My mtent1on here 1s to provide a cnt1que of those underpmnmgs and 
of the econonnc concept of the market Much of 1t 1s not really new 
Much of 1t 1s denved from Marx, with addit10ns from contemporary 
Marxists hke Joan Robmson I take the trouble at this pomt to present 
a Marxist cnt1que of the econonuc theory of the market for several 
reasons first, m spite of the tune that has passed smce 1ts outlines were 
first laid down, a large number of people are completely unaware of 1t 
Second, much of 1t 1s sttll vahd Thtrd, 1t can be hard to fmd m the 
classtcal texts I am presentmg 1t here because its basic structure fits 
well with what I have been saying about explanatory frames m general 
and about 1nd1V1duabst1c explanations m particular So the analytic 
tools I have been developrng turn out to give a natural expression for 
this critique, makmg it a kmd of elementary econollllcs from an ad 
vanced pomt of view 4 

of all possible worlds because God has both the desrre and the ab1hty to create 1t 
Entrepreneurs have the desire and ab1hty to satisfy consumer demand, hence the 
market produces the best of all possible product mixes 

4 Such a critique would also be t1I11ely The past few years have seen a tremen 
dous resurgence m talk about the free market Market hbertanans are on the of 
fensive m various areas of theory, and promarket thmkmg 1s even tnckhng down 
to newspapers and magazmes, with some help from the advert1smg budgets of some 
of our larger corporations A public relat10ns campaign has been launched on be 
half of the market Educational matenals prepared by corporate mterests are bemg 
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Markets and Ind1v1dual Rights 
Let us begm our d1scusS1on of the market with the sort of JUstrllcat1on 
whtch stresses the mdmdual nghts of the part1c1pants Th.ts 1s the pomt 
that Noz1ck's book rests on From the pomt of view of md1V1dual 
rights the most important fact about the market 1s that 1t 1s free m the 
sense that people part1c1pate m 1t voluntarily Consequently, whatever 
holdmgs come about as a result of such actmt1es have at least this much 
to be said for them, that they arose with the consent of the people 
concerned Th.ts gives us a simple pattern of 3ustrllcat1on for holdmgs 
Show that the holdmgs came about voluntarily, arid you have shown 
that they violate no one's nghts 

The basic fact about a market 1s that a person's holdmgs at a given 
time are the accumulated result of the person's trades Th.ts provides 
us with a style of JUst1ficat1on a holdmg 1s JUstrlled 1f 1t was the result 
of a free trade But of course we cartnot sunply say that a holding 1s 
leg1tunate lf 1t was acquired m a free trade, for this involves a regress, as 
Nozick recogmzes For when we said, "The holdmg is the product of 
free trades,0 we must add, "trades, that is, from the previous state " 
And so the question arises, Where did the item traded come from? How 
dtd the trader acqwre it? From ariother trade? Clearly, th.ts regress of 
1ust1ficat1on must end at a point where thmgs traded are acquired de 
novo The Justification of holdmgs combines these two types of 1usttfica 
tlon, whtch m Noz1ck's terms are a theory of 3ustlce tn the appropna 
t1on of unheld thmgs and a theory of 3ustiee m trarisf er A holding will 
then be Just 1f 1t was acqutted by means whtch do not violate the two 
prmc1ples 

Let us examme these two pnnctples more closely, begmnmg with the 
pnne1ple of 3ustice m the appropnat1on of unheld things This prmc1ple 
1s supphed by the theory of property acqU1s1t1on of Locke's Second 
Treatise ofCnnl Government Locke conmders people ma ••state of 
nature," that 1s, 

a state of perfect freedom to order thell' actions and dispose of thell' 
possessions and persons as they see flt, w1thm the bounds of the law of 
nature, Wlthout depending on the Wlll of any other man 

He asks, m effect, what might entitle someone m that state to ap 
propnate some unheld thmg? Hts ariswer 1s 

distributed in the schools and professorslups of 'free enterpme' are beme en 
dowed at unrvers1t1es 
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The labor of h1s body and the work of his hands, we may say, are 
properly hJS Whatsoever, then, he removes out of the state that nature 
hath provided and left it m, he hath nuxed h1s labor with 1t, and Jomed 
1t to somethmg whi.Ch lS his own, and thereby makes it ms property 5 

Here we have a s:unple theory of entitlements Someone who "nnxes 
hls labor" with an unheld thlng 1s entitled to 1t Thls provides the 
foundation, the base step, of the h.J.stoncal entitlement process Look 
at the onginal acqrus1t1ons and see how they were acqurred 
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How well does this theory work? Well enough m a certain class of 
cases It works well m the state of nature, for example, and m real s1tua 
tlons whlch resemble the state of nature m a crucial way that md1V1dual 
destimes are mdependent m the sense that someone's beconung entitled 
to something, say a piece of land, does not senously affect other people 
Locke recognizes the need for thls assumption and requires that the 
appropnat1on of an unheld thlng by someone be subJect to the proviso 
that there be "as much and as good left m common for others " 
(Nozick calls this "the Lockean prov1so ") 

In cases where this Lockean proviso IS satisfied, the theory of acqms1 
t1on seems to meet our mtu1t1ve conceptmns of Just entitlement 
Locke's own example 1s "Amenca m 1690» a pioneer settler cleared 
a piece of land m the vast wtldemess, cultivated 1t, 1mproved rt, and 
otherwise "mDted lus labor" with 1t We would recogmze a Just claim 
whlch that settler had to that piece ofland and would d1sm1ss some 
one else's cla1111 to that land by pomtmg out that the settler did not 
deprive anyone by that appropnat1on We would say to the would be 
challenger, Go estabhsh your own entitlement 

There will, however, be enormous problems in s1tuat10ns whlch vmlate 
the Lockean proviso If someone's appropriation of sometlung ends 
up depnvmg others tn any way, the theory collapses and has nothlng to 
say about posS1ble entitlements In the language of the last chapter 
there must be no klIIematical cond1t1ons, no structural presuppos1ttons, 
no mtemal relations among md1V1duals, they must be mdependent If 
thls falls, that 1s, 1f someone's appropnat1on does not leave "as much 
and as good" for others, the theory does not apply Thls will be the 
case tn S1tuahons of scarce resources, as well as generally compet1t1ve 
s1tuat10ns 

5 J Lot.ke Two Treames of Government 2nd ed ed P Laslett {Cambridge 
Cambridge Umvers1ty Press 1967) p 4 
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Rousseau thought that thts was the typical case His view was m a 
way the oppoS1te of Locke's He saw society as havmg a collective 
entitlement to the things of nature, and an mdmdual's appropnat1on of 
a thing as the demal of our collective access to 1t 

Rousseau therefore reJects the claims of would be Lockean entitle 
ment 

In vam might they say But I butlt this wall, I earned th1s field by my 
labor 

Hts reply is 

By virtue of what do you presume to be pa1d at our expense for work 
we did not impose on you? 6 

He1e we see two very deeply opposed pictures In Rousseau's view, 
because the appropnat1on affects all of us, we collectively have a say 
m whether 1t 1s m our collective mterest to grant the entitlement On 
the other hand, for Locke, the mdependence of mdlviduals allows for 
mdmdual entitlement The key to the situation 1s the Lockean proviso 
Does the entitlement leave us much and as good for others? How we 
go about answermg the quest.ton of whether the Lockean provtso 1s 
satisfied makes a crucial d1ff erence for the theory 

Let us tum our attention to the example of the d1stnbut..1on of hold 
mgs m the Uruted States today To answer the question of Just1ficat1on 
we would ultimately have to ask how the ongmal acqws1ttons were 
made 

And so the question becomes how, m fact, those ongmal acqu1S1t1ons 
were made In order to answer tlus, we must look at the lustor1es of the 
great fortunes of Europe and Amenca There 1s a cunous gap m Nozick's 
account m tlus regard, for he does not even attempt to apply lus theory 
to Justify any existmg holdmgs He ms1sts, quite nghtly, that the 
Justice of a holdmg hes m the actual lustory which generated 1t It 1s 
surpnsmg that, haV11lg said tlus, he proceeds to say absolutely nothmg 
about tlus actual lustory m any actual case If we look at tlus lustory, 
we can see why There 1s not a shred of hope of applymg tlus origmal 
entitlement scheme m any real case 

Balzac once wrote "Every great fortune begms with a crime," and 

6 J J Rousseau Discourse on the Origin of Inequality ed R D Masters 
(New York St Martin s Press 1964) p 31 
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that 1s a much better summary of the nature of ongmal acqu1S1tions 
than Locke's 7 Adam Smith called these ongmal acquisitions "the pnm 
1t1ve accumulation," and all of us have heard the stones about how they 
were made hard work, mgenu1ty, deferment of gratlficat1on, thrift, 
"frugality, prudence, temperance and other industrial virtues" (Wilham 
Graham Sumner) We have heard the parable about the sqwrrel and the 
nuts, and the one about the ant and the grasshopper But ''ln actual 
history,'' Marx writes, "1t 1s notonous that conquest, enslavement, rob 
bery, murder, briefly, force play the great part " 

This 1s certrunly true of the pnmitlve accumulations which began the 
fortunes of Europe and America The land itself was certamly not "un 
heltl,"8 and although some annexations may have left as much and as 
good for the native mhab1tants, the bulk of them surely chd not Con 
sequently all appropriation of land m the Americas 1s under a cloud 

The s1tuat1on with regard to natural resources 1s, 1f possible, even 
worse 

The discovery of gold and stlver m Amenca the extrrpatton, enslave 
ment, and entombment m mmes of the abongmal population, the 
begmmng of the conquest and lootmg of the East Indies, the turnmg of 
Africa mto a warren for the commercial huntmg of black skms, signal 
ISed the rosy dawn of the era of cap1tahst production These idyllic 
proceedmgs are the chief momenta of pnm1t1ve accumulation In the 
tender annals of Political Economy, the 1dylhc reigns from time un
memortal 9 

Any good history tells the same story about the people who amassed 
the fortunes of the great fam1hes of the Umtetl States John D Rocke 
feller had competitors dynamited, Ford had stnkmg workers shot 
The crimes m the history of the great Amencan fortunes rule out any 
poss1b1hty of employmg a historical entitlement 3ust1ficat1on 

We must, therefore, forget about applymg 1t to any actual tl1stnbut1on 
ofholdmgs But we also have some theoretical reasons for thinkmg that 

7 The quotat10n from Balzac 1s used by Mario Puzo as the epigraph for The 
Godfather a book which suggests m effect that the Mafia should be seen as a 
cap1tallst enterprise winch must commit its crimes of accurnulat1on m the glare 
of present scrutmy 

8 The very apphcabon of the concept of holdmgs 1s problematic m this 
case, for the native cultures m America chd not contam concepts of private owner 
ship of land Was their land therefore unheld ? 

9 Capital vol 1 p 714 
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1t cannot hold m typical s1tuat10ns The Lockean proviso, reqwrmg 
that "as much and as good" be left for others, 1s almost never met 
Instead, structural conditions ensure that one md1V1dual's actions tn 

evitably affect the welfare of others 
The foundation step of the JUsttficat1on process 1s therefore founder 

mg m difficulties, both theoretical and practical 
Let us pretend that these difficulties can be solved, that the original 

acqurn1t1ons can be Justified, so that we can pass to the d1scuss1on of the 
ongoing process of market trades The baste anatomy of the process 1s 
familiar from elementary econom1cs You have com, I have wheat, we 
agree to exchange X amount of corn for Y amount of wheat Taken 
generally, thts produces the market a large number of small, roughly 
equal entrepreneurs, freely engaging, m Nozick's phrase, m "cap1tahst 
acts between consenting adults " 

What 1s wrong with thts picture? One curious fact 1s that m this 
claSS1c description of the working of the capitalist market, the concept 
of capital appears nowhere Everythmg 1s wheat and com But reality 
1s far from a homogeneous system of traders, each buying and selling 
goods There 1s a baste qual1tat1ve stratification m the system between 
two kmds of traders on the one hand, those who have capital and are 
seekmg to buy labor power and, on the other, those who have no 
capital and therefore must sell their labor 

Thts structural difference mtroduces baste changes m the model The 
owner of capital makes an agreement with the worker, the wage bargain 
How much of the goods which the worker produces will be returned 
as wages? The owner of capital is m competition with the worker over 
the respective shares of the output 

Of course, m thts bargammg the owner 1s man enVIable position be
cause hts ownershtp of capital gives htm the ab1hty to dictate the 
terms of the agreement The worker must make an agreement today m 
order to eat, whtle the capital serves as a cushion that enables 1ts owner 
to press a harder bargam Suddenly the Smithtan picture of a system 
of homogeneous traders metamorphoses mto a very different picture, 
on whtch one class of traders, the owners of capital, uses the bargammg 
power which thts gives them to dnve a hard bargam agamst the others 
The coercive nature of thts "agreement" therefore mvahdates the "free 
trade" style of Justification, whtch rests on the fact that each mdlVldual 
chooses freely to enter mto the exchanges 

Capital, m thts view, 1s not a sum of money or a machme but a certam 
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social relation, and with it the power to command the resources of oth 
ers In other words the market contams a structural or an mternal rela 
tlon among the md1V1dual destm1es As m the examples of the prev10us 
chapters, hke the gradmg on a curve example, what looks hke a property 
of an mdlVldual, "ownmg capital" (getting an A), is really a disguised 
relation among the md1viduals The argument for this hes m the test 
question Could everyone earn a hvmg by ownmg capital? The answer is 
no If everyone owned capital, everyone would be immune to the bar 
gammg power of capital, hence the "free" nature of the wage bargam 
would break down 

The structural condition makes property mto a relat10n, a power rela 
tion Tlus fact is not widely appreciated, and most people, mcludmg 
economists, con1.mue to talk about property as a relation between a per 
son and a thmg not as a relation among people Rousseau was perhaps 
the first to articulate this clearly He remarks that property can be viewed 
m two ways On the one hand, 1t ts that which makes someone 1m 
mune to the influence of others ( one 1etreats defensively to one's httle 
plot of land), but, on the other, it is sometlung that gives one power to 
mfluence others This distmction seems to have been lost m recent dis 
cuss1ons of the subJect 

The essence of this cntique of the market hes m msistmg on the struc 
tural relations that hold among mdmduals The classical conception of 
the market sees mdivtduals atom1stically and therefore mamtams that an 
mdivtdual's holdmg can be Justified by lookmg only at that md1V1dual 
This was the ongmal appeal of the hbertanan picture that the validity 
of an agreement could be established by estabhshmg A's willingness, B's 
wtllmgness, and the fact that they are entitled to trade what they are 
tradmg Justification could be earned out purely locally But this 1s not 
the case The Lockean proviso, which began as the background assump 
non, ends up dom1natmg the question of the vahd1ty of the agreement 
Every transfer becomes constrained, not Just by the states of the parties 
to the transfer but by the state of everyone else too In this way the es 
sence of the hbertanan picture has been lost, overall social welfare af 
fects the validity of any particular exchange The same thmg 1s true m 
the case of ongomg trades Whether or not A is bemg coerced mto trad 
mg wtth Bis a funct10n, not Just of the local properties of A and B, but 
of the overall d1stnbut1on of holdmgs and the wtllmgness of other traders 
to trade with A 

The difference between the atom1st account and the structural account 
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therefore hes m the relations among the mdmdual destm1es, for that af 
fects the kmds of explanations we can make If what we are trymg to 
explain 1s really a relational property, the process of explammg 1t mdl 
v1dual by mdmdual sunply will not work And most 1f not all of the inter 
estmg properties m social explanation are inherently relational for ex 
ample, the properbes ofbemg nch or poor, employed or unemployed 
One aspect of this was captured by Jencks et al m the1rrecent/nequa!zty 

The nch are not nch because they eat fllet mignon or own yachts Mtl 
hons of people can now afford these luxuries, but they are not "nch" 
m the colloquial sense The rich are rich because they can afford to buy 
other people's time They can htte other people to make their beds, 
tend their gardens, and dnve thett cars These are not privzleges that be 
come more widely available as people become more affluent 10 

The internal relations make tlus case mto an apphcat1on of the machm 
ery of chapters 1 and 2 If the term nch denotes what 1s actually a re 
lational property (bemg able to command the tID1e of others), we cannot 
truly answer the question (why 1s A nch?) by c1tmg factors whtch are 
propert1es of the mdmdual A Just as m the gradmg example, there are 
strong structural presuppos1t1ons and di,ose presuppos1t1ons make cer 
tam kmds of explanation tmposs1ble 

The structural cond1t1ons, m violating the mdependence required by 
the market model, are the main tlungs separating radical or Marxist ac 
counts of the economic system from other accounts Other accounts, 
whether bberal or conservative, attempt to talk about the economic sys 
tern without cons1denng these mterrelat1ons Conservative accounts, 
hke Noz1ck's, have the1r source m the false behef that mdmduals really 
can be said to have mdlVldual htstoncal Just1ficat1ons for therr holdings 
Liberal accounts are somewhat different They typically attempt to talk 
about economtc JUstJ.f1cat10n in the absence of any htstor1cal or causal 
assumptmns at all 11 For the hberal the problem of economic d1stnbu 
tlon 1s raised by a simple JUxtapos1t1on some are poor whlle others are 
nch These two states of affairs are compared, side by side, and then 
the utilitanan question of red1stnbution becomes relevant We could say 

10 (New York Basic Books 1972) p 6 (emphasis added) 
11 For a good example of these two pos1t1ons with regard to the world hunger 

problem see the contr1butions of Garrett Hardm and Peter Singer mW Aiken 
and H Lafollette eds World Hungei and Moral Obltgation (Englewood Chffs 
NJ Prentice Hall 1977) 
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that the hberal cnt1que of mequal1ty 1s that some are poor whtle others 
are nch, but, by contrast, the radical cntique 1s that some are poor be
cause others are rich 

Two very different pictures, the Srmth/Locke/Nozick, on the one hand, 
and the structural or Marxist on the other, both emerge from consider 
mg the anatomy of the market In a way this 1s paradoX1cal smce they 
are so d1ametncally opposed How could two such pictures emerge of one 
and the same obJect? I trunk 1t 1s because the market 1tselfhas both aspects 

Specmcally, m cases m which the degree of collus1on among traders 1s 
negligible, where Lockean provisos are satisfied, and where there 1s an 
mdependence of mdmdual destlrues, the Srmth model seems to work, 
both as econormcs and as an account of our etlucal mtmt1ons But m 
cases wh1ch violate these mdependence assumptions, the Smith model 1s 

no longer vahd So 1t lends itself to th1s duality because under some cir 
cumstances it will really behave as its advocates promise, whereas m 
other circumstances 1t will act as Marx says 

ThIS duality provides us with an mterestmg example of the relatton 
between one theory and another that supersedes 1t A theo:ry which 1s a 
would be replacement for anotller cannot s1mply contradict 1t and say 
no more, 1t must also give us some account of why the old one worked 
as well as 1t did Typically, th1s wtll take the form of showing how the 
old theory worked m a l1m1ted class of cases of the world accordmg to 
the new theory The classic example of th1s 1s the relation between New 
toruan and Emstelnlll.D phySics tl1e relativistic theory shows how the 
classical theory ts approX1mately true for low veloc1bes and large masses 
The relat1V1st1c theory then goes beyond the classical by showmg how 
the world diverges from the classical model as velocities get larger 

A snntlar statement can be made about the relat10n of Sm1th1an and Marx 
1an economics as theones of how cap1tailsm works Sm1thian econormcs 
works for small trades among small traders m a homogeneous system 12 

12 Another example of this kind of correspondence pnnc1ple, more analogous 
to the market case 1s given by the ideal gas law The Boyle-Charles law tells us 
thatPV"' kT but this 1s only valld when the intermolecular distances are so large 
that the forces of attraction between molecules do not operate When the gas 1s 
compressed mto a suff1C1ently small volume the intermolecular forces previously 
neghgible, become s1gm.f1cant These mteractton effects among the mdmdual 
molecules give the gas an entn:ely different behav10r 
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We know, m general, that a system of equat10ns may have a given form 
of solut10n or behav10r 1n a given region of llllt1al cond1t10ns, but, as the 
state passes out of that region, the of the solut1on may change ( e g , 
the transtt10n from hqu1d to gas) 

Similarly, the Sm1thlan transfers are Jusnce preservmg m a ne1ghbor 
hood of the homogeneous s1tuat1on (that 1s to say, where holdings are 
roughly equal, Snuthlan transfers do preserve Justice), but when the state 
(levels of holdmgs) passes out of that region, in particular when some 
people begin to have such holdmgs as to constitute capital, then the form 
of the solution changes, new dynamical forms appear (explo1tatlon and 
so on), and the resultlng solution wtll no longer be JUsnce preservmg 

Thls 18 another defect of Nozick's 1terat1ve model It 18 absolutely es 
sent1al to hls construction that 1terat1ons of the Just transfer principle 
never take us outside the boundaries of Justice No matter how many 
t1111es we apply the principle of JU Stice m transfer, the results are stlll JUS 

t1fied He uses tl1e analogy of proof in logic no matter how many times 
we iterate rules of inference, what we have at the end 1s still a theorem 
But the correspondmg statement about transfers, that they can never re 
sult ma quahtat1vely d1fferent s1tuat1on,.1ust seems wrong Sm1thlan 
transfers preserve approxzmate Justice, whlch 1s a notlon hke "near" 
The result of a small number of transfers will leave you "near" the orig 
mal, but the result of a lot of transfers may not 

The Object of Market Explanations 
In Noz1ck's presentat10n of the market, the obJect of explanation 1s the 
holding of a particular mdlVldual at a particular t1me Tlus 1s unportant 
In fact 1t 1s crucial to hls whole presentation, for the Just1ficat1on of a 
holding hes in the partrnular hlstory whlch produced 1t He recogiuzes 
the llllportance ofthls object and defends 1t exphc1tly 

Suppose there are separate entitlement explanat10ns showing the legiti 
macy of my having my nmami~ and your having yours, and the follow 
mg question is asked Why 1S it legitlmate that I hold what I do and you 
hold what you do why 1s that Jomt fact and all the relatwns contained 
within it legitlmate? If the conJunction of the two separate explanat10ns 
wtll not be held to explain m a umfied manner the Jomt fact then 
some patterned pnnc1ple would appear to be necessary (p 200) 

It 18 "patterned pnnc1ples" that Nozick wants to avoid In order to avoid 
them he reJects those "unified explanations" and states in their place a 

prmc1ple of scientific explanation 
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With sc1ent1f1c explanation of particular facts the usual practice 1s to 
consider some COIIJUnctlons of explained facts as not requmng separate 
explanations, but as being explained by the conJunct1ons of the expla
nations of the COIIJUncts (If E 1 explains e 1 and E2 explains e2 , then 
E1 A B2 explains e1 A e2 ) (p 220) 

89 

Each separate holdmg 1s explained separately, by defimtion there are no 
connections People who do not view explanation m this atonnstic way, 
he says, see the world as 1t "looks to paranoid persons,"13 or "persons 
havmg certam sorts of dope experiences " 

Let us leave aside questions about lus dope epistemology and concen 
trate on this claun purely as a pnnc1ple about explanation We can see 
how much work It IS domg here Most obvtously, 1t forces the d1scuss1on 
of Justice to be a d1scuss1on solely about the holdmgs of md1viduals This 
1s, to say the least, restrictive there are questions about how desirable, 
how Just, a society 1s, quest10ns wluch are larger than that There are, 
for example, questions about collective goods, goods which are not pr1 
vately held but pubhcly provided parks or schools or less tangible tlungs 
bke the social or cultural chmate Noz1ck's obJect does not allow such 
issues to be discussed Further 1t does not allow us to discuss any of the 
facts about a society which cannot be expressed as a smgle mdlVldual's 
holdmgs As we saw, there are many examples of such mternal relations 
Bemg r1ch or poor, bemg employed or unemployed, and bemg the vic 
tim of racial lllJUStlce are only the most prominent exan1ples The causal 
chain that produces any of these states 1s a cham which leads back 
through the overall structure of the system 

Noz1ck's atom1sm 1s even more questionable as a general philosophy 
of explanation There 1s a clear sense m which the demand for an expla 
nation can be rightly addressed to a conJunct1on of facts Sometimes, 
what we want 1s an explanation of a conJunctlon not a conJunctmn of 
separate explanations If a child asks, Why do boys become doctors and 
g1rls become nurses? a certain contrast has caught the child's attent10n 
The quest10n the child 1s askmg cannot be answered by saying "Fust, 
let me tell you why boys become doctors, they become doctors because 
that 1s a rewarding, well paymg Job Now I will tell you why girls become 
nurses, because 1t gives them a chance to help people " It 1s the contrast 
which demands explanation 

13 Pynchon notes The first law of paranoia, everything 1s connected to every 
thing else ' Of course his pomt IS that everything zs connected to everythmg else 
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In fact, m chapter 1 we saw that m a way every explanation 1s of a con 
trast In the grading example the explanation for the overall d1stnbution 
of grades was prec1sely not the conJunct10n of the fifty separate expla 
nations 

why Mary got an A 

why Harold got a C 

Instead, there was an overall pattern (the d1stnbut1on of grades) that was 
capable of bemg explamed m a unified way Sumlarly, m the case of the 
gas the overall pattern, that there IS a normal d1stnhut10n of veloc1t1es, 
1s capable ofhemg explamed, and the explanation 1s not the conJunct1on 
of the separate explanations of the veloc1t1es of the mdmdual molecules 
Indeed, there were no nontnv1al explanations of those molecular facts 

There are patterns which must be explamed as patterns their expla 
nations ''seek their own level '' Such patterns m a society are obviously 
relevant to our assessment of that society At least one aspect of the 
question of the Justice of a d1stribut1on hes m rts patterns and m the prm 
czples of d1stribut1on (conscious or unconscious) wluch explain those 
patterns Suppose, for example, that ma particular kmd of market sys 
tern structural facts ensured that 40 percent of the population would be 
1mpovenshed at any given t1me Or suppose, as m the foxes and rabbits 
case, that structural factors ensured that levels of holdings went through 
large cycles Is that not relevant to the assessment of that system? 

Noz1ck's obJect of explanation suffers from hyperconcreteness The 
trouble, as m the foxes and rabbits case, 1s that the obJect of explana 
t1on 1s too specific We do not really want to know why that rabbit was 
m that exact place, and we do not want to know why that very person 
has that level of holdings We would really bke to know what stabzlz 
tzes the outcome has Suppose the 1mt1al distribution of holdings was 
perturbed from its actual state? Are there general states of affairs wluch 
would have been the case even for the altered m1t1al cond1t1ons? If 
there are, we want to know this Lettmg explanation seek 1ts own level, 
we want some account of those general facts 

The market frame, as Nozick employs 1t, cannot answer such ques 
t10ns, because 1t 1s deS1gned to explam only particular holdings It av01ds 
the question of whether such explanations are stable m neighborhoods 
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of thoi,e levels If we explain the holdmg of A at some time by c1tmg 
ea1ber holdings and subsequent trades, we have no idea what would have 
been the case had the situation been otherwise The hyperspecific ob 
Ject does not answer this kmd of question In the foxes and rabbits case, 
what made such an obJect unsuitable was the fact that there were "re 
dundant causaht1es " Tlus meant that given a certain high level of foxes, 
we could expla111 why 80 percent of the rabbits were eaten, an explana 
t1on that differed fundamentally from cons1dermg the 80 percent who 
were eaten and askmg of each why rt was eaten The pattern emerged at 
a higher level of explanat1on and therefore had to be explamed at that 
level The mdmduabstic explanat10n, which took each of the rabbits, 
explamed why 1t was eaten, and then conJomed those explanations, suf 
fered from the fact that it made the 80 percent death rate look acc1 
dental, as 1fto say had those rabbits not run mto bad luck Bui m 
fact, given the fox level and the structural factors relating the two lev 
els, 80 percent of the rabbits had to be eaten 

There are smnlar sorts of facts about the d1stribut1on of holdmgs, but 
an mS1stence on a hyperconcrete obJect of explanation prevents us from 
askmg the questions 14 

These facts about the explanatmn of patterns as opposed to the ex 
planation of particular facts may help explam a paradoXIcal and puzzlmg 
conclusion which Jencks et al reach m their lnequalzty They study the 
vanous answers that have been offered to explam why some people are 
economically successful, such as mtelhgence, education, and family 
background They conclude that none of these really plays a strong caus 
al role Instead, they say, the vanations m economic status among md1 
viduals are caused by nonsystemat1c factors "vanet1es of competence 

the ability to hit a ball thrown at high speed, the ability to type a 
letter qutckly and accurately" (p 227) These factors are more or less 
random, which 1s doubly true of their other maJor cause of success 
luck' 

14 This is one of the ways m which the approach of Rawls's A Theory of Jus 
flee (Cambndge Harvard Umvers1ty Press, 1972) is deeper and more profound 
than the market conception In Rawls s approach, what gets assessed are precisely 
the prmc1ples of allocat1on, and his constructions are designed to give us a way to 
assess various competing principles or patterns But the market conception has de 
c1ded pretheoret1cally that there ts only one Just pattern (the market) and that 
therefore the only question 1s whether a particular d1stnbution of holdmgs was 
reached m accord with 1t The critique of principles does not arise 
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Income also depends on luck chance acquaintances who steer you to 
one hne of work rather than another, the range of Jobs that happen to 
be available m a particular community when you are Job-huntmg 
and a hundred other unpredictable accidents (p 227) 

Jencks has been ridiculed as saymg that "nothmg causes anytlung" and 
as saymg that mequahty, unemployment, and so on are caused by ran 
dom or mystenous facto1s Surely, we thmk, there are some nonchaotlc 
factors Are black people JUSt not as lucky as whltes? Do "varieties of 
competence" suddenly declme dunng 1ecess1ons? Of course not There 
are certamly structural factors responsible for these thmgs It 1s para 
doxical to say that mcome d1stribut1on 1s explamed by chaotic local ac 
c1dents 

The paradox can be partly resolved by reahzmg that the answer Jencks 
has produced, m effect, "random and mysterious causes," really zs the 
answer, the only answer, to the 1ndmduahst1c or part1cular1st1c question 

Why does Ao have mcome IO? 

For however unacceptable that answer 1s as an answer to the structural 
question 

Why 1s there a given d1Stnbutlon of income? 

1t 1s the best possible answer to the question 

Why, given a distnbut1on of mcome, does this person occupy thzs 
place m 1t? 

Therefore, 1t constitutes a reductlo ad absurdum, showing the 1mposs1 
b1hty of that 1nd1V1dual1st1c question 

It also constitutes a reduct10 of the whole hyperspec1fic explanatory 
frame whlch Nozick advocates Not only do we want explanations of 
patterns rather than mdmdual facts, but 1t turns out that the mdmdual 
facts, Wee the md1V1dual veloc1t1es 111 the gas, are unexplamable1 

Do Markets Dehver the Goods? To Whom? 
We said earlier that the Just1ficat1ons whlch have been offered for the 
market fall mto two categories those whlch stress the 1ndmdual nghts 
of the participants and those whlch stress the overall beneficial conse 
quences We have been dealing so far only with the first lme of 3ustrtica 
t1on The second kind cites certain facts about the operation of markets 
First, 1t 1s claimed, compet1t10n m the market ensures that pnces are 
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dnven to the lowest pomt and that the products offered are those wluch 
people desire Second, there 1s a set of clanns about the dlstnbut1on of 
mcome produced by such a market Roughly, they are that success m 
the market 1s the reward for havmg satisfied consumer demand There 
fore, mcome distributes to those who are productive 

I will not discuss the first set of claims, about prices and products Our 
expenence with power plants and Pmtos, to name JUst two examples, 
suggests that products are less than ideal, and tlus expenence 1s con 
firmed by the theoretical wntmgs of econom1sts Wee Galbraith, wluch 
undermine the claims of productive efficiency 15 In each case the ef 
fic1ency clann 1s refuted by the fact that the market does not satisfy cru 
c1al assumpttons of the model For example, the market 1s supposed to 
keep pnces down by compet1t10n among producers But when the num 
ber of producers ts small and the firms themselves are large, these pro 
ducers find 1t 1s more profitable 1f they collectively keep prices up than 
if they compete agamst one another This was the case m the "011 boy 
cott," m which the maJor otl companies simply found 1t profitable to 
act as a tacit cartel Suntlar thmgs can be said about the quality and kmd 
of product produced 

My concern here 1s w1th the questmn of d1str1but10n of mcome Who 
gets 1t, and m virtue of what? The market view is that reward 1s propor 
tlonal to contr1but1on In contemporary economics tlus 1s fundamental 
Consider what 1s called the production function 

O=f(L, C) 

This function expresses output Oas a function of mputs of labor, L, and 
capital, C For L umts of labor and C uruts of capital we can produce 
0 = f (L, C) units of output The nature of the function f naturally vanes 
from process to process For example, 1f we were mterested m d1tchd1g 
gmg, the production function would tell us how many feet O of ditch 
can be dug m L number of person hours usmg C number of shovels Now 
let us suppose we are m the d1tchd1ggmg busmess We can imagine each 
day's output bemg given back as payment to L and C for their roles m 
product10n So we have a certam amount of O to be used m lunng vary 
mg mixes of L and C We could, for example, share 1t by lurmg a hun 
dred people and five shovels The production function tells us that we 

15 See e g, his The New Industrial State 
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get a certam amount of ditch out of thls mix, a relatively low amount 
At the other extreme we could hlre five people and a hundred shov 
els, although thls would also produce a low output Somewhere m the 
middle is the optnnal strategy, the mix whlch produces the greatest 
output The rahonal entrepreneur pegs the production strategy to thls 
pomt 

Thls gives us a purely economic theory of the d1stnbut1on of mcome 
In the optimal operation of the market, how much is paid back to 
L and C 1s purely a function of how profitably they contnbute to pro 
duct1on 

In a series of articles Joan Robmson has detatled the fallacies 
contained m thls theory of dlstnbut1on 16 The basic point 1s th1s Imag 
me we are at the end of the day and are about to pay labor and cap1tal 
their respective shares Each will be rewarded m proporhon to the 
amount used For labor, the amount contnbuted 1s measured eastly, in 
person hours (number of people X hours worked) But how can we 
measure how much capital we have used? What 1s the measure of 
the amount of cap1tal? Robinson observes that behmd thls deceptively 
routme question of measurement mdex bes a very deep p1oblem 
We could, for example,measure the amount of capital by we1ghmg 
1t and pay 1t on the basis of how many pounds of machmery and so 
forth have been used But that 1s obviously silly How much the 
capital weighs 1s clearly irrelevant It 1s better, we tlunk, to measure 1t 
in dollars and pay 1t on the basis of the worth of the capital But 
what is a given piece of capital worth? There's the rub How much a 
given piece of capital 1s worth 1s a function of how profitable 1t 1s 
But how profitable 1t IS, is Just how much of the output gets paid to 1t 

In other words there 1s a cnculanty to JUstJ.fy the rate of profit (the 
return to capital) we have introduced the notion of the value of the 
capital, but the value of a piece of cap1tal 1s 1n turn a funcuon of how 
much profit you can make by employmg 1t The value of the cap1 
tal contained m a buggy whlp factory declmed sharply when the auto 
mobile became popular And stmtlarly, the value of a piece of 
capital m an area m whlch labor 1s highly orgamzed is worth less than 
the same capital m an area m whlch labor 1s less hlghly organized 

16 See R Harcourt, ed , Readings in Capua! Theory (London Penguin, 1973) 
and E Nell Economics The Rediscovery of Pohttcal Economy, m R Black 
bum, ed ,Ideology m Soc1al Science (New York Vmtage Books 1977} 
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Consequently, the rate of profit cannot be explamed as ansmg from 
purely economic factors In fact 1t 1s determined by factors external 
to economics Political factors, levels of un1omzat1on, and other such 
elements are the primary factors explammg the rate of profit The 
rate of profit 1s lugher m South Korea because the government does not 
allow umons The rate of profit on capital m the production of home 
recordmg eqmpment has been made lugher by court dec1s1ons holdmg 
that usmg such equipment to record commercial broadcasts does not 
violate copynght laws 

The profitabtl1ty (and hence the "worth") of the one factor cannot 
be def med without the other Tlus failure of mdependence under 
cuts the attempt to show that the smooth functionmg of the market 
allocates a return to each part1c1pant which 1s somehow proport1onal 
to that md1V1dual's "contnbut10n " For we wanted a notion of 
the mdlVldual s contrzbutzon, but no clear sense can be given to the 
notion of the proportional contnbut1on that one person makes to 
a collective effort 

A Structural Explanation of the D1str1but1on of Income 
We have seen a series of failures to explam the d1str1but1on of income 
What they have m common 1s that they are all, m a way, too md1 
vtduahst1c They presuppose that the tlung to be explamed 1s a particular 
mdmdual's holdmg and that all explanations can be butlt up as a 
logical sum of such atonuc explanations Tlus hyperconcreteness was 
the real source of Jencks's paradox that the d1stnbut1on of mcome, 
construed as a question about mdmduals, has no nontrlVlal answer 
("Income depends on luck ") The mterpretat1on I suggested was 
that Jencks's paradox be construed as a reductlo of that question If 
we look at the particular history wluch led to an individual's eco-
nomic holdmg, we find that 1t 1s typically unstable small perturbations 
would have quahtatlvely changed 1t Such chaos precludes md1V1dual 
1st1c explanation But there are overall patterns, and those overall 
patterns are capable of explanation on their own level The s1tuat1on 
1s therefore parallel to the example of the gas If we look at any 
particular molecule m0 , and ask 

Why does m0 have velocity v0 ? 

there 1s no nontrivial explanation Each particle has an unstable local 
lustory But the fact that there are no stable explanatJ.ons of 1nd1V1dual 
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velocities does not mean that there are no stable explanations of 
patterns d1stnbut1on There 1s, example, a nontrivial explanation 
for why the d1stnbut1on fonns a nonnal curve, we explam trus 
pattern as arunng from mteract1on effects among the molecules, precise 
ly what the atomistic model assumes nonexistent 

I would bke to propose an analogous strategy m the explanation 
of patterns of income We start w1th a sruft m the obJect of explana 
tion We seek to explain the return not to an mdmdual, Prul or Harnet, 
but to a social position occupied by an mdmdual A social pos1t1on, 

doctor or farmworker, 1s a structural property, 1t 1s defmed relanve 
to the other social positions We can trunk of 1t as a pomt m a socxal 
geometry Once we take the focus off the mdmdual and place 1t on the 
social pos1t1on, 1t becomes possible to give nontnvial explanations 
for why some kmds of positrons are better rewarded than others Smee 
a pomtion 1s essentially a point m the social geometry, the general 
fonn of the explanation of the return to a position 1s to look at the 
relations between that pos1t10n and the other posttlons wruch con 
stltute the structure 

In the atom1st1c model of the market, each agreement 1s reached m 
logical independence from every There are, m particular, no 
coalztzons The possibility of coal1t1on radically alters the market Car 
tels, monopolies, price fixing agreements, and similar arrangements 
change the nature of the bargammg and divert a larger share of the dis 
tnbut1on toward the coalition Trus 1s especially true of price flXlllg 
coalitions m the labor market, that 1s to say, labor umons Such coab 
t1ons dnve the bargam level above where 1t would be if each labor 
seller bargained mdependently 

Trus sug:gests a very general model what 1s explamed 1s the return to 
a particular social pos1t1on {Job type, location and so on) and the 
form of explanat1on 1s that the return to a social posztwn is explamed 
by the degree of coalltzon surrounding that posztzon The level of 
income at a posit10n 1s explamed by the level of uruomzat10n that ob 
tams at that pomtion 

There seems to be some mtmttve evtdence for trus propos1t1on If 
one pos1t1on 1s rewarded differently from another, the explanation hes 
not m characteristics of the mdmduals but m terms of the relative 

of coalition that exists at two positions For example 

Supermarket clerks, stockers, and checkers typically earn $5-9 /hour 
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On the other hand, clerk emn1c1ve,ei:i at fast food franchlses like 
McDonalds are pa.Id very legal nnrumum or 
What accounts for the difference? There 1s not that much differ 
ence between the type of Job that the two do, certainly not 
enough to explain the d1ft'erence m incomes The real explanation 
seems to be that the supermarket clerks have a strong umon and 
the fast food employees have none at all 

In general, wherever there are strong umons or coal1t10ns, they drive 
their income up This 1s as true of the AMA as 1t 1s of the UAW 
If mme workers are relatively better paid than farmworkers, we 
should seek the explanation m the fact that mmers have organ 
ized to a hlgher degree than farmworkers Thls m turn has a non 
tnvial explanation m terms basic structure of the Job 
and particular h1stoncal factors It was relatively easy to orgaruze 
mme workers because of the cond1t1ons of their work Mme 
work 1s fixed m one place and has a long term work force that 
works cooperatively and lives nea1 the mme one another 
Farmworkers, on the other hlmd, have tranSitory Jobs and must 
constantly move from place to place, d1ssolvmg the natural 
ties that form the basis for coahtions 

People who write commercial Jmgles for big national advertmng 
campaigns get paid surprisingly !J.ttle, about $3 ,000-5 ,000 for a 
maJor Jingle On the other hlmd the artists who perform that 
Jingle for tl1e commerctal will receive much more for their role In 
any standard view thls 1s paradmucal Wntrng a song is much 
more difficult and reqwres a rarer talent than merely performing 
one, yet 1t 1s paid less The only plausible explanation 1s that, 
by the sporadic nature of their work, Jmgle writers are not well 
organized and hence cannot drive an effective bargain with 
their employers The mus1c1ans, on the other hand, work regular 
ly,have a strong union, win a larger share 

The level of-coaht1on theory also explains wage dtfferent1als from 
one mdustry to another or from one area to another Wages m the 
North are hlgher than m the South because mdustry 1s more 
hlgltly umomzed there The very same Jobs, m different plants of 
the same company, will show significant wage differentials be 
tween North and South 
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But 1f the level of coaht1on 18 the mam factor affecting levels of wages, 
what affects the level of coaht1on? Here there 1s a d1vers1ty of factors 
Perhaps one of the most rmportant 1s the extent of dms1ve factors hke 
racISm and sexism m the work force For example, studies of prevail 
mg wage levels m the United States suggest that where there 1s a hlgher 
degree of racism, wages of whzte workers tend to be lower 17 This 1s d1f 
flcult to explain m trad1t1onal theones but fits very naturally mto the 
level of coaht1on theory 

A Note on Political lndmduahsm 
I have been argumg that the attempt to explam the d1stnbutlon of m 
come (and hence to JUStlfy 1t) m purely economic tenns cannot succeed 
On the other hand the theory I am proposing, the structural, level of 
coaht1on theory, although 1t does explain aspects of the distnbut1on of 
mcome, does not lend itself to a Justificatory theory at all This 18 be 
cause the explammg factor ("having a high level of coahtlon") 18 ethlcal 
ly neutral Farmworkers, doctors, and multmat1onal otl compames have 
all mcreased then mcomes by mcreasmg their level of coaht1on Conse 
quently one cannot be smd to be Justified m havmg the results of all such 
coaht1ons 

Of course there are many other Justificatory pnnc1ples of d1stnbut1on 
If we thmk of them, with Nozick, as ways to fill m the blank in "to each 
according to _ ," then a number of candidates suggest themselves 
ment, need, and desert, for example, as well as the one I have been cnt 
1c1zmg contnbut1on 18 

But there 1s a certam cnt1c1sm that could be made of them all Who 
are we, after all, to be d1scussmg how the social output should be dmded 
up? Are we m charge of the d1stnbut1on? There 1s a certain managerial 
pomt of view contamed m all of them, for they all ask how the output 
should be d1stnbuted to mdmduals, and the question remams Who 1s 
makmg thls dec1s1on? 

All d1scuss1on of the form Should we distribute accordmg to X or ac 
cording to Y? suffers from this managenal point of view Rather, 1t could 

17 See Michael Reich, The Economics of Racism " 1n Michael Reich, Ed 
wards, and WeISskopf The Cap1tal11t Sysum (Englewood Q1ffs, N J Prenuce Hall, 
1972 

18 See J C Dick, How to Justify a D1stnbut1on of Earnings Philosophy and 
Public Affairs 4 no 3 (1975) 248 
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be said, we should be aslo.ng how should society be structured so that 
people can decide how they want the d1stnbut1on to be? In other words 
the discussion of econonuc d1stnbut1on leaves out pohtlcs The ques 
tton of the structure of the process by wlnch people decide what pobc1es 
to implement 1s ignored m favor of the question What are the good pol 
1c1es? 

Tlns question raises the d1scuss1on to a higher level, the poht1cal level 
It suggests that the Justice of an econonuc pohcy does not he m the 
shape of the d1str1bution or m the attributes to which 1t lS pegged but 
rather m the process by which the policy was generated how 1t was ar 
nved at, not what its content 1s This gives us the foundation for a po 
ht1cal theory of economic d1stnbut1on Here the concept of democracy 
1s vital, a concept which 1s absent from most discussions of entitlements, 
especially those of the market theorists 

We are therefore led to pose the problem m the followmg way What 
would be a method for choosing prmc1ples of d1stnbut10n so that a pol 
icy chosen m that way would have some etlncal JUst1ficat1on? In VIewmg 
the problem m this way, we nnagme a group of people malang these 
choices based on their desires and preferences Hence the problem be 
comes one of aggregation Given a collection of md1V1duals with various 
preferences, how can they detennme a collective pohcy m a way that 
would lend JUSt1ficat10n to the outcome? Roughly speakmg, this Is the 
problem of political theory An analysis of the various theones of democ 
racy IS beyond the scope of this book I want merely to md1cate a cer 
tam difficulty that I thmk mfects a number of the d1scuss1ons of the 
problem 

The difficulty lS that the democratic problematic 1s framed as a Sltua 
hon m which we have a set of mdtVIduals A1 , , A71 with "preference 
schedules" P1 , , P n We then look for a process by which they can 
choose an overall strategy What lS essential to this formulation 1s that 
we can at least nnagine or make sense of the idea of an mdtVIdual's pref 
erences taken alone 

There 1s some reason to trunk that this cannot be done People's pref 
erences depend on other people's preferences, and so on The presence 
of structural relations means that an mdmdual's choices are not mde 
pendent of the choices of others The overall structure defmes the pos 
s1ble moves or positions and their relations to one another You can say 
that you prefer bemg nch to bemg poor, or vice versa, but the fact that 
that 1s the choice to be made and the fact that 1f some are nch then 
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others cannot be, are structural cond1t10ns w1thm wlnch the choosing 
1s done 

We might attempt to make even these facts be the subJect of choice 
and might tmagme a hypothet1cal collect10n of mdmduals choosmg the 
prmc1ples that will govern the basic structure of society Tlns 1s the ap 
proach of Rawls'sA Theory of Justice 

I want to examme Rawls's procedure for assessmg the Justice of prm 
c1ples The basic construction 1s the notion of an ongmal posltlon an 
idealized, hypothetical contractmg s1tuat10n made up of mdmduals who 
choose the principles of Justice that are to govern their assoctat1on m 
society 

The question then arises, On what basis do these contracting mdmd 
uals choose one pnnc1ple instead of another? Their own etlncal mtu1 
tlons? Tlns would tnvtaltze the situation immediately, form the ongmal 
position the utlhtanans would choose utlhtar1arusm, the hbertanans 
would opt for the market, and so on Clearly, 1fthe theory 1s not gomg 
to be trmally circular, some way must be found to prevent the parties 
m the ongmal pos1t1on from s1mply voting their own pet etlucal theories 
Tlus 1s accomphshed in Rawls's system by the veil of ignorance the 
parties are presumed not to know what their own conceptions of the 
good are 

A second element that must be blocked from the parties m the ongx 
nal pos1t1on 1s any knowledge of their own particular mterests, talents, 
abthtles, or 1ncl1nattons If tlns were not done, the parties would be 
tempted to engage tn special pleadings for their own mterests disguised 
as uruversal pnnc1ples For example, the golfers would argue for lots of 
golf courses So tlns sort of mformat1on, the lands of tlungs wluch sep 
arate one person's mterests from another's, are assumed to be blocked 
from the 1ndmduals by the vet1 of ignorance 

We might ask, What 1s left? If the parties do not know their own m 
terests and do not know thetr own conceptions of the good, what would 
make them choose one thing over anytlnng else? Rawls's answer 1s con 
tamed 1n the notion of primary goods, wluch are "thmgs that every ra 
t1onal man 1s presumed to want" He says, "Regardless of what an mdi 
vidual's rational plans are m detail, 1t 1s assumed that there are vanous 
tlnngs wlnch he would prefer more of rather than less" (p 92) 

Tins takes care of the second problem, that of d1ffenng mdmdual 
conceptions of interests, all persons are assumed to be mterested m the 
prtmary goods Examples of these are "rights and hbert1es, powers and 
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opportumtles, income and wealth " (Rawls adds "Later on the pnmary 
good of self respect has a central place ") But we have not yet taken 
care of the first problem, namely, on the basis of what kmd of prmc1ple 
of choice the mdmduals will do their choosmg 

Here Rawls makes a certain crucial assumption In order to avoid the 
c1rculanty of havmg the onginal pos1t1on contammated by the private 
ethical theones of the participants, Rawls assumes that they are purely 
self mterested They choose a pnnc1ple of Justice on the basis of the 
amount of primary good 1t will dehver to them Each party 1s attempting 
to maxumze 1ts own share m the d1stnbut1on He says "They are con 
ce1ved as not taking an mterest m one another's interests" Each party, 
then, chooses a pnnc1ple that will maxllnlze its own payoff, except of 
course 1t does not know who 1t wtll be 

Rawls suggests that m such a s1tuat10n the strategic thmg to do 1s to 
choose defensively If you do not know who you are gomg to be, 1t 1s 
wise to order soc1ety so that the worst possible s1tuat1on 1s as good as 1t 
can be That way you wtll cover the worst case possibility that you will 
become that person An example of tl11s kind of reasoning 1s provided 
by the way we learned as chtldren to dmde up a cake one person cuts, 
and the other person chooses The cutter defends against the worst case 
outcome (likely m tlus case) by cutting two equal pieces By a stmtlar logic 
Rawls concludes that the para.es to the ongmal poS1t1on would choose 
equality as their prmc1ple for the d1stnbut1on ofhbert1es Indeed, one 
might be tempted to say that one would always choose an equal d1Stn 
button of everythmg, but this would not be true, according to Rawls 

For suppose that there was a certrun land of mequahty m which every 
single person was better off than m any equal d1stnbut1on In other 
words, suppose that for some reason one had to choose between two 
different d1stnbut1ons over three people In the first d1stnbut10n the pay 
off schedule 1s 

A =3 
B=3 (I) 
C=3 

and in the second d1Stnbut1on 1t 1s 

A =4 
B=5 
C= 10 

(II) ' 

I 
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Leave aside the problem of how 1t 1s that there are exactly these choices 
or how 1t 1s that the total product m the two cases 1s different Just ask 
which of the two you would prefer Clearly, you would take II because 
no matter how the lottery turned out you would be better off with the 
worst alternative under II than with any chance under I 19 

Rawls's suggestion, then, 18 that with respect to the economic d1stnbu 
t10n, the pr1nc1ple of Justice which the parties would choose would not 
be total equality but rather would tolerate mequahty when that mequal 
tty would yield a greater payoff to everyone, m particular, to the worst 
off person (the worst case possibility) So 1t turns out that the prmc1ples 
of Justice so chosen allow for mequalit1es under these conditions (Rawls 
calls this the d1ff erence prmc1ple ) 

But 1s not the basic form of argument nght? Would you not rather be 
ma 4-5-10 lottery than a 3-3-3 one? As Rawls realizes, the crucial as 
sumpt1on here 1s that each md1vidual 1s mterested only m mcreasmg his 
own payoff, that 1s, that we "take no mterest m the mterests of others " 
After all, 1t would be possible to tmagme someone saymg "If we had 
the second system, then 1f I were the one who was A, 1t would bother 
me that other people had much more than I did Even though I would 
have more than m the first system, 1t would spotl 1t for me that others 
had so much more still " 

Rawls wants to exclude such an attitude from the ongmal position 
The pnnc1ple that we take no mterest m the interests of others has as 
a corollary the nonexistence of envy m the ongmal pos1t1on 

But 1f the numbers m the payoff schedules represent general levels of 
holdmgs, there 1s more than Just envy as a reason to fear the megahtanan 
d1stnbutlon This may seem odd, for what except envy could make you 
care that someone has more than you? Well, one very unportant class of 

19 Although this choice s1tuat1on 1s bemg discussed m the abstract, 1t may help 
to see what an application of 1t m1ght be It has been suggested that the d1ffeience 
between soc1al1sm and cap1tahsm 1s essentially the difference between I and II 
Under socialism theie 1s economic equality, the argument runs but that results m 
a low level of incentive to produce and therefore a smaller social product Under 
cap1tahsm, on the other hand, there 1s mequahty but the great mcent1ve to get a 
larger share results ma larger social pte to be d1v1ded Thus everyone benefits, some 
of course more than others So the argument goes There are quite a number of 
very substantial theoretical assumptlons bemg made here about the nature of m 
centtves about the d1str1but10n of mcome under cap1tahsm, and so on All of them 
are debatable to say the least 
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cases m which you would care 1s 1f the level of holdmg of the other per 
son enabled that person to affect your well bemg 

Rawls is obviously not thmkmg about this kmd of good He is thmk 
mg about consumer goods, and for goods that one takes home and con 
sumes, the prmc1ple Who cares how much others have? makes sense If I 
would get only half a sandwich for lunch m the first system, and a whole 
sandwich m the second, what do I care if someone else gets five sand 
wiches? This works fme with sandwiches But suppose that the quanti 
ties m question are, for example, levels of armaments Now the situation 
1s qmte different The person m the ongmal posit10n ought to reason as 
follows In system I all of us will have three guns Therefore there will 
be a balance of terror, and no one will be able to dommate anyone else 
But m system II person C will dommate the others, hence system II will 
be a dictatorship So system I 1s preferable 

In other words there are many kinds of goods for which the mdepen 
dence assumptions of the ongmal position are not satisfied where 1t 1s 
rational to be concerned with how much other people have because 
there are mternal relations between the level of one's holdmgs and the 
levels of others' holdmgs 

Level of armaments 1s only an example And of course, strictly speak 
mg, the quantity of armaments I have does not change 1f someone else 
gets more Rather, what changes 1s the degree of security which I have 
I still have three guns, only it does not achieve the level of security that 
1t d1d before 

The crucial pomt is that there are many Important kinds of quant1t1es 
wluch do not obey the mdependence assumption Certainly, notions 
hke pohtlcal and legal power do not One's political power 1s one's abtl 
1ty to press cla1ms m the poht1cal arena, that is, to press cla1ms agamst 
other people S1mtlarly, the degree of one's ability to buy legal represen 
tatlon measures one's ability to press cla1ms m the law agamst other 
people Therefore, the more political representation you have, the less 
I have Thls 1s not because senators are a scarce resource or because 
power 1s hke haute couture, appealmg only because so few can afford 
it, but because the basic nature of political power is that 1t 1s the ability 
to affect others 

Consequently, with respect to any situat10n which exhibits these sorts 
of mternal relations, the argument for a berugn mequahty collapses But 
there are many situations like this, especially the distribution of pohtl 
cal power The situation can even anse with respect to the economic 
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d1stnbut1on itself because if one person's share 1s much larger than an 
other's, that person will have vanous kinds of market power over the 
second 

Tlus means that the distribution of poht1cal power cannot be subJect 
to the difference pnnc1ple But the problem 1s that poht1cal power, as 
such, does not come up for d1scuss1on at all There ts talk about pohtl 
cal hbert1es and about economic shares but not about the way ill wluch 
one's economic share affects one's abthty to exercise poht1cal liberties 

Thts 1s not so much an obJect1on to Rawls as 1t ts a warmng agamst 
certam apphcat1ons The theory simply does not apply to these lands of 
situations, and tlus, m tum, means that the question of econoffilc ill 
equahty wtll have to be taken up with a more sophisticated apprec1at1on 
of its consequences In particular the whole question of the relat10nshtp 
between pohtlcal equahty and economic mequahty will have to be re 
thought Rawls, charactenstlc of the liberal trad1t1on, separates the two, 
but thts obvtously creates problems m situations where they illteract 20 

20 A good d1scuss1on of some of these problems can be found m Norman Dan 
1els s essay Equal Liberty and Unequal Worth of Liberty m Norman Daniels 
ed, Reading Rawls {New York Basic Books, 1975) 
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The Model of Ind1V1dual Differences Social Darwmism 
The market model addressed the question Why 1s there mequahty? and 
mterpreted 1t as a question about explammg levels of holdmgs The 
focus was on the actmt1es which produced the holdmgs rather than on 
the md1V1duals themselves The question was, Why does a given mdlVld 
ual have this level of holdmgs rather than some other level? The thmg 
to be explained was a concrete d1stnbut1on, and the explanatory focus 
was placed on the sequence of events (trades) that led to that d1stnbu 
t1on The more poht1cal approach represented by Rawls asked for the 
Justu1cat1on not of particular d1stnbut1ons but of pnnc1ples of d1stnbu 
t10n But the focus was sttll on the process as the explanation of m 
equahty rather than on the charactenstlcs of the md1V1duals takmg part 
lil lt 

The kind of explanation that I want to talk about m this chapter 1s a 
kmd of figure/ground reversal of the previous schemes, for 1t places the 
explanatory focus on charactenstics of the mdlVlduals mstead of on 
the process It looks for stable properties ofmdlVlduals as answers to 
the questlon 

What 1s 1t m virtue of whrch one mdlVldual rather than another 
comes to occupy a social pos1t1on? 

The kind of answers I will study are answers which explain these dls 
tnbut1ons by c1tmg differences m these md1V1dual charactenstlcs This 
class of explanations 1s a large and important fanuly and ranges over 
a wide variety Consider explanations which seek to answer the question 

Why are some people poor? 

and thmk of the variety of answers that have been given Some answers 
lay the blame on the poor themselves and attribute poverty to character 
flaws The social Darwm1st Wtlham Graham Sumner said that the poor 
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lack the necessary "mdustry, prudence, contmence or temperance " 
Sir Francis Galton, a pioneer of IQ testmg, wrote "The men who 
achieve emmence and those who are naturally capable are, to a large 
extent, 1dent1cal "1 The variety runs from moralistic answers like these 
to explanations of the hberal kmd, c1tmg factors such as "low educa 
t1onal level" or ''cultural depnvat1on," or conservative ones m terms 
of hereditary IQ or other mnate cogrut1ve traits 

For my purposes here, what they all have m common 1s that they 
try to explain an 1nd1V1dual fact, 

Why Ahas 

by appeal to another fact, 

because A has Q 

I thmk that there 1s somethmg wrong with all these explanations, a 
defect which derives from their very form I will use as a paradigm of 
such explanations a somewhat stylized version of Plato's Republic 
The ideal society that Socrates descr1bes consists of three classes ( call 
them X, Y, and Z) with definite structural relations among them and 
def1n1te numerical proportions Let us represent this structure graphtcally 
as 

Now suppose we were to ask what explams why an mdmdual ends up 
m one class rather than another At one pomt this 1s taken up as an 
1deolog1cal problem, a problem m pubbc relations What shall we tell 
the people when they ask? The answer, Socrates says, 1s to tell them a 
"noble lie" 

All of you m the city are certainly brothers, we shall say to them m 
telling the tale, but the god, m fashioning those of you who are com• 
petent to rule, mixed gold mat their birth, this 1s why are most 

1 Cited by R Hofstadter, Social Darwmzsm m Amerzcan Thought (New York 
George Braztller 1955) p 164 
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honored, m au:uhanes, stlver, and i.ron and bronze m the farmers and 
other craftsmen (415a, Bloom trans) 
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That 1s, the class structure of the society 1s to be seen as the straight 
forward causal product of another underlying structure, namely, the 
underlymg d1str1but1on of metals m the soul at birth The explanation 
of the soctal fortunes of individuals In the city then takes a coherent 

The answer to question 

Why 1s A m class X (Y, Z)? 

IS 

because A's soul contains G (S, B) 

My concern here 1s not with the detru.ls of Plato's argument or the 
speclfic charactenstics of the classes which compr1Se the cit; but with 
the fact that an indmdual's social class 1s explained by appeal to some 
other property of the ind1V1dual, and that this explaining property 1s 

mherent in the mdmdual 
Now, of course, "gold," "sliver," and "bronze" are not to be taken 

literally, trus 1s a myth But what 1s Plato's actual explanat10n for why 
an mdlvidual occupies a given social role? It turns out that the actual 
explanation 1s not very different from the myth The early part of book 
II 1s devoted to the construction of the ideal city There Socrates makes 
a number statements to the effect that an mdmdual's social position 
1s the result natural or mnate '-'"1''"'"'"'"'" At begmnmg of the 
argument he says, "Each of us 1s naturally not quite hke anyone else, 
but rather differs m h1s nature, d1fferent men are apt for the accomplish 
ment of different Jobs" (370a) And at the conclusion of his construe 
t1on of the city he says agam "To each one of the others we assigned 
one thing, the one for which his nature fitted rum, at wruch he was to 
work throughout his hfe" (374c) In other words the noble Ile occurs 
twice m the Republic m the middle of the book m its mythological form 
hut also early m the book, demythologized, as an asserted premise 
necessary for Plato's argument 

This naturalistic explanation of social mequahty can stand proxy for 
more contemporary accounts, which have the same basic form They 
differ mostly m the kmds strat1ficat1on they seek to explam, and m 
the mechanISms by which the inherent properties are sup 
posed to surface as the causes of social pos1t10ns 

One of the main examples of this form of explanation 1s that of social 
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Darw1msm, m wluch the md1v1dual properties that explam social status 
are Sumner's "mdustry, prudence, continence or temperance " Other 
examples include the later eugemc1sts, for whom poverty was explained 
by "feeble mmdedness" and the contemporary (neo )social Darwirusts, 
for whom IQ 1s the explanation of social status In each of these cases, 
as m Plato's Republic, a set of social facts about the overall d1stnbutlon 
of pos1t1ons m society 1s explamed by appeal to an antecedent mdmd 
ual!st1c property or distribution of properties 

The critique of these explanat10ns 1s based on this fact In order to 
make this cnt1que, let me review some of the conclusions about explana 
t10n from the end of chapter 1 Fmt, every explanat10n has presupposi 
t1ons wluch serve to limit the alternatives to the phenomenon being ex 
plamed Second, m some cases the presuppositions take a special form 
Recall the discuss10n of the class being graded on a curve There was ex 
actly one A to be given out to the class, and 1t turned out that Mary 
was the one who got it Now 1t 1s possible to ask 

Why dtd Mary get an A? 

and get an answer hke 

She wrote a good final 

Yet this answer 1s misleading, I argued, for tf we asked, counterfactually, 
what would have been the case 1f everyone had written a good final, the 
answer 1s not that everyone would have gotten an A The fact that 1f 
everyone had wntten a good final, not everyone would have gotten an 
A, means that there are structural presuppositions at work m frammg the 
questrnn The "real" question bemg answered 1s not 

Why dtd Mary get an A? 

but rather the question 

Why, given that someone was to get an A, was 1t Mary? 

In general I argued that m every case where the generaltzed counter 
factual is false, the space of soc1al poss1biht1es 1s not "free" but has 
strong presupposed constramts 

Turning to the social Darwm1st explanations of social pos1t1on, we 
find a s1m1lar phenomenon Suppose the quest10n ts why the nch are 
rich and the answer is "prudence, mdustry and thnft " We must then 
ask, well, what 1f everyone were prudent, mdustnous, and thrifty? 
Would everyone bench? The answer 1s obviously no Consequently, 
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'prudence, mdustry, and thnft" cannot possibly be an answer to the 
questmn 

Why are some people rich? 

s1mpl1c1ter, but, at best, an answer to the restncted question 

Why, given that some are nch, 1t 1s these people and not others? 

The same general pomt apphes to explanations of social pos1t1on which 
are not stnctly social Darwm1st m character, because they appeal to 
environmental mdmdual rather than mnate ones Consider, for 
example, explanations of unemployment, such as "low educational 
level," winch appeal to environmental characteristics of the unemployed 
These also have the form of explammg 

Why A1sU 

by appealing to a fact that has the form 

Because A 1s L 

Applying agam the test for structural presuppos1t1ons, we consider the 
two counterfactuals 

and 

If everyone had a low educational level, everyone would be unem 
ployed 

If no one had a low educational no one would be unemployed 

Both of these are false, and so we can conclude that the space of social 
poss1b1ht1es 1s not free but has presupposed constramts, and that what 
1s really gettmg explamed 1s 

Why, given that someone lS to is it Harold? 

We have, therefore, two different questions here, and the mdlVldual 
charactenstrns answer 1s at best an answer to the second quest1on The 
presuppos1t1ons, of mternal relations among the md1V1dual destm1es, 
make the two questions 

1 Why 1s there this d1str1but1on? 

and 

2 Why, given this d1stnbut10n, does one mdmdual occupy a given 
place m 1t rather than another? 
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If there were no structural presuppos1t1ons, the overall poss1b1hty space 
would be independent, and the two questions would comc1de Con 
sider, for example, the property ofbemg red harred Suppose 15 percent 
of the population has red hair Then the explanation of why 15 percent 
of the population has red hrur 1s mdmduahstlc We explain of each of 
them, md1V1duahst1cally, why he or she has red hru.r, and the overall 
explanation 1s JUSt the logical sum of the mdmduahstic ones 

The crucial fact 1s the mdependence of the thmgs to be explained 
Red hair 1s purely independent one person's havmg red hair does not 
decrease the hkebhood of another's having red hair But this is typically 
not the case for the kinds of predicates that are the objects of social 
explanation For example, m the case of unemployment, economic 
theory tells us that some employment is mehmmable, and that there are 
structural relations between unemployment levels and other economic 
variables m Virtue of which the unemployment of one person 1s not 
purely mdependent of tlie unemployment of another There is, for 
example, the law known as the Phtlhps curve, which asserts a fixed trade
offbetween the unemployment rate and the inflation rate Unemploy 
ment can be decreased only at the expense of an mcrease m the mflat1on 
rate, which m tum rebounds on other economic variables, mcludmg 
the unemployment rate itself 

Tots nonmdependence, signaled by the fatlure of the generalized 
counterfactual (What if everyone had property P?), means that the two 
questions dlverge Let us call them, respectively, the structural question 
and the mdlVlduahsttc question 

How is the structural question answered? It 1s mstructlve to look at 
the Republic m this regard Is it true that 1f all people had gold m therr 
souls, everyone would be m class I? No The three class structure of the 
city has an mdependent explanation and therefore a reason for bemg 
which transcends the makeup of the mdmduals who comprise it Recall 
the begmnmg of book II, where Socrates and the others are launching 
into the construction of the ideal society Therr method 1s to butld up 
an economically self sufficient society, and their arguments are from 
what might be called the theory of economic orgamzat1on They con 
cern what overall social needs have to be filled and how best to fill 
them Socrates says thmgs hke, "Well, the first and greatest of needs 1s 
the proV1s1on of food for existmg and hvmg Won't one man be a 
farmer, another the housebutlder, still another the weaver?" (369d) 
Later on, similar kinds of considerations are advanced to explain why 
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a class of guardians 1s needed, why a class of aux1hanes, the size of those 
classes, and their respective interrelations The latter 1s especially Im 

portant, for 1t 1s in the structural interrelations of the classes that Justice 
hes 

In other words, relying on the d1stinct1on between structural and 
mdmduahstic questions, we can say that we have here a nontrmal 
answer to the structural question Why thIS structure? The answer 1s 
The various classes, proportions, and interrelations are necessary to the 
harmomous functioning of society The explanation 1s purely m terms 
of considerations of a social nature 

But this leaves us with an enormous problem The distribution of 
md1V1dual social abtl1t1es 1s explained by the mnate gold, silver, and 
bronze (Or, less mytholog1cally, the d1stnbut1on of farmers, auxtl1anes, 
and so forth 1s explained by their mnate "natures ") Then we have a 
completely different account, the explanat10n of the structure of society, 
m terms of social "needs " This gives us another, independent denva 
t1on of the necessary structure of society What 1s remarkable, and inex 
phcable, ts that these two structures coincide perfectly The social 
structure, derived from the theory of economic orgamzat10n, corres 
ponds exactly to the available d1stnbut1on of innate types It turns 
out that there are exactly as many openings for class I people as there 
are potential candidates, and smularly for the other classes 

Why should this be the case? There 1s no reason It 1s something of a 
miracle the perfect correspondence ofb1ology with the needs of this 
or that form of social orgamzat1on We could call 1t the Immaculate 
Conception of Social Roles It is a miracle which, 1t turns out, occurs 
crucially at Just about the same place m every social Darw1mst account 

The problem 1s that there 1s always some presuppos1t1on of social 
structure m any attempt to explam social pos1t1ons Social Darwm1sm 
fatls to see this and attempts to explam social pos1t10n purely m 
biological terms This 1s m1possible Social Darwm1sm tells us that the 
structure of society 1s explained by the antecedent d1str1but1on of innate 
types The presuppos1tlons of such an explanation are that the social 
environment m which these inherent traits are expressed 1s neutral with 
respect to their actuahzat1on For example, suppose the question 1s 
why there 1s a certain d1str1but10P of height m society, and the explana 
t10n cites an antecedent d1stnbut10n of "height genes" Then the pre 
suppos1t1on 1s that the environment 1s neutral with respect to the 
actuahzat10n of these innate tendencies It could not be the case, for 
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example, that the environment encouraged the development of height 
potential m some but retarded 1t mothers, for 1f 1t were, we could not 
explain the d1stnbut1on of height m this way 

The presupposition of neutrahty entails that the actuahzat1on of one 
person's inner essence 1s independent of the actuahzation of another 
person's mner essence But m the cases where the structure 1s already 
given by external cons1derat10ns, like the teacher's declSlon m the case 
of grading on a curve, or social "needs" m the Republic, this mdepen 
dence cannot be satisfied When a structure 1s imposed from without, 
the resultmg nonmdependence of the mdmduals means that we cannot 
have an md1V1duahst1c cause of a nomnd1V1duahsttc effect One of two 
things must be the case 
either 

or 

1 the causes really are mdmduabst1c, m which case we have the 
problem of the correspondence miracle, 

2 the properties cited as causes are not really mdependent and 
hence cannot be b1olog1cal 2 

The latter s1tuat1on occurs m the gradmg example, where the explana 
t1on of 

why Mary got an A 

was, really, a disguised relative term, denotmg a property of Mary rela 
twe to the other people m the class (e g, "wrote a better final than 
anyone else") 

Soc1al Darwm1sm as an explanat10n 1s caught between these two 
alternatives On the one hand, many social Darwm1sts suggest that they 
have no fixed preconcept10ns or presuppositions about the structure 
of so01ety or the d1str1but10n of social goods, they assume or state 
exphc1tly that if everyone had the desirable qual1t1es, everyone would 
be happy Certamly, thts 1s a necessary assumption for eugemc1sts 
who propose to ehmmate poverty and other ills by elmunatmg supposed 

2 I am assummg here that b1ological factors are necessar!ly mdmdualtst1c This 
IS certamly true of the examples we are cons1denng There is, however, a strong 
case to be made for a nonmdmduabst1c biology whose basic uwts would be 
groups, species or even ecosystems See V C Wynne Edwards, "Intergroup Selec
tion m the Evolution of Social Systems Nature 200 (1963) 623-26 
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genetic causes For all social Darwm1sts, eugen1c1sts or not, the basic 
assumptmn IS that there 1s no socially imposed pattern on the d1stnbu 
t1on of mchv1dual fortunes, society allows people to fulftll their (b10 
logical) destinies except, of course, where that 1s interfered with by the 
meddlmg of do gooders This kind of hberty or mdependence of m 
d1V1dual fortunes 1s one of the crucial assumptions of social Darw1msm 
Sumner writes 

If, then, there be hberty, men get from her [nature} Just m proportion 
to thett works, and therr havmg and enJoymg are JUst m proportion to 
thett bemgand doma We can deflect the penalties of those who 
have done :ill and throw them on those who have done better [Butl 
the latter carnes society downward and favors all 1ts worst members 
(p 76) 

Now what 1s curious IS that the other maJor assumptmn of social 
Darwm1sm, that society 1s compet1t1ve, flatly contradicts this mdepen 
dence assumption I want to make out this claim m some detail All 
social Darwinists, classical and contemporary, make the compet1t1ve 
ness of society a crucial prenuse m their argument, Sumner, for ex 
ample, writes "Competition, therefore, 1s a law of natu1e Nature 1s 

entirely neutral, she submits to him who most energetically and reso 
lutely assatls her " (p 76) Thts 1s the essence of what they take to be 
Darwm1sm that nature 1s a competitive struggle and therefore that the 
fittest survive 

But there 1s a serious confusion at work here Let us say that a prac 
tice 1s weakly compet1t1ve 1f each participant struggles agamst nature, 
receives an outcome, and the outcomes are then compared Golf 1s 
weakly competitlve each of us goes out and gets our own scores, and 
the results are then compared for competitions On the other hand, a 
strongly competitive situation 1s one m which I achieve my score m 
struggle with you and only l:,y depnvmg you of 1t Tennis 1s strongly 
compet1t1ve The cnttcal fact about these two kinds of s1tuat1ons 1s 

that m weakly competitive s1tuat1ons md1v1duahst1c explanations suffice, 
whereas they are madequate to explam strongly competitive s1tuat1ons 
If A defeats B m golf and the question anses Why did A wm and B 
lose?, the answer 1s s1D1ply the logical sum of the two independent ex 
planat1ons of the score which A received and the score which B re 
ce1ved But tf A defeats B m tenms there 1s no such thing as the 
independent explanat10ns of why A defeated B on the one hand and 
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why B lost to A on the other There ts only one, unified explanat10n 
of the outcome of the match 

Social Darw1msts make a great deal out of the competitiveness of 
society and go so far as to say that this fact accounts for the survival 
of the fittest, but they are confusmg the two notions of compet1t1on 
Sumner speaks above about the struggle agamst nature as a struggle 
which 1s, m our terms, weakly compet1t1ve He w1Shes to use the form 
of explanat10n which ts appropnate to those situations, for he 1m 
mediately says that the md1vidual's density ts the result only of proper 
ties of that md1V1dual But tf anything is clear 1t 1s that society 1s not 
weakly, but strongly, competitive and the presence of strong competl 
non ensures that there are mternal relattons among the mdmdual 
desttmes of the participants Consequently, md1V1duahst1c explanation 
wdl not suffice m such cases 

What 1s surpr1smg 1s that Sumner even notices this d1stmctlon between 
the two kinds of compet1t1on but fails to see its sigmficance 

There 1s flrst the struggle of mdtv1duals to wm the means of subststence 
from nature, and secondly there 1s the compet1t1on of man with man m 
the effort to wm a lumted supply The rad1cal error of the soc1allsts 
and sent1mentabsts IS that they never d1stmgu1sh these two relations from 
each other They brmg forward compla:mts which are really to be 
made, if at all, agamst the author of the universe for the hardships 
which man has to endure m h1s struggle with nature (p 16) 

He seems to take 1t as obvious that social mequahty 1s due to weak 
compet1t10n (the differential sktlls with which we all pursue some 
independent tasks) and not strong compet1tlon (necessary or structural 
mequahty) Yet it ts evident that at least some of the basic mequaht1es 
of society are the product of the strong competition inherent m the 
structure This 1s the thrust of Rousseau's Dcscourse on the Ongm of 
Inequality, which was discussed m the previous chapter Rousseau's 
claim 1s that confhctmg mterests m society, the fact that one generally 
gams at the expense of another, means that certam forms of md1vtdual 
1st1c explanation cannot work In the previous chapter 1t meant that the 
Lockean program of JUsttfymg entitlements mdmdual by mdmdual 
will not work Here 1t means that the social Darwm1st program of ex. 
plammg (and Justifying) success mdmdual by md1V1dual also will not 
work Such conflicts are essential to cap1tahst society, where, Rousseau 
says, "We fmd our advantage m the detriment of our fellow men, and 
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someone's loss almost always creates another's prosperity Some 
want tllness, others death, othe1s warj others famme "3 

The important question seems to be Why are there these mterrela 
tlons? A great deal of social mequahty follows from them alone, yet 
this question 1s not faced by social Darwm1sts 

A s1mtlar problem haunts contemporary social Darwm1sm as well 
There 1s a great deal of talk about mdmdual differences but very little 
about where social structure comes from 

Perhaps the best example of th1s is Herrnstem's "IQ," which, when 
it appeared m 1971, became one of the focal pomts of Ihe contemporary 
revival of social Darwinism His claim is that IQ, which he equates with 
"mtel11gence," 1s the factor which explains an individual's success m 
society High IQ people, he says, tend to occupy pos1t1ons with high 
"earnings and prestige " But Just as m the Republic, we need an explana 
t1on over and above this one, an explanation of why a particular social 
structure 1s the case And,Just as m Plato, we fmd a second theory 
working quietly alongside the theory of mdmdual d1ff erences This 
second theory 1s a soc1opoht1cal theory about what kinds of social 
structures we should have In Herrnstem 's case it consists of a set of 
assertions, on the last page of the article, about why we need hier 
arcl11cally orgamzed soc1et1es with large chff erenttal rewards We need 
them, he says, because "ab1hty expresses itself m labor only for gam" 
and because "human society has yet to find a working alternative to 
the carrot and the stick " 

It 1s this theory which is really domg the work of explammg why 
society 1s and should be strattf1ed But what is this theory? As 1t exists 
here, 1t is a collection ofhonnhes, which geneticist Richard Lewontm 
ridicules as "barroom widsom " We could try to work it up mto a theory, 
although notions hke "gam" and "the carrot and the stick" have proved 
notoriously difficult and controversial Perhaps one way to put the 
claim would be this the best, most efficient, allocation of resources 1s 
achieved by ordermg social pos1t1ons hierarchically, establishing a 
system of d1fferent1al rewards reflecting that hierarchy, and thereby 
recrwtmg the most highly skilled to the Jobs we want them to pursue 
at the upper end of the hierarchy 

As a piece of social theonzmg there are a remarkable number of 

3 J J Rousseau Dtscourse on the Ongm of lnequallty ed R D Masters 
(New York St Martm s Press 1964), p 194 
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presuppositions contamed m this picture Some large theoretical 
assumpt10ns are swallowed whole theories about what kinds of mcen 
t1ves work m what kinds of s1tuat1ons, theories about what sorts of 
trungs motivate people, theories about Job skills and the causes of Job 
performance, as well as theories of orgamzat1on and collective behavior 
All these theories are debatable, to say the least The size and difficulty 
of the questions they mvolve mdicate the magmtude of the assumptions 
which the hierarchical theory makes A proper d1scuss10n of the question 
Why this structure? would have to begm by raismg these kinds of 
questions 4 

Genetics and Social Causality 
The basic claim I am making is that social structure 1s radically under 
determmed by md1V1dual differences Smee biological differences are 
the paradigm case of mdlVldual differences, 1t follows that biological 
differences, by themselves, can never fully explam social structure The 
explanatory frame 

biology ---+ society 

always contains a suppressed presupposition of social structure, so 1t 1s 
elliptical for a more correct explanat10n 

biology X society -+ society 

I want to study m detatl how this affects claims of genetic causality 
First of all, to begm with the obvious, any genetic cause whatever must 
have a certain envuonment m order to produce 1ts effect Without a 
womb envrrorunent of the nght kmd, no genetic trait can cause anythmg 
This much 1s elementary 

But there are other ways m which the causality 1s dependent on the 
social environment, ways that are less obv10us Here 1s a simple 1llustra 
t1on from standard genetic theory There 1s a disease called phenyl 
ketonuna (PKU), which 1s an mabtl1ty to metabolize the protein 
phenylalamne This m turn causes overt symptoms The disease PKU 
1s caused by a genetic defect That 1s, the presence of a certam gene 
causes an mab1hty to metabobze phenylalanine (m the standard womb 

4 See Noam Chomsky Psychology and Ideology Cognition I (1972) 11 
for a discussion of the dubious sociological assumptions con tamed m Herrnstem s 
argument 
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enVIronments, if genetic surgery were possible, even this causal bnk 
could be broken) But the mabtlity to metabolize phenylalanme causes 
the gross symptoms of PKU only m a certam range of postnatal en 
VIronments, namely, those consistmg of normal diets, which contam 
phenylalanme If the baby is placed on a diet free of phenylalanme, no 
gross symptoms occur, and the baby 1s fine It still cannot metabolize 
phenylalanme but then 1t does not have to 

So 1t would be a nustake to say 

genetics -- • PKU 

The more correct explanatory frame would mclude the double depen 
dence on two different environments thus 

genetics X womb envtronment --+trait T 

and 

trait TX normal diet-- • PKU, 

where T stands for "mab1hty to metabolize phenylalanme " 
So far, all this 1s fam1har But there 1s yet another way m which such 

claims of genetic causality have structural presuppos1t1ons, and the 
exammat1on of 1t will cast some doubt on the kinds of mferences which 
have been made by the proponents of b10log1cal explanat10ns m social 
theory 

Consider a society which IS hke our own except that a confiscatory 
mcome tax IS passed which applies only to redheaded people If we 
assume that red hair 1s a genetic trait, we get the surpnsmg conclus10n 
that, m that society, poverty 1s "caused" by a genetic trait Now, of 
course, tlus 1s true only ma somewhat backhanded sense Bemg red 
haired, we want to say, does not really cause poverty, that would be 
m1sleadmg to say Instead, we would say, bemg red haired causes one 
to be d1scnmmated agamst by that society The real cause of poverty 
1s the social discnmmat10n 5 

Consequently, we must add to the double dependence on social struc 
ture a thud presuppos1t1on, the presupposed background of social 
practices The first two presuppos1t10ns can be put as 

5 For a d1scuss1on of a s1mtlar pomt see N J Block and G Dworkm, IQ, 
Hentabtl1ty and Inequallty II m N J Block and G Dworkm eds The IQ 
Argument (New York Pantheon Books 1976) p 49 
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genetics X womb environment __ _,,. trait T 
trait TX developmental environment --+md1V1dual property I, 

and this third d1mens1on can be put as 

mdmdual property IX :metal environment (rules of the game)---+ 
social pos1t1on S 

The trouble with the standard claims of genetic causabty m social 
theory 1s that they suppress these presuppos1t10ns and thus pamt a 
false picture of the causalities involved This suppression ts made possible 
by a certain very general view of the nature of causabty itself All the 
pioneers of IQ research have been hard hne empmc1sts with regard to 
causahty Just as Hume banished causality as metaphysical and analyzed 
its sc1ent1flc content mto spat1otemporal cont1gmty and especrnlly 
constant con1unct1on so modern empmc1sts have bamshed the term 
causality and replaced 1t with the current analogue of Hume's constant 
con3unct1on, namely, correlation We are told that the correlation 
between two variables 1s all we can sc1ent1flcally expect 

Thus 1s a curious view Partly 1t ts based on an erroneous view of the 
role of causality m the physical sciences, many empmcists belteve, 
falsely, that physzcal science has ebmmated the concept of causality 
In fact that 1s not true physical science may not use the word causality, 
but causal concepts are certamly there and are operatmg m state 
ments hke "Mu mesons bmd the proton to the nucleus " And of 
course there are plenty of causal terms sprinkled throughout the IQ 
d1scuss1on, the net effect of the skept1c1sm about causality has been 
not to dISpense wtth causal assumptions but to dispense with talk 
mg about them 6 

We cannot really dispense with causality because, among other thmgs, 
1t 1s the basis for makmg any practical recommendations whatever 
Any strategy for mtervent10n m the world, any strategy for changing 
anythmg, must of necessity be based on causal mformatlon, not Just 
correlations The hght's bemg on m a room 1s htghly correlated with 
the light switch's bemg m the ON pos1t1on, but 1f you are mterested m 
making the hght go on or off, you need more mformat1on than that 
correlat10n You need the asymmetnc fact that one of those thtngs 1s 
the cause of the other not the symmetric fact that they are correlated 

6 Agam see Block and Dworkm, pts I and II, for a goad d1scuss1an of this 
pomt 
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Certai.nly, the proponents of IQ must, despite what they say, beheve 
in at least some causal relations Jensen, for example, bebeves that the 
reason why "compensatory education has failed" 1s that low IQ 
in black children 1s caused by genetic factors If drawing causal conclu 
sions were really forbidden, none of these writers could make any of 
the claims about the causes of strat1f1cat10n that they obviously want to 
make Their skepticism has the effect of allowing them to have their 
cake and eat 1t too They can make all sorts of claims about what sorts 
of mtervent1011 strategies wdl and will not work, based on substantial 
causal assumptions, and then, when those assumptions are challenged, 
can reply, "Well, what 1s causality anyway, but a metaphysical notion?" 

It 1s instructive m this regard to look at the notion of genetic causal 
1ty which 1s used m these d1scuss10ns When 1t IS claimed that IQ 1s 
caused by genetic dtff erences, the notion that is bemg used 1s a statlstl 
cal notion, hentabzlzty 

The claim which 1s made for popular consumptmn as "genetics 
causes social pos1t1on" 1s more accurately stated as "differences m social 
pos1t1on are heritable " This notion of hentability 1s crucial to the 
claims of the contemporary social Darwm1sts I wul not attempt here a 
full d1scuss1on ofthls notion It 1s certamly a fascmatmg case study m 
the philosophy of science and 1s perhaps the best example of the failure 
of statistical, correlational concepts to capture causal notions 7 My 
purpose here 1s to focus on a smgle aspect of that issue 

The hentab1hty of a trait ma population 1s defined as the amount 
of variation in that trait which 1s due to genetic variation The trouble 
with the defimt1on 1s that 1s uses the concept "due to," a causal concept 
This causality 1s analyzed away stat1st1cally by talktng mstead about 
correlations between genetic variation, on the one hand, and variation 
m the trait, on the other 

But this slide mto correlat1omsm 1s fatal because It suppresses Just 
the thmgs we need to know the true causaht1es which underlie these 
correlations In the case of the soe1ety which d1Scrm11nates agamst 
redheaded people, poverty has a h1gh hentabd1ty because 1t ts highly 
correlated with a genetic trait, red hair But this IS m1sleadmg In 
tmt1vely, there are two dIStmct types of S1tuat1011 on the one hand, 

7 See R Lewontm, The Analysis of Vanance and the Analys1s of Causes, ' 
in Block and Dworkin eds The IQ Argument for a discussion of the relation 
between her1tabtl1ty and causality 
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the situation where there really is some genetic cause of poverty, and on 
the other, the type above, where the cause of poverty 1s social d1scnm 
matlon By zts nature the concept of hentabzlzty cannot dzstmguzsh 
between the two Smee it is a correlat1onal notion, 1t cannot d1stmguish 
between two d1ffe1ent causal configurat10ns underlying the same co 
variance of the genetic trait and the social property 

We can begm to recognize a certain fallacy at work m the social 
Darwm1st argument A property 1s considered which is really a structural 
property (e g , bemg poor) Then the structural condition is qmetly 
presupposed, and one begms to ask how mdlVldual differences contnb 
ute to differences with respect to that property The structural condl 
tlon is thereby "butlt mto" the individuals 

In add1t10n to its other defects, an explanatory frame hke tlus gives a 
false picture of the causalities involved and hence a false picture of the 
ways m which we could intervene to change the s1tuat10n 

How to Explain Social Stratif1cat1on Structurally 
I argued m the previous pages that there cannot be an md1V1duahstic 
answer to the quest10n Why 1s there a given social structure? and, 
therefore, that social strat1ficat10n cannot be explained by appeal to 
an antecedent "natural" strat1ficat10n The quest10n then anses of 
how one does explam social structure, m particular, how we are to ex 
plam social stratification? 

The social Darwinist kmd of explanation of stratificat10n proceeds by 
postulating differences among the mdlVlduals who are assigned to dif 
ferent strata The kmd of explanation I am gomg to suggest is unusual 
m that it makes no such assumption, I will sketch an explanat10n of 
social stratification which assumes an underlying homogeneity, an 
explanation which assumes no significant mdlVldual differences 
Later I will discuss the importance of this First is the explanation 
itself 

Consider the protocapitahst market, the ur market of the early 
classical economists hke Adam Smith As we discussed m chapter 3, its 
essential features are that 1t 1s a collect10n of small entrepreneurs m 
a competitive market, a homogeneous collect10n of traders engaged m 
competition with one another for resources or markets The crucial 
fact about this situation is that 1t 1s unstable In fact, as the degree of 
competition sharpens, the homogeneous situat10n becomes less and 
less stable Many factors contribute to this s1tuat1on 
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1 The fact that the system 1s compet1t1ve means that small chf 
ferences wtll be reinforced m a pos1t1ve feedback If A and B are 
competing entrepreneurs, a small advantage which A might 
gam over B enables him to gam a greater competitive edge over 
B, and thereby to increase the gap between them For example, 
1f A has a larger stake than B, he can set hts pnces below cost, 
temporanly, m order to drive B out of business This strategy, 
predatory pncing, was one of the mam strategies John D Rock 
ef ell er used to build up Standard Oil Or he can use this larger 
stake to buy up more modern machinery or to corner or partially 
corner markets or raw materials 

2 The existence of economies of scale also contributes to them 
stability Large scale product10n 1s simply more efficient than 
small scale, more automation can be used, supplies can be bought 
m larger quant1t1es, and so on Hence a small advantage tends to 
become bigger 

3 There are other advantages to the larger firm which help make 1t 

still larger and to drive out the smaller firms The larger firm 
can buy advert1smg, legal representation, and poht1cal influence 
that the smaller cannot 

4 There 1s also the sens1t1V1ty of the s1tuat10n to what a1e called 
coalltzonal strategies Anyone who has played Monopoly knows 
that as the game advances, 1t becomes more and more tempting 
to the players to form coaht1ons, m which A and B pool thetr 
resources to wipe out C and share the spoils This 1s another 1m 
portant factor reducmg the number of competitors and pro 
ducmg a concentration of holdings (The rules of Monopoly 
prohibit such coalitions, but no ser1ous player feels constramed 
by the pet1t bourgeois morahsm of Parker Brothers ) 

All these factors, workmg together, result in the mstab1hty of the 
society of homogeneous small entrepreneurs It necessanly stratifies 
because each of the entrepreneurs 1s trymg hard to use these methods 
and, more, to ehmmate the competltmn This 1s not a statement about 
their psychology as much as 1t 1s about the rules of the game If A de 
clmes to attempt to eliminate the competition, this contnbutes directly 
to the hkellhood of A's bemg ehmmated "Get them before they get 
you" 1s not a pnor psychological malady of the traders, 1t 1s a theorem 
in the strategy theory of the game 
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So the mitial situat10n of equality is unstable and, hke a supersaturated 
solution, it tends to crystallize into a more stable mode consisting of a 
large number of more or less impoverished people and a small residue 
mto which the onginal capital has agglomerated In the initial state every 
one is a small entrepreneur, but the force of competit10n has made 
that state unstable Most of the small traders get wiped out and become 
sellers of (their) labor On the other hand, capital concentrates in the 
remrumng few 8 This gives the resultmg system a different overall dy 
namics 

The form of this explanation is important It says that, under given 
condit10ns, the market will develop into a new modem which there are 
a few holders of capital and many sellers of labor, but 1t makes no 
attempt to say who they will be It explains a strat1ficat10n without 
assummg a pnor difference in the underlying medmm 

In a way this may seem impossible, a v10lation of causality or of the 
principle of sufficient reason How can d1ff erences emerge from the un 
differentiated? Does this not v10late classical determmism? In a certain 
sense the answer is yes Classical determmism tells us that there must be 
some differences in the underlymg medmm or the initial state 

Nevertheless, I think this principle should be reJected The reasons 
are essentially those of chapter 2 even if there 1s supposed to be a 
complete underlying determinism, it is so unstable as to be useless 
What we want to know are the stable relat10ns, and for this we must 
renounce the poss1btlity of explaining determm1stically why the system 
differentiated at this pomt rather than that 

Such explanat10ns are very powerful because they show that the 
stratifrcat10n is really explained by the structure, not by the md1V1duals 
An explanat10n which gives us a purely structural answer to the ques 
tlon Why is there social stratification? tells us that such strat1f1cat1on is 
part of the inherent dynarrucs of the system, a consequence of the 
geometry of social relations By explainmg the existence of stratlfica 
t1on in the absence of any md1V1dual differences, 1t tells us that strati 
flcat10n hke this would occur even if there were no md1V1dual differences 
of any consequence This pulls the rug out from under individualistic 
explanat10ns for strat1ficat10n because it shows that the stratification 
would have taken place m any case 

8 It 1s mterestmg to note how concentrated capital has become In 1969 
there were 300,000 U S corporations The 500 largest (1 e , one sixth of 1 % of 
the total) had 60% of the total sales and 70% of the profits 
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And yet the question will not go away Must there not be some 
difference between the mdmduals who become members of the one 
stratum rather than the other? 

Recall our distmctmn between the two different questions that can 
be asked about a social structure 

Why 1s there this structure? (structural question), 

and 

2 Why, given tlus structure, does an md1vidual come to occupy a 
given place m 1t? (mdmduabst1c question) 

We can agree that "mdmdual differences" cannot answer the structural 
question, but must it not be the answer to the second question? The 
structural explanatmn, m addition to givmg us an answer to the first 
question, also suggests the weakness of md1vidual differences explana 
tions even as answers to the second question 

Consider a substance m supersaturated solution, cooled to a tempera 
ture T We know that for values of T beyond some cnt1cal value T0 , 

part of the substance will be prec1p1tated out as a residue Suppose A0 

is one of those molecules Then, analogously to the social case, we 
may ask 

and 

1 Why did the solution precipitate? (Answer because Twas less 
than T0 ) 

2 Why did 1t precipitate out A0 ? 

It looks as if the answer to the second questmn would have to be m 
terms of mdmdual differences, somethmg that d1stmguished A0 from 
the other molecules 

The problem is that there may be no such property or, at least, 1t 
may be unknowable whether A0 actually possesses such a property 
After all, as T approaches the critical pomt, the necessary difference 
between a molecule and its neighbors, m virtue of which 1t will be 
selected as the precipitate, becomes less and less and eventually vamshes 
to zero The system, we might say, becomes less and less choosy about 
where 1t is gomg to precipitate Near the limit, anythmg will do Micro 
scop1c differences, fmally even quantum differences, will select out a 
molecule as part of the residue 
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So, ma case like this, the structural answer may be all the answer 
there 1s, even to the mdi.V1dual1st1c question The best answer that can 
be given to the question Why did lt prec1p1tate at Ao? may be "because 
1t had to prec1p1tate somewhere " It will not help to ms1st "but there 
must be some difference, else why there?" because this difference may 
be mfimtestmal, of a kmd which 1s unknown, and whose nature cannot 
be nontrlVIally stated 

The explanation of social stratification ts sumlar If we do have a 
good structural explanation of why a certam kmd of stratification must 
occur, we can say that such strat1ficat1on will be imposed on whatever 
md1V1dual properties there are If there are not any s1gmficant difference: 
the system will fmd some, mvent some, or elevate some ms1gmficant 
differences to a dec1S1ve role To the extent to wluch there 1s a structural 
explanat10n of mequabty, the mdlVldual differences explanation be 
comes less and less plausible 

So there may be good reasons for avo1dmg the md1V1dual d1ff erences 
model altogether In the presence of a structural explanation of stratift 
cation, the contmued ms1stence that there must be md1V1dual differ 
ences begms to sound ideological 9 What 1s more, the structural mode 
of explanation 1s the only one suitable m cases where we have decided 
for one or another a pnon reason, that we want an explanatory frame 
which does not differentiate or d1scnmmate among md1Vlduals As we 
will see later on, there can be perfectly good methodological, even 
ethical, reasons for msistmg on this But for now, the primary JUSt1fica 
t10n for these structural explanations hes m their explanatory power 
and m their ab1hty to show how much stratification 1s the result of 
system structure 

There is a certam obJection wluch Marxists m1ght make to this kmd 
of explanation, form a way, most Marxists agree with social Darwrmsts 
that mdivrdual differences explam why someone ends up m one class 
rather than another They disagree (fundamentally) about what those 
differences are They would cite a host of bad quaht1es to explam why 
someone becomes a capitalist rapaciousness, greed, wtllmgness to cheat 
or exploit others, wifu.ngness to enter the slave trade, and a host of 
other charactenst1cs And, on the histoncal question of the actual 
evolution of cap1tahsm they would pomt out that the homogeneous 

9 Especially when these differences are supposed to be the prnnary Justlf1ca 
non for the d1stnbut1on of holdmgs 
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market of Smith never existed There were always asymmetnes m eco 
nom1c power, they point out, and these became the basis for strat1f1 
cation m cap1taltsm, together with a number of straightforward acts 
by the powerful to seize even more power land grants, the Enclosure 
Acts, and the hke 

This 1s true, yet I do not thtnk 1t undercuts the explanation I have 
been urgmg, because focusing on those md1V1dual differences wtll lead 
to the mcorrect conclusion that those differences cause strat1f1cat10n 
The structural explanation has the vrrtue of bemg able to accept dtf 
ferentiatmg factors whtle correctly relegating them to their secondary 
role And second, it 1s apphcable m cases where those mdtVIdual d1f 
ferences do not obtam 10 

Human Nature Biology and Plulosophical Anthropology 
Human nature explanatmns have a long history m social theory, there 1s 
hardly a phenomenon that someone has not tried to explain by appeal 
to human nature Sometimes these natures are conceived phtlosoph1cally 
Hobbes's VIew of man's natural appetites and avers10ns, Hume's account 
of the passions, the "state of nature" conceptions of Locke and the 
social contractarians, Smith's homo economzcus, and a long hst of others 
Another type of human nature explanation, not entirely dtstmct from 
this, fmds the human essence m biological nature This type of explana 
tlon has become very popular m certam circles, and we have seen 
attempts at b10log1cal explanations of war, aggress10n, social strat1faca 
t1on, competitiveness, and sex role d1fferentlatlon 

The obJect of explanation m such cases 1s not, as m soe1al Darwm1sm, 
mdtVIdual differences Here, what 1s bemg explamed 1s a umform char 
actenstic of society The basic structure of these b10logical explanat10ns 
1s that they seek to show that the given socrnl phenomenon arises out 
of some trait mherent m the nature of the human mdtVIdual The overall 
social fact ts seen as the product of collectmg md1V1duals each of whom 
has the md!Vldual trait Social space 1s the product of N copies of an 
md!Vldual space, whose shape 1s given by md!Vldual nature 

10 ror example, m the Soviet Umon m the years 1mmed1ately after the revolu 
t1on land 1eforrn was earned out by breakmg up large estates mto small mdlVld 
ually held plots with the usual structures of capitalist agriculture W1tlun ten 
years the size of land holdmgs had reverted to the prerevolut1onary sort There 
were a few large holdings and many who had been driven out altogether It 
seems natural to try to explain this structurally 
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The explanatory frame, then, is basically the same one that we con 
fronted m the case of the ideal gas m thermodynamics first an m 
dlvidual nature 1s postulated, and then the system properties are ex 
plamed by aggregat1on Let us review some of the problems of that 
example wluch are relevant here The md1vidual "nature" was that of 
tmy, Newtoman, elastic particles, and the aggregation of a number of 
such independent particles was supposed to produce the overall 
properties of the gas 

The problem was that the overall properties of the gas, like the Boyle
Charles law, did not arise simply from this md1V1dual natu1e, we had to 
make add1t1onal assumptmns about the form of social orgamzatmn of 
the molecules, assumptions that amounted to a nontrivial soc1ology 
For example, we had to assume that the spacmg among the particles 
was large enough that mtermolecular forces played no role and also 
that certam lands of energy exchanges took place The mdlVldual natme 
produced the overall result only m a defm1te range of social forms 

The same tlung 1s true m the case of society We are told, for example, 
that people have an mnate aggressiveness which 1s used to explam 
war But surely the mdlVldual trait aggressiveness (whatever 1t 1s) does 
not produce warm every conceivable range of social environments, it 
must be somewhat sens1t1ve to the range of environments m which 1t 
fmds itself We can 1magme forms of social orgamzat1on m which aggres 
S1veness would not surface m war, say, by mamtammg some kmd of 
social spacing or by channelmg the aggression somehow 

Tlus dependence on socrnl structure means that any attempt to ex 
plam a sociological trait by appeal to a b1olog1cal trait will be at best 
elhpt1cal There 1s always a structural presupposition, so we can say once 
agam that the explanatory frame 1s not 

biology --+ sociology 

but rather 

b10logy X sociology --+ sociology 

The effect of suppressmg the structural presuppos1t10ns 1s that the 
resulting statement gives us a false picture of the causaht1es mvolved 
Consequently, many of these "human nature" explanations are hke 
explammg the existence of restaurants by saymg that people have to 
eat We can grant that 1t 1s human nature that people have to eat, but, 
we want to ask, why should that necessitate restaurants? Thmk of 
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all the specific content which 1s contamed m the notion of a restaurant 
a store selhng prepared food for cash, to be served to the buyer and 
consumed on the premises All that human nature reqmres 1s some way 
of gettmg food to people, hence that additional content m the notion 
of a restaurant 1s not necessitated by md1v1dual nature but rather by the 
need to satisfy that nature within a very defimte context of social re 
lations 

The general pomt here 1s that mdlVldual nature radically underdeter
mmes the form of social orgamzatlon, and hence the actual behavmr, 
of the individuals This pomt holds more widely than JUSt m social 
systems In many cases m the nonsocial sciences we also fmd that the 
laws which specify mdlVldual nature do not umvocally determme the 
actual behaivor of the md1V1duals but allow a number of different 
behaviors consistent with them 

For example, m the simple case of the solar system, s1mphfied to the 
three body problem of classical mechamcs, the law of mdlVldual be 
havtor 1s given by Newton's law of graV1tat10nal mteract1on The actual, 
elhpt1cal orbit of the earth is only one of several possible solutions to 
these "md1V1dual nature" equations Other possible behaVIor forms m 
elude hyperbolic traJectones (like a comet) and even bizarre orbit shapes 

A simtlar statement can be made about one of the favorite examples 
of human nature theorists competitiveness Many have tried to explam 
the competitive features of society by postulating an mnate tendency 
to selfish compet1t1on Rousseau provides an mterestmg kmd of obJec 
t1on to such explanat10ns, very much m hne with the underdetermma 
tlon thesis He d1stmgmshes between two different nottons amour de soz 
(self regard) and amour propre (selfishness) He pomts out that self 
regard 1s obVIously deeper and more basic than selfishness and that 1f 
we assume human nature to mclude self regard, then self regard requires 
and becomes selfishness when placed m a compet1t1ve s1tuat10n We 
only have to make the weaker assumption of self regard, and then we 
can explam selfishness nontnvially as the product of nature together 
with a spectflc form of social orgamzat10n 11 

11 Rousseau s explanation can be extended even further The same self regard 
which produces selfishness m one set of cond1t1ons can produce cooperative 
behavior m another It should be fairly easy to model this kmd of phase trans1tJ.on 
by usmg a game m wluch mdmdual strategies are viable for some values of a 
crucml parameter but where, as the parameter passes a critical pomt, coaht:Ional 
strategies become opt:unal Explanations of this kmd are especially deep because 
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A smular underdetermmat10n applies to the supposed b1olog1cal basis 
of sex role d1fferent1at1on One hears slogans hke "anatomy 1s destiny," 
but this 1s absurd on the face of 1t The fact that women are anatomically 
adapted to bear children m and of Itself 1mpbes very bttle about the 
kmds of somal roles they can or will fill Considered m this hght, 1t seems 
absurd to claim, as some popular writers do, that there 1s 1mphc1t m 
the anatomy of the womb a complete sociology of the nuclear, mommy 
makes dinner and daddy-comes home m the-evemng fanuly It 1s an 
other case of the fallacy of telescoping the structural presuppos1t10ns 
mto the btological premise 

The same lesson recurs m discussions of human nature m social theory, 
b10Iogy, pobttcal theory, or anywhere that this land of argument 
flounshes Scratch "natural man" and you fmd a complicated set of 
soc10logi.cal assumptions Each model of the pure mdivtdual turns out, 
on exammation, to be more accurately a model of an mdivtdual ma 
defirnte set of social circumstances A good example of this 1s Hobbes, 
whose Leviathan tried to derive a conception of society from a set of 
assumptions about natural man, a set of physiological properties con 
cermng appetite and aversion C B Macpherson's Polttzcal Theory of 
Posse1mve Individualism provides a good cr1t1que of this derivation 

It 1s commonly said or assumed, by those who take the traditional v1ew 
of Hobbes, that his psychological propositions are about man as such, 
man completely abstracted from society, and that those propos1t1ons 
con tam all that 1s needed for lus deduction of the necesS1ty of the 
sovereign state 

But, he says, such an argument commits the fallacy of suppressed 
structure, Hobbes's natural man ts m fact the cluld of extensive socio 
logical assumptions 

If by his psychological propos1tlons we mean those proposrbons about 
sense, 1magmatlon, memory, reason, appetite and aversion, m which 
Hobbes descnbes the human bemg as a system of self moving, self-gmded 

they show how the sunpler theory anses as a hm1t1ng case of the more complex 
theory Instead of assuming the behavior m questlon to be universal, they assume 
some more basic property and then show how the behaV!or m question anses m 
a certam range of boundary cond1t1ons Such an explanation 1s deeper m two ways 
First 1t explains the behavior m question rather than simply assuming 1t Second 
1t shows that the behavior 1s not necessary for all possible cases and shows what 
would have to be the case for it to be otherw1Se 
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matter m motion, then Hobbes psychological propositions do not 
con tam all that 1s needed for the deduction of the necesSity of the 
sovereign state If, on the other hand, we use the term psycholo&1cal 
propositions to mclude Hobbes' statement of the necessary behavior of 
men towards each other many society, then they are not about the 
human animal as such, some assumptions about men 1n cmhzed society 
had to be added And the further assumptions are tenable only 
about the relations prevatlmg between men m a certain kmd of soci
ety Hobbes' state of nature or 'natural condition of manland' 1s 
not about 'natural' man as opposed to c1V1hzed man but 1t 1s about men 
whose desires are specifically civilized 12 

It 1s interesting to note that the move that I have been calling the 
fallacy of suppressed structure has been offered by some as an expl.tc1t 
foundation for methodology m social science For example, 1t hes 
behind the standard conception of so called ideal types Max Weber 
introduced the term zdeal type mto social theory m his 1904 article, 
"'ObJectmty' in Social Science and Social Pohcy "He argues the1e that 
the social scientist proceeds by abstractmg from the concrete details 
of actual social 1utuat1ons to amve at an "ideal type" much llke the 
natural scientists' mass pomts and fnct1onless planes In this early work, 
these ideal types are of hohst1c or structural states of affairs "mature 
capitalism," "the democratic state," and so on 

But there 1s a significant shift m Weber's later wntmgs ideal types 
become purely md1V1duahst1c J W N Watkins cites this approvingly 

In the Theory of Social and Economw Organization ideal type construc
tion means {not detectmg and abstractmg the over all characteristics of 
a whole situation and organizmg these mto a coherent scheme, but) 
placmg hypothetical, rational actors m some s1mphfled situation, and 
m deducmg the consequences of their mteract1on 13 

These md1V1duahst1c ideal types are found throughout social theory 
In the standard expos1t10ns of the market, an ideal type is constructed, 
a utility maxirmzmg rational entrepreneur, homo economzcus A callee 
tlon of such mdivtduals produces the usual economics The same 
method 1s used m rational preference models of pohttcal theory Fmt, 
the mdiVIduaJs choose among social poltctes on the basis of self 

12 (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1964) pp 17-18 
13 J W N Watkms Ideal Types and H1stoncal Explanation m A Ryan 

ed The Phzlosophy of Soczal Explanation (Oxford Oxford University Press 
1973) p 92 
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interest Then, an aggregate "social choice function" 1s constructed out 
of the mdmdual preferences 14 

In the example of the gas we said of the mdtvidual molecules what 
Macpherson said of Hobbes's natural men, that they contain structural 
presuppositions In the case of the gas, one of the presuppos1t1ons 1s 

that the mtermolecular spacmg 1s sufficiently large that the other, non 
mechamcal forces do not come mto play If that social spacmg were not 
the case, as in highly compressed gases, intermolecular forces of attrac 
tlon would come mto play, and the Boyle-Charles law would no longer 
hold The defect of the pure md1V1dual m social theory 1s similar 

We can develop a style of cr1t1c1sm based on this observation whtch 
would apply to all sorts of md1v1duahst1c constructions The essence of 
the cnt1c1sm consists m learmng to ask, Can you fmd the structural 
presupposrbons hidden m this picture? 

In social choice theory each mdmdual forms a preference schedule 
independently of everyone else, independently of what others might 
choose or desire Moreover, the choice 1s made purely on the basis of 
the return to that indmdual My returns are independent of anyone 
else's returns We have already seen how this assumption distorts the 
model It leaves out all the mterestmg questions how those ch01ces 
came to be related to one another, and how there came to be those 
choices at all Those are issues which are taken as given 

When a model builds into the description of the ideal mdtv1dual 
aspects wluch are really structural, 1t 1s dangerous to employ 1.t as a 
tool m social policy This 1s because 1t distorts the causalities in 

volved and therefore gives a false picture of the poss1bll1t1es for change 
The tmy elastic particles model is successful rn providing a reduction of 
the Boyle-Charles law Impressed with the success of this reduction, 
we nught trunk that we had really found the true nature of the gas mole 
cules This would be a mistake The true nature of the molecules 1s real 
ly much more comphcated because they have several different lands of 
forces and bonds on one another, whlch operate only at short range If 
we inferred from the successful reduction that the molecules really were 

14 The classic sources are Kenneth Arrow, Social Clw1ee and Ind1111dual Values 
(New Haven Yale University Press 1951) J Buchanan and G Tullock The 
Calculus of Consent (Ann Arbor University ofM1ch1gan Press, 1962) A K Sen 
Collecnve Choice and Soaal Welfare (San Francuco Holden Day, 1970) and 
M Olson The Log,c of Collectwe Action (Cambridge Harvard Umvemty Press, 
1965) 
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tlny, hard, elastJ.c particles, we would end up concludmg that 1t was un 
possible for such molecules to become a liquid, after all, the hqu1d state 
would Violate mdlVldual nature' 

We must be careful not to commit thrn fallacy A construct10n of an m 
d1v1dual nature, even 1f 1t 1s successful m explammg some of the features 
of a system, cannot be as a basis for proJectmg what other modes 
the system may smce, as m this case, a given may explam 
one aspect of the behavior yet fail completely to explain other aspects 

The reductionist would, at this pomt, say somethmg hke this Very 
well, the simpleminded atom1stlc model of the gas 1s mistaken But a 
more complex one will work If the gas is not a collection of tmy elastic 
particles, 1t is a collection of tJ.ny elastic particles with httle hooks, 
which are unhooked m the gaseous state and become hooked m the 
hqu1d state 

There are several problems witl1 this reply First of note that the 
new, improved theory of mdlVldual nature emerges only after we have 
observed the new mode or phase, and that this mode or phase was pre 
dieted 1mposs1ble by the first theory So we are m a somewhat odd 
s1tuat1on md1V1dual nature theory 1 predicts that the mode of soCial 
orgamzat10n must be X It turns out that th1s 1s false, that Y 1s a perfectly 
possible mode of organization But Y 1s mcons1stent theory 1, so 
we move to theory 2, which accounts for the poss1btl1ty of Y and so on 
The mdlVldual nature theory 1s always one step behmd the t1n1es 

Such false predictions will not cause great problems m the case of 
gases and other natural obJeCts We can see easily enough that water 
is capable of a bquid phase and hence can infer to the sort of individual 
nature that would at least make such a phase possible In social theory 
this 1s not the case The pred1ct1on that some overall phase 1s not possible, 
given mdivtdual .,,.,, .... ~.is not an mvitat1on to claim by 
actually producing the phase, as 1t 1s with gases The prediction of 1n1 
poss1b1ltty m the social case yields the imperative not to try to produce 
the For 1f lt 1s 1mposs1ble, attempts to produce 1t wtll be frus 
trated and will produce unanticipated and unwanted consequences The 
pain of adoptmg mdiVldual nature methodology m social theory 1s that 
at each phase transition pomt, we would make the false pred1ct1on that 
the next form 1s 1mposs1ble 

A second reason that this method 1s not advisable m soetal theory has 
to do with the extent to which mdlVldual behavior depends on social 
forms In the case of the gas the number of overall modes 1s small sohd, 
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hqu1d, gas, and a few other extremal or trans1t1onal phases Moreover, 
the gross theory of overall changes 1s fairly Simple and easy to describe 
empmcally We know what the control parameters are and how the 
overall state depends on them We know that the crucial parameters are 
temperature and pressure, and that 1f we pass through certain cnt1cal 
values of them, we get a change of state Yet, even though tlus theory 1s 

relatively simple, 1t should be pomted out that there 1s, at thts pomt, 
no satisfactory mdmduallst1c theory whtch accounts for this Few peo 
ple are aware of this, and think surely there must be a decent theory 
of the nature of the H2 0 molecule, from which one can denve the theory 
of the various phases and their trans1t1ons But thts 1s not true Such a 
theory s1mply does not exist, and attempts to fonnulate one have run 
mto deep difficulties 15 

But m the case of social systems the s1tuat1on 1s even worse for the 
atom1st In the case of the gas there 1s at least some theory on the 
mdIV1dual nature of the atoms, there 1s a theory of the chemwal bond 
But m the social case, even the kmd of lmks which hold among the 
mdlVlduals 1s a function of the mode of soc1al organ1zat1on A covalent 
bond 1s a covalent bond, m chalk or m cheese But to say that two 
mdtv1duals are bound by the relation "husband-wue" or "landlord
tenant" 1s to say somethmg wluch depends very heavtly on the par 
t1cular social structure m which 1t 1s found What the nature of the 
relation ts, and hence what sort of md1V1dual behaV1ors 1t allows, vanes 
from structure to structure 

In other words the baste d1ff erence between the gas case and the 
soctal case 1s thts In the gas case rt makes sense to talk about mdmdual 
nature mdependently of the overall phase (Although 1t makes sense, 1t 
1s still fraught with d1fftcult1es) In the social case, on the other hand, 1t 
does not even make ~ense Human bemgs acqmre m situ all their mter 
estmg capacities for behaVIor language, rationality of various kmds, and 
so on To be sure, the posszbzlzty of these thmgs must be mherent m 
the nature of the md.lVldual Indtv1duals must have the perceptual ap 
paratus necessary to d1scnmmate others' speech, the bram capacity to 
store a vocabulary and rules of grammar, and so forth But the kmds 
ofbas1c relations which obtam, the analogues of the chermcal bond, are 
themselves social, and therr nature depends on the shape of the overall 
social structure Relations hke worker-employer, producer-consumer, 

15 Seep 61 above 
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and landholder-tenant all eXISt only m specific social forms and mhent 
their dynamics from those forms 

The purpose of the last two chapters has been to argue 1n 
dmdual1sm as a method m social theory The kinds of complamts I 
have been ra1smg are factual or scientific It does not explam this, 1t 
cannot answer that, 1t suppresses this, 1t confuses that So far I have 
avoided any excursion mto questlon of ethics and values 

This cannot be avoided mdef1n1tely Such questions are obviously 
present But m order to assess the values at issue m the question of 
mdmduahst vs structurahst explanations, we first have to discuss how, 
m general, explanations values 



5TheEthics 
of Explanation 

Value free Social Science 
It 1s commonly said that social science can and should be value free In 
fact the idea of value freedom 1s often held to be synonymous with being 
obJective and/or 1dent1fied with the essence of the sc1ent1f1c spmt itself 
We often hear the call for a "sc1ent1fic" social science, and generally the 
view that hes behmd 1t 1s that science 1s obJect1ve m that 1t ts value free 

In phtlosophy, thts view 1s associated with the logical positmsm that 
dommated the philosophy of science m the first half of thts century But 
1t 1s more common these days among workmg social scientists than 
among philosophers In fact sometlung of an anomaly now exists Pos 
1t1V1st doctrines are reaching the height of their populanty m certam 
areas of social science at the same time as their fmal reJect10n by plulos 
ophers of science 

The ideal of value freedom has several sources Partly 1t stems from 
a desire to butld social science on the model of natural science, the ideal 
1s of value free mquiry "Just bke m physics " 

But let us leave aside the question of whether physics really 1s value 
free Let us also leave aside the question of whether the natural and 
social sciences, m view of the difference m their subJect matter, could 
possibly have the same methods I want to examme the phtlosophical 
foundat1ons of thts claim to value neutrality, foundations which he m 
some form or other of empzru:lsm If we were to press the question 
of how social science can possibly be value free, the usual answer would 
be some version of the empmc1st view of science We would be told 
that value free obJect1V1ty 1s possible because theones can be tested, con 
firmed, and disconfarmed by means of obJective observatwns These 
theory neutral and pure observations serve as the standards against which 
theones can be tested Consequently, the argument runs, theories can 
be accepted or reJected purely on the basis of obJective observatmn and 
formal logic, san1t1zed of the corruption of values 

134 
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This view 1s familiar enough Even m this extreme form one can find 
exphc1t exponents, and m one or another modified form 1t commands 
a respectable audience m academic social science This 1s m spite of the 
fact that the mam development m the philosophy of science m the last 
twenty five years has been the thoroughgoing refutation of JUSt these 
empmc1st doctnnes Unfortunately, very little of the phtlosoph1cal wnt 
mg has been absorbed or even noticed by the social sc1ent1sts The work 
of phtlosophers hke Qume, Putnam, Hanson, and Toulmm 1s not well 
known outside professional phtlosophy Kuhn's Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions has had a certain vogue but even that 1s not well under 
stood It 1s surpnsmg how httle social sc1ent1sts know about the dtfficul 
ties of the snnple model of observation and the confirrnat10n of theories 
For example, the work of Putnam, Hanson, and Toulmm has helped to 
show that observation ts 111ev1tably theory laden, and Qume and Rudner 
have argued that the confirmation of theories necessarily mvolves values 
Very httle notice has been taken of these arguments 

My concern here, however, 1s not to argue these issues but rather to 
make a parallel argument m the theory of explanation For there 1s an 
other basic source for the idea of value free social science, another 
empmc1st doctrme, this one about the nature of causality and causal 
explanation 

Its essence hes m a certam way of lookmg at the relation between 
social science on the one hand and soCial pohcy on the other The 1dea 
1s that the "factual" aspects of the pohcy dec1S1on can be separated 
and d1stmgu1shed from the "value laden" aspects In this view pure sc1 
ence comes packaged as causal statements which, by their nature as 
causal statements, are value free The values are then added by the 
pohcymaker If there are complamts about some applzcatlon of the 
sc1ent1flc statement, those complamts should be addressed to the pol
icymaker or adviser, the one who made the practical decmon, not the 
scientist 

This 1s, for example, the lme taken by Hempel m Aspects of Sczentzfic 
Explanation In the chapter called "Science and Human Values" he 
says that science yields only mstrumental Judgments, that an action M 
1s good or appropriate as a means to a goal G 

But to say this 1s tantamount to assertmg either that, m the circum
stances at hand, course of actlon M will defm1tely (or probably) lead to 
the attamment of G, or that failure to embark on course of act10n M 
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will defmitely (or probably) lead to the nonattamment of G In other 
words, the mstrumental value Judgment asserts either that Mis a (def 
nutely or probably) sufficient means for attammg the end or goal G, or 
that 1t 1s a (defuutely or probably) necessary means for attammg it 
Thus, a relative, or mstrumental, Judgment of value can be reformulated 
as a statement which expresses a universal or probabilistic kind of means 
end relat1onsh1p, and which contams no term of moral discourse-such 
as 'good,' 'better,' 'ought to'-at all 1 

The idea 1s clear enough Science gives us only conditional statements 
of the form "If , then "These statements are perfectly value 
free, and the only place that values enter mto the picture is when a pol 
1cymaker decides to detach an "1f" m order to get a desired "then " 

This v1ew of the value neutrality of causal explanation is widely held, 
1t 1s the conventional wisdom among social sc1ent1sts, who often mvoke 
the comparison to physics "Physics tells us only that an atom bomb, 
for example, ts possible It doesn't tell us whether or not to butld one It 
Stmply reports the true statement that certain causal relatmns hold m 
the physical world " It 1S a view summauzed by a famous dictum of Max 
Weber's (wluch Hempel cites approvingly) "Science 1s hke a map, 1t 
can tell us how to get to a given place, but 1t cannot tell us where to go ., 

The basic claim 1s that a certam d1V1s10n of labor can be effected The 
causal reasoning 1s done by the value free sc1ent1st, and the value 1udg 
ments are made by the pohcymaker The syllogism representmg the prac 
t1cal Judgment can thus be analyzed mto a purely factual means end 
premise and a purely evaluative end The examples of Hempel and others 
have as therr general form 

A causesB (science) 
B 1s desirable {value) 
do A (pohcy) 

or 

A causes B (science) 
B 1s undesirable (value) 
av01d A (pobcy) 

There 1s a great deal that can be said about when mferences of such 

l C Hempel Aspects of Sc1entifc Explanation (New York Free Press, 1965) 
pp 84-85 
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forms are valtd or mvahd I will not attempt to do a general study of 
such practical syllogisms My purpose here 1s to ask whether thls d1v1s10n 
of labor can really be effected and whether the fact that the scientist 
makes causal Judgments means that the scientific premise 1s value free 

Suppose for a moment 1t 1s true that practical reasonmg can be repre 
sented as the sum of a causal premise and an evaluative one Does this 
mean that the maker of the causal premise ts engaged m value free act1v~ 
1ty? There 1s reason to trunk not Look agam at the quotation from 
Hempel, notice what he says at the very end, when he 1s asserting that 
the causal prem1se 1s value free he says that certain words-"good;' 
"ought," and so on-do not appear m the causal statement The 1mph 
canon 1s that a statement m whlch those words do not appear does 
not have any values m 1t Thls 1s false Someone can do wrong by mak 
mg statements m certam contexts wluch contain no moral words and 
are causal m form 

For example, 1f you know that Anne Frank 1s hldmg m the attic, 1t 1s 
morally wrong to utter the statement, "If you look m the attic, you'll 
find Anne Frank" m the presence of Nazi search parties It 1s absolutely 
no defense m such a case to obJect that you were merely makmg a 
causal and therefore value neutral statement Thus, even 1f a statement 
has no value words 1t does not mean that makmg the statement ma 
paiticular context 1s necessarily a value free act 

Simple as 1t 1s, this pomt seems to be missed by many people Pos1tiv 
1st plulosophers missed 1t because of their emphasis on syntax over 
pragmatics But others rrnss the pomt for more self servmg reasons sci 
enttsts who want to forget about, or encourage other people to forget 
about, the social contexts m which their research 1s bemg applied The 
dms1on of labor argument was very popular, for example, durmg the 
Vietnam War, when certam scientists were cnt1C1zed for domg war related 
research "Look," they would say, "all I'm domg 1s abstract research on 
the relative effectiveness of defohants ( or the stability of helicopter gun 
shlp platforms, or the structure of field commumcat1on among the 
Vietcong) If you have some obJechon to what the Army 1s doing, 
shouldn't you take 1t up with them directly?" 

I thmk we can reJect thts argument on the pnnc1ple that someone who 
knowmgly supplies a bad cause with sc1ent1f1c know how, like someone 
who supplies 1t with guns, does wrong m domg so There will be clear cases 
for thls pnnc1ple m lughly apphed sciences, as m the examples above 
The s1tutation gets more and more difficult to evaluate as the apphca 
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non gets more remote and as the science itself gets more abstract Actu 
ally, any fact may end up a1dmg some evtl cause So what are we to do? 

It may seem natural to obJect that the values m cases hke these still 
arise outside science itself and that the "pure mqu1ry" does not embody 
values Consider the simple statement "A causes B " Is that statement, 
taken by itself, value free? I suggest that 1t 1s not 

Partial Causahty 
It has been noted at least smce Mill that 1f we look at the causal ex 
planations that actually occur m science and m practJ.cal hfe, we see that 
they are, m a sense, incomplete Explanations typically will ment10n 
only one or two causal factors of an event, yet cite them as the cause 
We say, for example, that the stnkmg of a match caused 1t to hght 
But the stnkmg of the match 1s only one of a set of factors all of which 
had to occur m order for the match to light All those additional fac 
tors, hke the presence of oxygen and the dryness of the match, are some 
how relegated to the background or otherwise taken for granted 

What makes us choose one factor instead of another as "the" cause of 
an event? One answer 1s found m Collmgwood's Essay on Metaphysics, 
where he pomts out that a number of systematic pragmatic principles 
function to select out "the" cause The mam one 1s that the factors we 
cite as the cause are those over whtch we have some practical control 
We typically will cite a factor which "1t 1s m our power to produce or 
prevent, and by producing or preventing which we can produce or 
prevent that whose cause 1t 1s said to be " 2 

Thus, rl' my car falls to chmb a steep htll, and I wonder why, I shall not 
consider my problem solved by a passer by who tells me that the top 
of the lull 1s farther away from the earth's centre than 1ts bottom, and 
consequently more power 1s needed to take a car uplull than to take 
her along the level But suppose an A A man comes along, opens 
the bonnet, holds up a loose high tension lead, and says "Look here, 
srr, you're nmnmg on three cylinders" My problem is now solved 
I know the cause of the stoppage It has been correctly 1dentif1ed 
as the thmg that I can put right, after wluch the car will go properly 
If I had been a person who could flatten out hills by stamping on them 
the passer~by would have been right to call my attention to the hill 

2 R G Collingwood An Essay on Metaphysics (Oxford Oxford Umvers1ty 
Press 1940) p 296 
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as the cause of the stoppage, not because the hill was a hill but because 
I was able to flatten 1t out (pp 302-03) 

So the element which ts brought mto the foreground as "the" cause 1s 
the element over which we have practical control, while the rest 1s rele 
gated to a background which 1s taken for granted or presupposed It fol 
lows that mother contexts, different practical situations may call for 
different factors to be selected as the cause of the same phenomenon 

Samuel Gorovitz, m an extension of Collmgwood's d1scuss1on, talks 
about the example of the stnking of the match and offers another sort 
of context, m whwh a nonstandard factor would be cited as the cause 

A match, havmg been pulled from the assembly hne ma match factory, 
1S struck m a supposedly evacuated chamber, the purpose bemg to test 
the hardness of the match head But the chamber has not been properly 
sealed, and the match bghts The cause can reasonably be said to 
be the presence of oxygen, and not the striking a 

Thus, we have two different causal models, which we could represent 
as 

stnkmg -I_ox_y-ge_n_~] -!-match hghts 

and 

[stnkmg J oxygen present -"---~-~ match lights 

Collingwood also remarks on the dependence of cause on context and 
says, in effect, that when there are different handles on the phenom 
enon, we may have different explanations, he calls this "the relativity 
of causes" 

For example, a car sk1ds whtle cornering at a certam pomt, stnkes the 
kerb, and turns tuttle From the car driver's pomt of view the cause of 
the accident was cornering too fast, and the lesson 1s that one must dnve 
more carefully From the county-surveyor's pomt of view, the cause 
was a defect m the surface or camber of the road, and the lesson 1s that 
greater care must be taken to make roads skid-proof From the motor 
manufacturer's pomt of view the cause was defective deSJ.gn in the car, 
and the lesson 1s that one must place the centre of gravity lower (p 304) 

3 S Gorovitz Causal Judgements and Causal Ex.planattons Journal of Phi 
losphy 62 (1965) 695 
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The pomt 1s clear but there 1s somethmg odd about his story The 
characters m the auto accident would shame Sartre m their ms1stence 
on their own respons1b1hty Real people m auto accidents do not tend 
to be existential heroes In fact the opposite 1s true In a real accident 
the dnver would Jump out of the car and blame the auto manufacturer 
and/or the road bmlder The road builder, of course, would reply 
"You idiot The roads are fme It's the Junk cars they're makmg today" 
Perhaps, m the absence of the manufacturer, they could agree that 
gl.Ven the present state of the roads and given the driver's tendency to 
take corners fast, the cause of the accident was the poor design of the 
car Of course the manufacturer wtll say, "What can you do? When 
people dnve hke that " 

The relatlon between causahty and practlcal control ts more compb 
cated than Collingwood and the others have 1rnagined In certam cases 
the prmc1ple "Select as the cause those thmgs over which you have 
control" 1s replaced by "M1Illrn1ze your own role mall this by selectmg 
as the cause those thmgs over which you do not have control" The 
standard accounts of causal selection do not acknowledge this mvers10n 
of pract1cahty But 1t is clear enough that 1t happens 

Sometimes, of course, the standard cntenon is mvoked, where the 
practical demands of the s1tuat1on require an explanation m terms of 
certain vanables Suppose, for example, that you are hued by a team 
as a strategist Your Job ts to explam to the team why 1t won or lost 
each game If the team loses, you will not be domg your Job 1f you say 
sornethmg hke "We lost because they have that great halfback, who 
ran all over us, and scored three toucltdowns " Here Collingwood is nght 
Your employers will say to you, "Don't tell us that Tell us what we 
could have done, but failed to do, to stop htm " The pnnc1ple "Don't 
blame the other team, explam wms and losses m terms of team pobcy 
vanables" 1s a sound prmc1ple for an m house strategist What the team's 
publlczst says can be qmte different smce the purpose m that case might 
be to shift the focus away from the team's weaknesses 

And so, 1f a causal model separates the causal factors mto foreground 
causes and background cond1t1ons, 1t 1s ev1dent that the choice of a 
spec1flc model may be motivated by a desire to locate respons1b1hty m 
one place rather than another But the lillportant thmg 1s this Even 
1f this desue 1s absent, it can still make sense to speak of a causal model 
as loaded or biased, mdependently of anyone's mottvatzons This en 
ables us to avoid the questlon of the mtent1ons of the scientist, for we 
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can say that a causal model 1s loaded m and of itself Tlus 1s crucial for 
understandmg the role of such models m s1tuat1ons where the motives 
of the scientists may be obscure or controversial What I am suggesting 
1s that mobves are irrelevant to the assessment of the ideological "load" 
m a particular causal model The value ladenness 1s a fact about the 
explanat10n not its proponents It 1s value laden msofar as 1t ms1sts, as 
a presc1entific requirement, that change come from this sector rather 
than that 

Tlus 1s how ideology becomes possible A woman goes to a psyclu 
atnst and says that she has been havmg fights with her husband The 
psychiatnst says somethmg hke this "You are havmg fights with your 
husband Let us see what you are domg that contnbutes to these fights 
There must be somethmg, for after all, 1t takes two to have a fight So 
we have to work on whatever 1t 1s that you're domg" Obviously, the 
burden of change has been placed on the woman, for the psychlatnst 
has wntten the causal model 

wife's actions [husband] fights 

Such a ch01ce of framework, I want to say, stands m need of JUstiflca 
tlon, and we have not so far been given one Why has one causal factor 
been let off the hook? Somet1IUes, this will be Jusbf1ed by the state 
ment that 1t 1s the woman, after all, who 1s the patient, not the husband, 
and one must work where one can, or 1t may be accompanied by fash-
10nable admonitions to the woman to "take responsibility " But the end 
result 1s the same Employing thls framework amounts, m practice, to 
exempting the husband from respons1b1hty 

Even at thls very Slll1ple level we can fmd examples of this phenome 
non at work m social science Consider the case of the wage-price spiral 
We are told that the cause of the nse 1n pnces 1s a nse m wages Wntmg 
thls as 

[???) 
wages nse ---+ prices rise, 

we may ask, What factors are bemg absolved from causal respons1b1hty? 
Obviously, one of the factors bemg held constant rs the rate of profit 
If profits were allowed to fall, a rise m wages would not produce a nse 
m pnces When this is pomted out, the response will be some further 
reason why profits ought not to decrease In other words the defense of 
a particular framework will be explicitly m ethical terms Somethlng 
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W:;e "profits are necessary for growth" will be suggested as the defense 
of this background condition, or perhaps "mvestors deserve profit as 
a reward for mvestmg" I am not concerned here w1th the exact nature 
of such defenses or with actually evaluatmg them I want only to pomt 
out that they are required In the typical case such JUsttficatmns are 
not offered or are offered only m response to obJect1ons The student 1s 
sunply toid that a certain causal relation holds The fact that such 
1ustif1cat1ons are usually omitted is doubly sigruftoant, for the choice of 
framework amounts to a choice of who 1s to bear respons1b1hty 

Consequently, If the "sc1ent1fic" prem1Se, the statement "A causes B" 
ts a statement of partial causality and cttes only some of the causal 
factors, the whole syllogism will suffer In such a case, drawmg the con 
clus10n "avoid A" from the premises "A causes B" and "B 1s undes1r 
able" is sunply fallacmus, as m the case of the psychiatrist above (Jve 
could call the fallacy the argumentum ad Vallum) If the woman's 
conduct, A, 1s something hke "wantmg to take an evenmg class," then 
the result of the pract10al syllogism will be that this must be avoided 
Obvmusly, this advice 1s heavily loaded and not at all value free 

So this 1s a clear case of what we had set out to look for a rotuat1on 
m which the causal premise itself was not value free We could try to 
eliminate this value ladenness by taking a certain way out Because ex 
amples W:;e these are generated by se1zmg on one factor and holding 
1t up as the cause, 1t seems natural to think that when we have brought 
all the factors up mto the foreground and suppressed nothing, we will 
have ach1eved the klnd of causal explanation necessary for value free 
social science 

The idea that we must ehmmate partial causes 1s very common among 
writers on the subject The trad1t10n begms with Mill himself, who 
laments the tendency 

to give the name of cause to almost any one of the conditions of a phe• 
nomenon, or any portion of the whole number, arb1tranly selected 
It will probably be admitted without longer discuss1on, that no one of 
the condltmns has more clann to that title than another, and that the 
real cause of the phenomenon is the assemblage of all 1ts conditions 4 

There 1s almost umversal agreement that the way out of this unfortun 
ate value ladenness 1s to fill out the partial causal model to the full causal 

4 J S Mui A System of Logic (New York Longmans Green 1936) bk 3 
chap 5 sec 3 p 403 
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explanat10n, m Mill's terms, "the sum total of the concht1ons wluch, 
bemg realized, the consequent mvar1ably follows " 

Tlus 1s the sort of explanation wluch the pos1t1V1st wnters, especially 
Hempel, chenshed as the archetype of sc1entific explanation The key 
feature 1s that, to rule out any partial causes, the thmg ctted as the 
cause must really be sufficient for the effect In Hempel's model this 
sufficiency becomes complete logical suffie1ency, the explanation 
logically entatls the th.mg to be explained Because of tlus 1t 1s not sus 
ceptible to the sort off allac1ous usage that we saw m the case of the 
psychiatnst If A really entails B, and B really 1s undesirable, then we 
really must avoid A (Supposmg, of course, that other concht1ons have 
been met There may, for example, be means-end problems, or prob 
lems about balancing competing considerations ) 

So 1t looks as 1f the way to avoid the ludden etlucs lurkmg m the 
causal prermse 1s to use the Hempehan model of explanation The model 
presupposes that there 1s, m some statable form, the "full" cause of a 
given event I suggest that there 1s no such thmg and that there really 1s 

no way out of tlus ethics of explanation 

Are There Complete, Presuppos1t1onless Explanations? 
We are lookmg for an explanation wluch gives us the full cause and there 
fore 1s not sub3ect to charges that 1t has arb1tranly ( or worse) selected 
one causal factor In order to see why such explanations are 1mposs1ble, 
we must return to the earher d1scuss1on of explanatory relativity• and 
ask the full explanation of what? We might be tempted to say of the 
event or state of affairs m question But this 1s not so easy as 1t seems 
Suppose the event m question 1s the auto accident I had yesterday What 
1s the full explanat10n of 1t? As we saw, if the obJect of explanation 1s 

that very a<.,etdent, there 1s no such thmg as the full explanation of 1t, for 
1t would mvolve the whole lustory of the world, back through Henry 
Ford, the discovery of Amenca, etc If the ob3ect m question 1s a con 
crete partlcular, there 1s m some sense a "bad mf1n1ty" of causal factors 

Chapter 1 argued that to avoid thts bad mf1n1ty, we had to mtroduce 
another piece of structure mto the obJect of explanation a sense of 
what will count as a relevant (or an irrelevant) difference from the event 
m question Why tlus auto accident-rather than what? Rather than 
another ten feet down the road? Rather than no accident at all? Rather 
than one wluch was fatal? Each requires a d1fferent explanat10n 

Lackmg thts sense of what 1s to count as a relevant difference, there 
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1s no smgle explanation "ofE" In the typical cases m which 1t looks as 
if we have a full explanation, we can find an unphc1t contrast space 
and we wtll have the explanation of why E rather than the contrast 

The effect of these contrast spaces 1s suntlar m a way to the suppressed 
causal antecedents Both of them raise ethical problems 

Recall the Wllhe Sutton example Sutton was asked why he robbed 
banks and gave as an answer, "Well, that's where the money 1s " Sutton's 
answer, I wanted to say, was really an answer to why he robs banks as 
against robbing some other kind of thing It does not explain why he robs 
banks as agamst not robbmg thmgs, which was the pnest's real question 
The contrast space builds mto its structure what is to count as a relevant 
alternative to the phenomenon, and the explanation explams E only as 
agamst the limited alternatives m the contrast space The consequence of 
this 1s that once again certain possibilities are bemg excluded a pnon 
from consideration This will stand m need of Justification 

The way m which the contrast space can slant the analysis 1s already 
obvious m the Willie Sutton case, and it is worth looking at its function 
m more senous cases Recall the discussion of explanations of unem 
ployment, we discussed a number of examples m which the explanation 
sought to explain unemployment by citing factors which differentiate 
employed people from unemployed people, saymg that S 1s unemployed 
because S has property F Now we said that such explanations do not, 
m fact cannot, explain why there 1s unemployment at all Rather, they 
explam why, given that someone 1s to be unemployed, 1t 1s S mstead 
of someone else To put 1t another way, all the elements m the contrast 
space had some people bemg unemployed, they differed only as to whom 

When we use explanat10ns ltke that m practical reasonmg, it has the 
obvious consequences Because the existence of unemployed people 1s 
common to every element m the contrast space, it is presupposed by 
the explanation and therefore 1t 1s taken as unavoidable, practically 
speakmg All advice generated by this contrast space takes for granted 
that someone 1s to be unemployed, its problematic 1S hm1ted to shift 
mg around the names of the unemployed 

Such a constrast space allows us to ask only certam questions about un 
employment and prevents us from askmg others As a consequence the 
Judtcious choice of a contrast space, as m the Sutton case, has an effect 
sunllar to the suppression of antecedents Both !unit the field of poss1 
b1ht1es by what amount to presc1entuic reqmrements 

It will be clearer how such a lun1tat10n of possibility is value laden 1f 
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we recall how explanations function m practical reasoning Their role is 
to give us information on how we can produce or prevent the obJect 
m question But then 1t follows that what exactly 1s taken to be a rele 
vant alterantive to the object m question 1s gomg to have a profound 
effect on what sort of methods will be allowable ways of producmg and 
preventmg it Recall, for example, the "preventing'' syllogism This 
syllogism enables us to go from the explanatory premise "A causes B" 
to the advice "To avoid B, avoid A " But if the object of explanat10n, 
B, 1s relat1V1zed to a def1mte range of alternatives, the allowable "nega
tions" of B wlll be only a limited set For example, suppose we con 
strue the obJect of explanation m the Sutton case as why he robs banks 
rather than robbmg some other thmg and hence receive the explana 
non that banks have more money Now 1f we plug that mto the pracbcal 
syllogism, we get the advice that, m order to prevent Sutton from rob 
bmg banks, we must make 1t be the case that something else has the 
most money, perhaps by placmg large amounts of cash m grocery stores 
But that is absurd 

The pomt 1s this smce an explanatory framework allows only certam 
alternatives to B, any advice which the theory generates will be advice 
only on navigating among 1ts recogmzed alternatives And so an explan 
atory framework can be value laden by havmg a truncated or deformed 
sense of possibility This feature plays the same role as the suppression 
of antecedents m the case of the woman and the psychiatnst m requmng 
that change come from tlus factor rather than that 

This phenomenon 1s deeper than the value ladenness associated with 
the Collingwood-Gorovitz model and its suppressed antecedents The 
way out of that relat1V1ty appeared to be the ms1stence on the complete 
antecedent Whether or not there 1s such a thmg and whatever 1t might 
look hke 1f there ts, such a move does not work agamst explanatory rela 
tiv1ty For, 1f I am nght, we can speak only of the complete antecedent 
of B relative to X, where X 1s some defm1te range of alternatives The 
relatlvtty to a contrast space (or more elaborate form of explanation 
space) 1s an additional dlmens10n of relatmty, dlstinct from the sup 
press1on of antecedents 

Nevertheless, one might be tempted to take a sumlar hne m response 
to 1t That 1s, one might try to derelat1V1ze the ob1ect of explanat10n 
Why not try to get the full explanation of E as the explanation of why 
E rather than not E? Such an explanat10n would not be sub3ect to 
explanatory relabvity 
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The problem is that there is no such full explanation In order for a 
why question to be determmate, some nontnv1al contrast space must be 
supplied If E is the event bemg explamed, then the "full" question 
Why E rather than not E? has as 1ts answer the totality of history up to 
that pomt As we saw, m order to get a manageable explanation we 
have to supply a contrast as an additional piece of structure This means 
that there is an inescapable way m wluch explanations are value laden 

We saw how this makes for practical syllogisms which are "loaded" m 
the case of the negative mood (" A causes B" entailing "To avoid B, 
avoid A") A s1mtlar situation is found in the positive mood, m which 
the causal premise "A causes B" generates "In order to get B, do A" 

There are many reasons why mferences of this form might be mvalid 
For even if Bis desirable, it does not follow that we ought to do A It 
is, for example, silly to burn down the barn in order to roast the pig, 
even if we do want to have roast pork and even if burning the barn down 
really would cause that to happen There may be problems about bal 
ancmg the means agamst the end But even leaving those aside, it sttll 
doesn't follow that we should do A to get B, for the simple reason that 
there may be some better way of getting B For example, it might be 
worthwhile to walk all the way across town (A) m order to hear a con 
cert (B), but 1t does not follow that we should do A, because there 
may be some A', which would also bnng about B and which is better 
than A (say, takmg a bus across town) 

Consequently, if we are really gomg to generate an m1unct1on to do 
A, we must m some sense be able to say that A is the best, the optimal, 
of all the potential causes of B And here we face the problem that 
we have Just appealed to the totahty of all ways of getting B But any 
explanat10n of B gives no such thmg but only a small budget of ways 
of gettmg B rather than-something else Value consequences follow 
from the ch01ce of what is to count as a relevant alternative to B 

Recall Weber's dictum "Science is hke a map, it can tell us how to 
get to a given place, but it cannot tell us where to go" We can now 
see how mistaken this is, first as a claim about maps and second as an 
analogous clatm about science Reahze that any map gives us only a 
handful of ways ofbrmgmg about a given B (say, "gettmg to Phtladel 
plua" or "headmg north out of San Francisco") The typical map 
gives us only maJor, paved, automobile roads as possible means to the 
end Alternatives hke stnkmg out over land or burrowmg through 
the earth, to say nothing of more serious poss1bihties like flymg or 
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taking a dirt road, are d1squahf1ed from consideration The presuppos1-
t1onless map, the map that would be truly value free, would have to 
make no such "arbitrary" ch01ces But that 1s clearly 1mposs1ble In a 
way unmtended by the pos1t1V1sts, science really is hke a map and dis 
plays the same selectivity and relativity to purposes that maps do 

Laws m Explanations and How They Are Value Laden 
So far I have been talking about explanations in terms of their explana 
tory relativity structures It might be useful, in addition, to talk about 
the ethics of explanation in a more familiar setting, the conception of 
explanat10n as proceeding via laws 

In the classical account of Hempel and Oppenhe1m an explanation is 
a deduction (C, L) • E, where E 1s a sentence descnbmg the event to be 
explamed, C 1s a statement of antecedent conditions, and L 1s a law 

But C and L, while they are both premises m the deduction of E, do 
not function equally m practical reasonmg about E The difference 
comes out when we seek to avoid or negate E Ordmary logic tells us 
that, smce C and L logically 1mply E, then, if E 1s to be false, either 
C or L must be But in Hempel's account of the role of causal explana 
t1on m practical reasoning and m his (and others') example of 1t, this 
1s not the case The negation of E yields, not the expected "not C or not 
L," but simply "not C" The practical syllogism does not recognize the 
poss1b1hty of the law's being false Indeed, 1f it were possible that the law 
be false, 1t would not be a law 

In order to see the effect of this, we must look more closely at the 
notion of a law Whatever else laws are, 1t is crucial that a real law be 
distinguishable from a mere accidental generalization which Just happens 
to be true All wnters on the subJect take pams to pomt out that al 
though a law 1s a true statement of general form, say, 

All F's are G's, 

not every such statement, even 1f true, 1s a law, 1t might Just be accident 
ally true Thus, although 

Everyone m thls room 1s under 6'5" 

may well be true, 1t 1s not a law This 1s important because only a law 
can function as an explanat10n of anythmg You cannot, for example, 
explain why I am under 6' 5" by deducing 1t from the statement above 
and the antecedent condition that I am m this room 
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The difference between such accidental general1zat10ns and real laws 
1s that accidental generalizations do not give us any mformat1on about 
counterfactual poss1btlrttes Real laws entail counterfactual statements 
From the law "Sugar 1s soluble," we can denve the counterfactual state 
ment that if this piece of sugar were to be placed m water, 1t would 
dissolve No such thmg is true of an accidental generalization, the corre 
spondmg counterfactual 

If anyone were to be m this room, 
he or she would be under 61 s" 

1s simply false 
All this 1s clear enough and can be found many standard account It 

1s much less clear what counterfactuals are and how the1r truth is ascer 
tamed This much at least seems to be true a law must hold, not only 
m the circumstances which happen to ob tam but also m a class of pos 
sible situations There 1s a space of possible worlds m which the law 
retains its vahd1ty 

The difficulty anses when we try to say of what range of possible 
worlds the law must be tlue Obviously 1t cannot be all possible worlds, 
for this would make the law mto a logical truth and therefore vacuous 
So the space 1s not Just the actual world, and 1t 1s not all possible worlds, 
1t 1s therefore some mtermedtate space 

Let us 1n1agme a s1n1ple law of the form 

All F's are G's, 

funct10mng ma simple explanation of why X 1s G, namely, that Xis an 
F and all F's are G's We can say that the law must retam its vahd1ty 
under certam perturbations of the actual s1tuat1on, that 1s, 1t must retarn 
its vahdity m some neighborhood of X m the space of possible worlds 
If X was Just a httle bit different from what 1t actually 1s, the law should 
still apply to 1t We can thus imagine a region m that space which 1s the 
domam of validity of the law, we can call trus, with some Justification, 
the essence of X As long as the actual situation remams essentially the 
same (m this sense), the law, and hence the explanation, retams its 
force The size and shape of the space, therefore, tell us how much 1s 
bemg presupposed about X 

Consider, for example, the case of explarnmg the fmal position of an 
obJect by appeal to an rn1tial position and the law of falhng bodies The 
explanation therefore has the form 
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X was m position F 

All F's are G's 

X 1s m position G 
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Now consider the law all F's are G's Notice (as was pomted out on 
p 39) that the relation between F ness and G ness does not hold for 
all thmgs, only for physical ob3ects If X 1s a shadow, the law does 
not hold So m this case the essence of X is that 1t is a physical ob3ect, 
for that 1s the region m which the law retams its vahd1ty 

Obviously, by takmg a small space of poss1blht1es as our mtermediate 
or essence space, we can get an explanation wluch features a law vahd 
only m that space This method can be used to generate the "biased ad 
vice" cases we have been talk.mg about Recall, for example, the case 
of the woman and the psychiatrist If we take as our space of possibtl 
1ties only those s1tuat1ons m which the husband's behavior remams 
the same, we have a "law," vahd m that space, accordmg to wluch con 
tmued behavior of the same (mnocent) kmd by the woman will lead 
mexorably to fights In general, what 1s wrong m such cases is that they 
feature too narrow a sense of poss1b1hty, hence too narrow a concep 
hon of the alternatives This 1s especially s1gmficant m social theory, for 
there the laws are typically ones whose domam ofvahd1ty is quite 
limited and whose pro3ection across differences m time, place, culture, 
or social structure is at best hazardous 

Let us study an example to see how this works Consider the eco 
nomic law called the Phillips curve, which asserts that there is a fixed, 
mehmmable trade off between unemployment and mflat10n A low 
unemployment rate will cause a nse m the rate of mflation, and a high 
unemployment rate will cause a drop m inflation This is the theory 
behmd typical government economic pohcy 

Now I am not saymg something controversial when I say that such a 
law is not vahd for all possible social systems For the primary mechan 
ism which accounts for the Phtlhps effect is somethmg hke this If 
unemployment is low, workers will feel bold about pressmg wage de 
mands because they do not fear the possibility of havmg to fmd an
other Job Moreover, low unemployment means that employers are 
biddmg agamst one another m somewhat stiffer competition for labor, 
and so on These factors make for higher wages The tranS1tion from 
"higher wages" to "mflation" is effected silently, on the theory that 
employers will be forced to raise pnces m order to meet these high wage 
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costs Now whatever else we want to say about tius law, 1t is clear that 
tius law 1s not vahd m every possible economic system There must, 
for example, be a market m labor and a price system If those thmgs are 
lackmg, the Piulhps effect does not hold Thus 1t is tnv1ally false ma 
slave economy, where "full employment without inflation" 1s eastly ac 
comphshed Nor, on the other hand, does the effect hold ma socialist 
economy 

Thus pohcy reasorung usmg the Phtlhps law will be reasoning under a 
strong set of given constramts and wtll take the basic structural features 
of the economic situation as given Because those features are not really 
fixed once and for all, lt will amount to a kmd of value Judgment to 
act as if they are Suppose, for example, that someone carries out some 
practical reasonmg usmg the Ph1lhps law and concludes that if mfla 
t1on 1s to be lowered, unemployment must be raised Then we could 
reasonably ask, Why must unemployment be raised? Are there no 
possible worlds m which we could have both low mflat10n and low un 
employment? What gives you the right to suppose that the law 1s true 
for every possible social world? The reply would be that of course the 
law 1s not true m every possible social world, the person ts not claim 
mg that 1t is Rather, what 1s bemg claimed 1s that 1t 1s vahd m this world 
and m the neighborhood of practzcal poss1btl1t1es, "hve" posstb1ht1es, 
"reahstic" poss1b1htJ.es Such a person declines to accept certam possible 
worlds as really possible and refuses to allow for therr poss1b1hty m 
practlcal reasonmg 

The problem 1s that what 1s "realistic" to one may look myopic to 
another There may be genuine disagreement about whether an alterna
tive economtc system 1s "posstble," not m the abstract sense of pos 
s1bthty, but m the practJ.cal sense a poss1bthty as somethmg that must 
be taken mto account m practical reasonmg And so one person wtll 
say that a certam alternative is possible and take 1t mto account m prac 
ttcal reasomng, whereas another demes that 1t 1s practtcally possible 
What shall we say 1S the nature of the disagreement between two such 
people? Is 1t a "factual" dtsagreement or a "value" disagreement? 
There does not seem to be any clear separatJ.on between the two The 
question of whether somethmg 1s possible has many of the features 
of "factual" questions yet obviously has value consequences 

Somet1mes these value consequences are demed, as when advocates of 
a small possibility space defend that choice as the purely personal de 
c1ston to study one area rather than another "Look," they will say, 
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"someone who chooses to study Afncan h1story 1s not cr1t1c1zed for not 
studying European history People get to choose what they want to 
study The Phillips law 1s vahd m a cap1tahst economy We happen to 
hve m a cap1tahst economy, and so the law 1s vahd here and now I 
choose to study the laws of capitalist economies, partly because that 1S 

the actual s1tuat1on and partly because what I want to study 1s my 
free choice If others wish to study the laws of socialist economies, let 
them do so, neither of us should be blamed for not domg the work 
of the other " 

What 1s wrong with this response 1s that what we take to be ulti 
mately possible has a s1gmficant effect on what we say about thmgs here 
and now The relation between unemployment and mflat1on, for ex 
ample, 1s fixed only 1f we assume that the s1tuat1on cannot go outside 
the boundaries of the capitahst economy, the economist who employs 
the Phtlhps curve 1s not Just making the assumption that we are now 
m such a s1tuat10n but rather that we will always, for the forseeable 
future, be m such a s1tuat1on This assumpt10n about the future affects 
the kmds of causal statements and poltcy prescnpt1ons that the sci 
ent1st makes here and now 

For example, tf we were w1llmg to accept the poss1btl1ty of the s1tua 
tion gomg beyond the confines of the market, unemployment could 
dechne without pnces nsmg This would, however, entatl the curtail 
ment or outright suspension of the market Perhaps 1t would be worth 
1t Perhaps 1t would not My pomt here 1s only that this issue must be 
confronted, and one's choice defended We cannot escape this reqmre 
ment by pretendmg that the choice of framework 1s a harmless or 
"prachcal" dec1S1on 

In general, someone who sees some distant future state as a real pos 
sibility and takes that possibility mto account m practical reasonmg 
will end up actmg differently from someone else who does not take that 
poss1b1hty seriously, or does not take 1t to be "really" or "practically" 
possible One's horizons affect one's 1mmed1ate actions 

Thus we see one way m which explanations come to have values The 
choice of a larger or smaller contrast space makes for different apphca 
tlons to practical situations 

Indmduahsttc versus Structural Explanations m Social Theory 
Let us apply these observations about values m explanations to the con 
troversy between mdmduahshc and structural explanation m social 
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theory In the gradmg example of chapter 1 the teacher had decided m 
advance to grade on a curve, m fact, to give out exactly one A It turned 
out that Mary was the person who got the A because she wrote the 
best fmal We were able to d1stmgmsh two different quest10ns that could 
be asked about this situation 

Ql Why dld exactly one person get an A? 

and 

Q2 Given that one person got an A, why was 1t Mary? 

We called these, respectively, the structural quest10n and the 1nd1V1dual 
rstlc question The unportant thing about these two quest10ns 1s that 
the second one presupposes the first The given clause of the second 
question amounts to presupposmg that we have a satisfactory answer 
to the first Tlus presuppos1t1on can be seen on the logical or hngu1s 
tic level as a relation between the questions themselves But the hngu1s 
tic presuppoS1t1on also has practical consequences, for it turns out that 
what 1s lmgmst1cally presupposed rs also pracbcally presupposed What 
is taken as given m the logic of the statements 1s also taken as given m 
practical reasoning 

The md1viduahst1c question takes the structural cond1t1ons as given 
In particular 1t requires that we not question why the structural cond1 
hons are what they are but that we luntt our quesbonmg to states of 
affairs consistent with the structure The consequence of this 1s that the 
mdlVlduahsttc question does not many sense challenge the structure, 
rather, 1t chooses to accept the structure and sees 1ts own problematic 
as nav1gatmg within 1t 

And so the md1V1dual!st1c framework ends up, m practice, supporting 
a promst1tut10nal bias Tlus 1s true m spite of (really because of) a 
tendency to view such questions as the practical question There 1s a 
tendency to think of the md1V1dual1stlc problematic as the nonmoral 
or value free approach, and this 1s how 1t 1s generally advertised One 
hears things hke "We can't take up the question of whether the overall 
structure 1s fair or JUSt We have to be practical and avoid the ethical 
and plulosoph1cal problems We must ask what can be done given the 
givens" Tlus Thrasymachean outlook, of course, 1s not really the non 
moral approach it pretends to be 5 The theory that accepts social 

5 Cf Republic bk I 
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structure as given and seeks only to maneuver witlun 1t 1s not an alterna 
tive to moral tlteones, 1t 1s one among tltem Socrates 1s nght to argue 
that Thrasymachus 1s as much a moralist as he, they differ only m tltat 
Thrasymachus tries to d1sgu1se hts moral choices as nonmoral "prac 
tlcahty" 

But this pract1cahty is purchased at the expense of comm1ttmg tlte 
questioner to certam courses of action ThlS 1s especially clear if we look, 
for example, at 1nd1V1duahst1c explanations of unemployment Here 
tlte nature of tlte md1viduahst1c problematic could be put as Given un 
employment, why 1s 1t this person rather than that who 1s unemployed? 
Someone operatmg w1thm this problematic 1s seeking, m effect, to 
make sure tltat someone else gets unemployed Each mdlVldual can 
adopt the advice generated by this framework and seek to get employed 
by having enough of the requ1S1te md1v1dual predicates, but this advice 
cannot be simultaneously successfully followed by everyone Each per 
son follows the advice only by preventmg someone else from follow 
mg 1t Hence tltere 1s a deep kind of mconsistency mvolved m saymg to 
each person, Improve your mdlVldual properties 

Moreover, whtle people are runmng around trying to improve tlte1r 
mdividual predicates, tlte structural cond1t1on remams unaddressed The 
effect of this 1s that the structure has received a stlent blessmg, accom 
phshed by presupposing 1t and tltus pamtmg 1t out of tlte picture 

The result of this 1s to guarantee, automatically and by metltodologi 
cal fiat, that the "cause" of tltese problems 1s located m the mdlVlduals 
m a given situat10n, and not m the s1tuat10n itself This metltodological 
shiftmg of respons1b1ltty can be earned out generally If we are given 
an mst1tut1on and a collect10n of people w1thm 1t, we can take any effect 
of this mteract1on and ask what 1t 1s about the mdmduals (given the 
mstltut1on) tltat 1s responsible for the effect This metltodological bias 
constitutes tlte foundation oflarge areas of contemporary soctal set 
ence, especially social psychology 

Thus, tf a group of chtldren 1s faihng m school, we can ask what about 
tltem causes this fatlure Notice how natural tltat last sentence was, how 
easily the question suggests itself, and how hard 1t can be to see tlte 
promst1tut10nal bias tltat 1s butlt mto 1t The very use of the one place 
predicate "failure," and others hke "1s v10lent," "1s maladJusted," 
masks the fact tltat all of tltese are relational properties It takes two to 
tango, and tlte "dtscovery" that tltere 1s sometltmg about tlte mdtv1d 
uals m v1rtue of which they are at fault is not a discovery at all but a 
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declSlon to view the situation through the eyes of the mstltutlon It 
amounts to the dec1S1on to blame the mdlVlduals for the problems of 
the m teract1on 

In extreme cases there is httle else gomg on than these a prion require 
ments, the empmcal part has actually shrunk to zero After the so called 
nots m Detroit m 1967, Dr Vernon Mark and Dr Wtlham Sweet, wnt 
mg m the Journal of the Amencan Medical Assoctaflon, had this to say 

If slum conditions alone deternuned and 1mbated nots, why are the vast 
maJonty of slum dwellers able to resist the temptations of unrestramed 
v10lence? Is there somethmg pecuhar about the v10lent slum dweller that 
differentiates rum from his peaceful neighbor? We need intensive 
research and chmcal studies of the mdiv1duals comm1ttmg the v10lence 
The goal of such studies would be to pmpomt, diagnose, and treat these 
people with low violence thresholds before they contribute to further 
tragedies 

The "treatment" they propose 1s psychosurgery lobotomy and other 
surgical techniques severing various connect10ns m the bram and pro 
ducmg a passive (and therefore "nonviolent") subject Given such a dras 
tic treatment, one would trunk that they would proceed with surgery 
only where there 1s very hard evidence of specific bram damage or an 
other, real, physiological cond1t1on, but thls is not so In fact the only 
evidence that exists 1s the overt "antisocial" behavmr The mference 
to an underlyrng phys10log1cal condition 1s purely a pnon there must 
be somethrng wrong with them because-look at how they're actmg1 

This move 1s an ethical disagreement d1sgmsed as a medical d1agnos1s, 
together with a kmd of mechamst1c reductiomsm, m effect sayrng, 
"After all, all behavior ult1mately has a phys10log1cal basis, and so thls 
does too'' 

In fact the:rr ent:rre position consists of methodological artlfac1s Fmt 
they set out a clear example of the rndlVlduahst problematic 

1 There must be some difference between md1vtduals who "not" 
and those who do not 

Notice the must the sure sign of a methodological reqmrement rather 
than an empmcal discovery 

The second key methodological move, after thts mdlVldual difference 
has been covertly postulated, 1s to announce that thlS dlfference, what 
ever 1t 1s, must be the cause of the vtolent behavtor In Colhngwood's 
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terms 1t 1s the factor wluch we manipulate to bnng about the desired 
effect Here the desired effect 1s pac1ficat10n 

Let us take the first pomt first Must there be some difference be 
tween those who "not" and those who do not? The answer, as we saw 
rn chapter 4, 1s not necessanly There may be no s1gmficant difference 
between the mdmduals who engaged m vmlence and those who did 
not, Just as there 1s no s1gn1f1cant difference between the molecules which 
are prec1p1tated out of a supersaturated solution and those which re 
mam m solutton We can explam why X percent were prec1p1tated with 
out bemg able to explain, of those X percent, why 1t was they 

A s1mtlar s1tuat1on seems to exist m ghetto rebellion The s1gruficant 
question 1s, Why do large numbers of people engage m such actions? not 
Why these people rather than those? 

In the second move, assuming that the md1V1dual dlff erences are the 
cause of the violence and hence the element that IS to change, they are 
comm1ttmg the same fallacy we saw working m the case of the woman 
and the psycluatnst Even 1f there were factors m those md1v1duals 
wluch were part of the causal account of why they rebel, 1t does not 
follow that they ought to change, for they may be morally deSirablel 
It may be, for example, that the people who rebelled (note the shift m 
termrnology) had a greater capacity for moral outrage at the system or 
less pass1V1ty or fatalISm Tlus view 1s ruled out of cons1deratton by 
the problematic as the doctors frame 1t 

And so we see a stnkmg, and tragic, example of how an mdlv1duahst1c 
problematic allows the scientist to blame the mdmdual and absolve 
the mst1tut1on All tlus 1s achieved by choosing the nght contrast space 
for the explanation The same sort of tlung will happen whenever (as, 
e g , m educational psychology) the choice of explanatory frame amounts 
to a chmce of who 1s to bear the burden of change and "adJustment " 
In these cases 1t 1s very unportant to see how these causal explanations 
are artifacts of the scientists' poht1cal and ethical values, presc1entific 
reqwrements rather than sc1ent1fic facts 
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Does Explanatory Relat1V1ty Imply Relat1v1sm? 
Suppose there are values mherent m any explanation Does th1s mean 
that all explanation 1s therefore subJect1ve? That no explanation 1s 
better than any other? These are the questions I pursue m this chapter 

I have been arguing that there 1s an ethics of explanation Choosmg 
one explanatory frame over another has value presuppos1t1ons and value 
consequences As a result of this the tradlt1onal conception of sCienhfic 
obJect1V1ty as value freedom 1s untenable This has been the thrust of 
recent philosophy of science 

Let us suppose that the posittv1st conception of mechanical, value free 
ob3ect1V1ty 1s 1mposS1ble What are we gomg to put m its place? If the 
positivist model of sc1entlf1c knowledge does not work, does 1t mean 
that there 1s something wrong with the model, or 1s there something 
wrong with the very idea of scientific obJectlVlty itself? 

Opm10n 1s dmded Some think that the error hes m thinking that 
there 1s such a thmg as obJect1V1ty at all In this vtew the very 1dea of 
tluth is the vtllam The cure 1s a thorough gomg relat1v1sm Nothing 
1s "true" You have your values and I have mme From your perspective, 
X 1s "true," from mme, Y 1s, and nothmg more can be said 

Such a view certainly reJects pos1tmsm but 1t also reJects a lot more 
the notion of scientific knowledge itself This kmd of position has be 
come much more popular recently among cntlcs of science and amounts 
to an outright ant1sc1entism or antlrat1onabsm 

The situation that has ansen 1s that the notion of scientific knowl
edge has become suspended between two extreme positions the pos1t1v 
1st conceptions of truth and obJectmty vs the ant1sc1ent1t1c attacks on 
them The truth, I thmk, bes with neither 

Consider, for example, the debate about whether sc1ent1flc observation 
1s obJect1ve The pos1tmsts beheved 1n a theory neutral observation 
which would serve as the umversal foundation for acceptmg and re1ectmg 
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theones The critJ.que of this idea and the re1ect1on of "1n1maculate per 
ceptlon" then lead to the opposite extreme, the view that all perception 
1s subJect1ve and personal and can vahdate nothing but the beliefs of 
the perceiver 

The same sort of opposition can be found m the controversy over 
how theories get corroborated Some think that theory testmg can be 
virtually mechamzed, with formal procedures for telling us degrees 
of confirmation Others thmk that theories are never really tested at 
all, that any evidence can be mamtamed m the hght of any theory 

In the debate over the nature of explanation the positivist models 
explanation as formal deduction a smgle, uniform model of a smgle, 
complete, correct explanation for a given phenomenon Once we see 
how untenable that 1s and how much of a part values play m explana 
t10n, 1t can be tempting to go to the opposite, sub1ect1V1st extreme and 
deny that any explanation 1s better than any other After all, what 
could make one better? From the pomt of view of one set of values, 
this and such may be the right explanation, from another set of values, 
something else may be right You pays your money, and you takes 
your choice, nothing makes a given explanation objectively correct 

There 1s an Important suppressed premise here, for the argument be 
gms with the observation that explanations depend on values and 
proceeds to the conclus10n that therefore there can be no fact of the 
matter about whether 1t 1s a good explanation The suppressed prem 
1se 1s, obviously, that values are purely subjective, that there 1s noth 
mg to say about whether one value 1s better than another This seems 
to me to be mistaken Explanations can be dependent on values without 
thereby becoming merely relative For msofar as we can say that the 
values of one explanatory frame are more appropriate to the s1tuat10n, 
or more Just, or more conducive to human welfare than another, we 
can argue f 01 the superiority of the relevant explanation 

Perhaps the Sllllplest case of this sort 1s one m which the value pref 
erence 1s based on strmghtforward ethical cons1deratlons Recall the 
example of the psychiatrist and the woman who was havmg fights with 
her husband Suppose that the source of the fights was that she wanted 
to take a class one evemng a week, and her husband ms1sted that she 
stay home to do household chores and respond to hts requests for snacks 
Now, from one pomt ofv1ew, the cause 1s the woman's ms1stence, from 
the other, the husband's refusal But IS that all there 1S to be said? 

Some snnple cons1derat1ons can derelat1V1ze this situation People 
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have a nght to certam kmds of self expression and self development, no 
husband has a nght to demand that sort of subservience from his wife, 
no senous competmg cons1derat10ns have been advanced by the husband, 
only tnv1al ones Cons1derat10ns hke these lead us to re3ect the husband's 
pomt ofv1ew and to hold the other explanation as the correct one 

Some will obJect that I am simply beggmg the quest10n agamst ethzcal 
relat1V1sm Perhaps I am Perhaps 1t ought to be begged We would need 
a maJor excursion mto ethical theory for a general d1scuss1on of what 1s 
wrong with relat1V1sm Fortunately, we do not need ethical theory to 
tell that the husband 1s wrong 

Of course, more complicated cases will not be so easy There may be 
senous controversy about the supenonty of one set of values to another 
and hence about what the nght explanation 1s If a man illegally carries 
a bomb on a ratlroad car and the bomb goes off, causmg a heavy scale 
owned by the ratlroad to fall on Mrs Palsgraf, is the railroad's scale part 
of the cause of Mrs Palsgrafs mJury? How we rule m this depends on 
whether we feel the ratlroad is responsible, m some ethical sense, for the 
mJury This can be debated There may also be general policy consider 
at10ns that suggest that the ratlroad should or should not be held respons 
1ble One could argue, for example, that 1f railroads were to be held 
responsible, they would not be able to survive economically Smee it 1s 
m the public mterest to have ratlroads, the railroad should not be held 
part of the cause Here, what the correct explanation 1s can be a function 
of general theories of the public mterest 1 

A s1mtlar statement can be made about the ways m wluch explanations 
depend on purposes We saw m the previous chapter that one explana 
tion can work for one purpose and another for another Sometimes pur 
poses are equal and one has no clrum over the other, as m the case of 
the home team versus the v1S1tors But are all purposes equal? Some 
times there are clear pragmatic reasons for preferrmg one purpose to 
another In the discussion of reduct10msm m chapter 2 the argument 
was that there were certam lillportant purposes for wluch reduction 
1st (micro ) explanations could not serve equally well as the explanat10ns 
they were supposed to be reducmg Recall the example of the foxes 
and rabbits As an answer to the quest10n Why did this rabbit die? there 

1 H L A Hart and A M Honore s Causatzon zn the Law (Oxford Oxford Um 
vers1ty Press 1959) contams an excellent analysis of these kmds of questions (see 
e g, their dlscuss1on of Palsgrafv Long Island RR ) 
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were two possible explanations, a microexplanat10n m terms of the 
positions and movements of the mdividual foxes and rabbits and a 
macroexplanation m terms of the fact that the fox population was high 
at that time 

These two explanat10ns did not serve our purposes equally well 
First, the mwroexplanation was completely unusable because of the 
staggermg unwieldmess of an equation m thousands of variables, whose 
mitial conditions must be known with impossibly great prec1S1on, and 
the computation of which would talce years No human bemg could ever 
employ such an explanation Here, then, the purposes which make the 
one explanation superior to another are not specific or parochial ones 
but rather the general human purpose m seekmg explanation itself 

Then there are other, more specific purposes which force a choice of 
one explanation over another The microexplanation of the rabbit's 
death had as its real obJect the rabbit's bemg eaten by that particular 
fox at that particular time, and this 1s all the local equations can tell 
us If we wanted to know what would have happened 1f things had 
been shghtly different, the microequations are not much help, because 
they are hyperspec1fic In particular, 1f we wanted to know what would 
have had to have been the case for the rabbit not to get eaten (by any 
fox), the microequattons are useless On the other hand the macroex 
planation does give us an answer to that quest10n 

So, 1f our purpose is avoidmg the death of the rabbit and not Just its 
death at the hands of a particular fox, we must choose the macro over 
the m1croexplanat10n But who 1s to say that this purpose is the dec1S1ve 
one? Well, we are It is defmitely more useful to be able to prevent the 
rabbit's death than to be able merely to prevent its death at a specific 
time and place 

DerelatlVlzmg Explanation 
So there are at least two ways of argumg that one explanat10n is superior 
to another It may proceed from values which are superior, or it may 
serve purposes which are more appropriate to our context In this sec 
tlon I contmue this hne of argument by proposmg addit10nal cntena 
for decidmg whether an explanation is a good one or is better than 
another The prev10us section concerned ethical and purposive grounds 
for preferrmg explanations But here my subJect is simply what makes 
an explanation a good one 

My goal is twofold first, to discuss general cntena for when one 
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explanation IS better than another, and second, to apply these criteria 
to the question of the relat10n between md1V1duahst1c and structural 
explanation m soCial theory 

In the previous chapter the conflict between these two forms of 
explanatJ.on was left at a certam pomt The md1V1dual and structural 
problematics were distinguished as bemg explanations m answer to 
drl'ferent questlons I argued that those different questions had differ 
ent value presuppos1t1ons and consequences But the problem was 
left there we did not have the nght to say that one was better than the 
other, they were JUSt-d1fferent But I think that the structural explan 
at1on 1s m some sense better than the mdiv1duahst1c one, and tlus 1s what 
I will try to show here I will apply the cntena for successful explana 
non to argue that in many cases the structural explanation 1s stnctly 
better 

Let us begm with an observation about the foxes and rabbits We 
noted m that case that the more detailed md1V1duahst1c explanation of 
the death of the rabbit contained many factors irrelevant to that out 
come Therefore, the outcome would have occurred whether or not the 
antecedent of the explananon actually happened 

ln the previous section this was presented as a fact about the unsmt 
ability of the m1croexplanat1on for certain purposes The general form 
of my complamt 1s this Let us represent an explanation by the formula 
"P explams Q " Then if P contains many irrelevant factors, 1t follows 
that we cannot tell from tlus explanation what could cause Q not to be 
the case In other words such an explanation does not tell us how to 
avozd or change Q 

The practical consequences of this are already clear m the foxes and 
rabbits case The md1V1duahst1c explanation gives us information sufft 
c1ent to ensure that the rabbit gets eaten but says nothmg about what 
might prevent the rabbit from being eaten In particular, 1t certainly 1s 
not true that if the rabbit had not started out m this spot, etc , 1t would 
not have been eaten, for 1t 1s hkely that the rabbit would have been 
eaten by some other fox On the other hand the structural explanatlon, 
wluch explams the death of the rabbit by appeal to the lugh fox pop 
ulat1on, does tell us what would have to be otherwise for 1t to be bkely 
that the rabbit not be eaten 

So the structural explanation tells us what the mdiv1duahst.1c one does 
not how to prevent the consequent How 1mportant 1s this? Often, 
especially in social theory, the d1ff erence 1s crucial In such cases we 
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have a practical mterest, hke preventmg or erad1catmg various soc1al 
conditions (say, poverty or unemployment) But 1f the explanation 1s 
of the mdmduahst1c type, 1t offers us only a set of conditions which 
are mechamcally sufficient to produce the outcome, we are not given 
precisely what we need 

There 1s an interesting lack of consurtency m this regard m the writ 
mgs of md1V1duahsts hke Karl Popper One of the pnmary goals of 
Ins The Open Society and Its Enemies was to defend "methodological 
mdlV1duahsm" agamst "hohsm " Although these are methodological 
doctrines 1t1 the philosophy of science, Popper argues them largely on 
the grounds of the political consequences they have Hohsts are total 
1tanans, he says, from Plato through Hegel and Marx, whereas md1 
viduahsts are liberals who beheve m the .. open society "The hnk between 
these methodological views and the poht1cal views they are supposed 
to represent 1s something like this Hohsts beheve that social change re 
quires a change of the whole social system Smee such revolutionary 
change 1s obv10usly bad, says Popper, we can mfer that hohsm 1s false 
(a very curious form of argument) The poht1cal approach associated 
Wtth mdlVlduahsm Popper calls "piecemeal social engmeenng", fmd a 
specific, concrete evtl and work to eradicate 1t 

The paradox 1s that mdlVlduahsts m general, and Popper m particular, 
subscribe to a model of explanatlon wh1ch would make this 1mposs1ble 
For md1V1duahst1c explanations are of the mechamcal sufficiency type. 
and such an explanat10n gives us no mf ormatton on how to eradicate 
or prevent the effect It would, of course, give us a necessary cond1t1on 
for avmdmg the effect, m the sense that, 1f P 1s sufficient for Q, and Q 
1s to be avo1ded, then P must be also But we have absolutely no idea 
what to do m order to avoid Q, or which of the alternatives to P will work 

The reason why mdmduahshc explanahon does not work m these 
cases 1s that social systems typically have redundant causality The re 
dundanc1es m the ecological system ensure that the rabbit will be 
eaten m a large class of m1t1al conditions, and this redundancy 1s typical 
of social systems Remove a few mdlVlduals and the system remams 
essentially the same Change the U11t1al condlt10ns or the nature of the 
mdwtdual dynamics over a wide range, and the overall system structure 
and dynamics remain the same 

Obviously, m cases which display high redundancy, explanations m 
terms of sufficient cond1t1ons will not tell us how to change thear obJects 
Th.ts entails a senous obJectlon to Poppenan analyses of social systems 
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We are supposed to engage m piecemeal social engmeenng, but the 
problem hes precisely m the 1mposs1bility, m typical cases, of proceed 
mg piecemeal The problem 1s that the phenomenon m question 1s 
connected m a redundant way with other phenomena Therefore we 
have to know how the whole thmg 1s wired up m order to see how 
to change Q Otherwise, our attempts to change Q are likely to have 
untoward effects elsewhere or even to result m makmg Q be the case 
once agam 

Attempts at piecemeal social engmeenng are notonous for this kmd 
of problem There 1s a problem, let us say, about traffic congestion 
on the old 2 lane road, so a 4 lane road IS built This piecemeal change 
works for a short time, but soon the attractiveness of the 4 lane road 
draws more people to use It, and soon we have heavy traffic on the new, 
wider, road The reason for this 1s that there IS a feedback mechanism 
operating, wluch the piecemeal approach could not take mto account 

But the difference between explanat10ns which provide counterfactual 
mformat10n and those wluch do not IS unportant for more than "merely" 
practical ieasons, m fact 1t 1s connected to the very idea of what a 
causal analysis 1s We need a knowledge of how to prevent the effect, 
and hence need negative counterfactuals, m very basic kmds of sc1ent1fic 
mvestlgat10n 

We know, for example, that smokmg causes lung cancer Right now 
all we have 1s a causal explanation of the sufftc1ent cond1t1ons type if 
someone smokes enough, the probab1hty of lung cancer 1s much higher 
But what we would really like to know 1s what about smokmg causes 
cancer, that 1s, what 1t 1s m the cause that 1s crucial or essential to the 
product10n of the effect We need a general account of the allowable 
vanat10ns m the effect By means of somethmg like Mill's methods, vary 
mg the causal factors one by one, we try to factor out the messenttal 
until we have arrived at the kernel or the essence of the situation, that 
is, those thmgs wluch are such that, had they not occurred, the effect 
would not have either 

I am saymg, therefore, that there 1s somethmg wrong with modehng 
the causal explanation as simply the givmg of sufficient conditions 
Moreover, what 1s wrong with 1t 1s not somethmg wluch shows up only 
when we attempt to apply the explanation m practical affairs, 1t 1s 
wrong even as a model of pure scientific explanat10n Tlus 1s a defect 
of reductionist arguments, to be sure, but it even goes agamst the 
abstract Hempehan model of explanation 1tself, for the heart of that 
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model 1s the fact that the antecedent constitutes a sufficient cond1t1on 
for the consequent 

There are two d1stmct strams m the lustory of analyses of causality, 
wluch can be roughly d1stmgU1shed as focusmg, respectively, on neces 
sary conditions and on sufficient conditions Interestmgly, both take 
their modern ongm from an assertion by Hume 

We may define a cause to be an obJect, followed by another, and where 
all the obpcts s1m1lar to the first are followed by obJects s1mtlar to the 
second Orm other words where 1f the first obJect had not been, the 
second never had existed 2 

Now what can he possibly mean by "m other words"? Those two clauses 
have very llttle to do with each other and certamly do not say the same 
thmg The one speaks of sufficiency, the other of necessity 3 

David Lewis notes this m a recent paper, remarking that "Hume de 
fined causallty twice over " 4 He observes that most modem writers have 
stuck with the first clause, sufficiency, and suggests a number of dtf 
ficulttes 1t faces d1stmguislung causes from omnipresent effects, ep1phe 
nomena, and preempted potential causes Claunmg that "the prospects 
look dark" for a sufflc.iency analysis of causallty, he offers mstead an 
analysis based on necesSity, that is, on the negative counterfactual In 
such an analysis the explanation of the death of the rabbit m terms 
of such factors as 1mt1al pos1t1ons turns out to be no explanation at all, 
smce the counterfactual 

If the rabbit had not been at x t, 
eaten 

, he would not have been 

1s simply false In the correspondmg causal claun, the antecedent 1s not 
necessary for the consequent 

2 D Hume, An Enquuy Concermng Human Undentandmg 2d ed, ed L A 
Selby B1gge (Oxford Oxford University Press 1902), VU, u (emphaslS added) 

3 G H von Wright m Explanatmn and Understanding (Ithaca New York 
Cornell University Press, 1971) p 184, notes thisJuxtapos1t1on and calls 1t a con 
fusion He cites Mill as subject to a similar confusion I myself am confused as 
to how Hume and Mill could have been so confused One 1s naturally reticent to 
attribute howlers to Hume and Mtll, yet how are we gomg to make sense of 
what they say? 

4 D LewlS Causation, Journalof Philosophy 10 (1973) 556-67 
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The Proper ObJect of Explanation 
Our first complaint against the nucroobJect m the foxes and rabbits case, 
that 1t did not lend itself to certain practical purposes, 1s connected 
to a more general claim about causal explanation per se The source of 
the defect in the m1croobJect 1S the fact that the system displays re 
dundant causahty 

In general, redundant causality makes for levels of explanation Even 
if is a m1i;ro1ma1v the overall with each state of 
assigned a m1crostate, the explanation of a given state will often be 
that the m1crosystem realizes a particular macrostructure 

Good examples of this phenomenon may be found m the attempts to 
explam social structures Levi Strauss's Elementary Struct:ures of Kzn 
shzp, 5 to choose an example, 1s the classic study of structures 
ways of d1v1dmg soc1et1es into famtly groupmgs and relations, especially 
for the purposes of marriage Kmshtp structures d1V1de society into 
different classes, by means of which the ehgibtltty of two people to 
marry each other may be determmed Given the class of an mdlVld 
ual, the structure dmdes the rest of society mto possible and forbidden 
spouses 

Anthropologists noticed that many kinship structures did what ap 
pears to us to be an odd thmg they dtstmgu1shed between what are called 
cross cousms, that 1s, between the daughter of mother's brother and 
the daughter of father's s1ster We are hkely to wonder what could pos 
s1bly explain such a dtstmct1on 

In an appendix to Lev1 Strauss's book the mathematician Andre Wetl 
proved a very mterestmg theorem 

Suppose we have a kmsh1p structure such that 
For each person, there ts exactly one type that he or she can 
marry, 

(2) For each person, the types of allowable mamage are deter 
mmed solely by sex and the marriage type of the parents, 

Then, 1f the structure 1s to be arb1trartly perpetuable, a man will 
have either the daughter of hts mother's brother pernuss1ble, or 
the daughter of hls fathels sister, but not both 

In other words, any system satisfymg the assumptions which did not 
draw the cross cousin distinction would fmd after tm1e that there were 

5 (Boston Beacon Press 1969) 
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mdmduals who could not be given a kmship status m a consistent 
fashmn So the d1stmct1on 1s necessitated by the reqmrement of stabtl 
1ty over time 

Is this an explanatwn? I thmk 1t 1s, one of an mterestmg kmd an 
explanation of a structural fact (the cross cousm d1stmct1on) by appeal 
to another structural fact (the requirement of stab1hty over tune) 
One property of a structure 1s explamed by c1tmg some other structural 
property 

N ot1ce that 1f we look solely on the mdmdual level we will miss this 
explanation altogether The usual m1croreduct1on considers the actions 
of md1V1duals to be bas1c Thus J W N Watkms says that we can re 
duce a social structure to "md1V1dual d1spos1t1ons to mamtam 1t " But 
where do these md1V1dual d1spos1t1ons come from? How are they to 
be explamed? 

Of course we cannot explam these mdlVldual d1spos1tions as d1spos1 
t1ons to mamtam the structure The natives m the tribe do not know 
Wed's theorem, and they need not have any motivation, conscious or 
otherw1Se, to mamtam the overall system The structural explanation 

stab11Ity • cross cousm d1stmct10n 

has no reality at the level of md.md.ual psychology 
What we do fmd on the mdlVldual level is mdlVlduals, acting for the 

sorts oflocal reasons that typically motivate mdlVlduals If we look at 
the actions of person A, we find that his reason for drawmg the dis 
tmctlon 1s that he was taught that 1t was unportant by person B Her 
reason for thmkmg 1t unportant refers back to her relat10n with per 
son C, who It 1s 1mposs1ble, on this level, to see where this ends or 
when we have a genume explanat10n 

Typically, explanations on the md1viduahst1c level display a certam 
c1rculanty We look at md1V1dual A domg X, and the m1croexplanatton 
1s that A 1s domg X because-everyone else 1s' This 1s often the only 
true explanation for why A 1s Xmg But then, of course, "everyone else" 
1s Just B and C and , and for each one of them, we have a Sllllllar 
explanation B 1s Xmg because everyone else 1s, and so forth 

The c1rculanty of the mdmduahshc explanatmns makes them unsat1s 
factory It does not help to be told that everyone 1s Xmg because every 
one else 1s What we want to know 1s not "Why 1s everyone Xmg?" 
taken one by one but rather m the sense of Why does this practice of 
Xmg exist? 
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The answer to tlus structural question gives us an explanation of the 
overall practice and, unportan tly, tells us how to go about changzng the 
practice Notice that the strategy of changing the X behavior of indi 
viduals one at a time is futile For each mdmdual the pressure of the 
others is sufficient to guarantee the Xmg On the other hand, if we 
have a structural explanat10n for the overall practice, we get an idea of 
how to go about changing everyone's behavior 

The phenomenon of each mdmdual's behavior dependmg on every 
one else's is found mall mterestmg cases of social practices In economics, 
for example, the behavior of any single participant m an economic sys 
tern must be explamed m terms of what everyone else 1s domg Yet this 
1s unsatisfactory as an explanation In the market, for example, each 
md1v1dual sets a price which 1s a function of the pnces set by everyone 
else Marx complams that 1f this 1s taken to be an explanatzon of pnces, 
1t 1s circular (He calls it a tautology ) What he wants explamed is why 
there is a given pnce system at all, and the mdmduahsttc level will not 
provide this 

The basic problem 1s that the phenomenon of mterest disappears when 
the system is resolved mto its mdmdual components Thls 1s not some 
mysterious fact about social systems but a very general property of levels 
of analysis m vanous kinds of complex systems 

Consider, for example, a vibratmg strmg, whose resonance patterns 
we wISh to study The usual procedure is to assume that the strmg is a 
continuum and that its position is a contmuous funct10n of tune 

In a sense this 1s false Stnngs are not contmua, m fact there are no 
contznua A stnng "is really" a very large number of molecules held 
together by bmding forces of various kmds The very idea of a physical 
contmuum is, m a sense, a fiction 

But it is a useful fiction For suppose we descend to the level of 
analysis of the stnng as a billion body problem m particle mechamcs 
We get no better explanat10n of the gross properties of the strmg than 
we had before, and to the extent to which the b1lhon body problem 
does explam some property of the stnng, it is only because the billion 
bodies approxunate a contmuum' 

Moreover, the contmuous strmg, as a level of analysis, permits analytical 
techniques not available on the microlevel For example, we can speak of 
the denvative of the strmg function and analyze various causal facts about 
the stnng as facts about the denvative of the function f Such statements 
are obviously meanmgful only on the macrolevel of analysis 
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Cons1derat10ns hke these unply that some quest10ns are only askable 
at a certam level of analysis This, m turn, means that not all obJects 
of explanation are created equal Some give nse to relevant causal reg 
ulanties and some do not 

This has been true m a number of the examples we have been review 
mg The overall form of these cases 1s as follows F1rst there 1s an md1 
viduahst1c level, a state space of huge dunens1on By makmg vanous 
structural assumptions, we are able to reduce greatly the number of 
dunens1ons of the problem In the case of the foxes and rabbits, for ex 
ample, the problem can be reduced globally to a two d1mens1onal space 
(U = number of foxes, V = number of rabbits) with a global equation 
relatmg them Th.ls equation says, m effect, that the only thmg that 1s 
causally relevant to the (U, V) level 1s the previous (U, V) level This, 
m turn, enables us to defme an equivalence relation, "dlff ers messen 
t1ally from" two m1crostates are equivalent 1f they have the same (U, V) 
value What 1s unportant m th.ls case 1s that the eqmvalence relation 1s 

an eqmvalence from the pomt of view of causality equivalent m1cro 
states have the same dynamical properties 

In such cases an explanatory advance ts made by collapsmg by means 
of th.ls eqmvalence relation If X 1s a given equivalence class [a set of 
m1crostates havmg the same (U, V) value] , we can answer the quest10n 
that has the form Why X? without knowmg whzch of the underlying 
m1crostates 1s m fact the case Moreover, 1f we know the current macro 
state, we can explam future developments of the macrostate We can 
say that some member of the class Y will be reahzed We cannot, at this 
level, say which member of Y 1t will be but then we do not want to 
The idea 1s to forgo a certam spec1f1c1ty m order to get explanatory 
power, for 1t will be much easier to exp lam why some member of Y will 
be realized than 1t 1s to explam why, given that some member ofY 
must be reahzed, 1t 1s th.ls one rather than that one 

Essentially the same phenomenon can be found m the other examples 
of the earlier chapters The thermodynarmcs of gases, for example, 
illustrates a similar pomt In that case the md1vtduahsttc level consists 
of the locations and velocities of the md1V1dual gas molecules Every 
molecule has a certam velocity, but the quest10n 

Why does m0 have velocity Vo? 

has no real nontrivial answer because the causal history which led to 
that state was a chaotic and unstable one The slightest perturbation of 
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of the 1mtial state of m0 would have resulted in a completely different 
history, at which we cannot even guess When we pass to the statistical 
level of descnpt10n, we forgo a great deal of specific explanatory power, 
the power to answer mdiv1dualistic quest10ns, but we gain another 
kmd of explanatory power, the power to explain and predict certain 
patterns in the overall ensemble 

This becomes especially important m social cases, where ma sumlar 
fashion the ch01ce of explanatory level affects whether we get a non 
tnvial explanation at all We saw this m considering the analyses of 
economic distnbut1ons by Jencks et al There the mdtv1dual1stic level 
consisted of quest10ns like 

Why does Ao have economic status PO? 

and the answer Jencks proposed was chaotic and random factors We 
see now how this was produced by a focus on the wrong quest10n If we 
ask for the explanat10n, not of particular fortune and misfortune but 
of patterns of inequality, there are nontrivial explanations 

So the quest10n is one of the proper obJect of explanation The view 
I am suggestmg denies the relativistic compromise of saymg that one 
explanation is good for one object and another for another, because it 
holds that some obJects are superior to others 

The general cntenon relevant m the cases we are dealing with 1s that 
an object of explanation should be chosen which is stable under small 
perturbat10ns of its conditions In the whole mtcrospace of the foxes 
and rabbits system there is a point corresponding to the death of that 
rabbit at the hands of that fox, at that place and time, and so forth 
Now imagme a kmd of mesh laid over the space, which determines what 
is to count as relevantly the same as that event (This 1s, in effect, the 
contrast space of the explanat10n ) If the mesh is very fine, the resulting 
causal relations will be relatively unstable Perturbmg the mitial con 
d1t1ons slightly will result m a situation which is different, inequivalent 
If, however, we choose a mesh large enough (and cleverly enough) we 
can capture a stable relation, like the one between high fox populat10ns 
and high hkehhoods of rabbit deaths 

The weakness of the m1croreduct10n can then be put this way Not 
only are the outcomes m the micromodel unstable under perturbations 
of the boundary cond1ttons, but, what 1s worse, the size of the per
turbation necessary to destab1hze the predzctlon zs less than the degree 
of error introduced by the idealizing assumptions Real foxes will 
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never correspond exactly to the ideal foxes of any model But 1f the 
difference between foxes and ideal ones is large compared to the 
sensit1V1ty of the model, the model becomes essentially and inherently 
useless 

Thus, all objects of explanation are not equal Some give nse to stable 
causal relations or laws, and others do not 

Stability 
The general cntenon I am using, that a good explanat10n should be 
stable under perturbat10ns of its assumptions, is worth discussmg m its 
own right 

It occurs m an early form, and is explicitly defended, m an excellent 
account m Duhem's 1914 The Azm and Structure of Physical Theory 
He says that a real fact is represented by a theoretical fact, which is 
therefore an approximat10n to it The position of an object, for example, 
1s represented by a mathematical pomt in a Euclidean space But the 
real fact can be known only approximately, there 1s always some rough 
ness many measurement Therefore, he says, the explanations we frame 
of the behavior of these quantities must be stable under small pertur 
bat10ns 

Suppose, for example, that we wanted to explam why a certam group 
of masses, the system of the Earth, the sun, and Jupiter behaved as 
they do (This is the usual approximat10n to the solar system ) Suppose 
we are mterested in why they have a trajectory of kmd T Suppose 
further that we could show that any three masses that had properties 
P 1 , , P n would move m a T traJectory, and, lastly, suppose we 
have ascertained through observat10n that the Earth, the sun, and Jup1 
ter actually have properties P 1 , , P n It looks, then, as 1f we have 
an explanation of T, based on the deduct10n 

T 
Yet this may fail as an explanat10n Consider the law L It might be the 
case that, while L carries the poznt P 1 , , P n mto a T traJectory, 
1t 1s 1.mstable at such a pomt and that pomts near P1 , , Pn are earned 
mto traJectones which do not have T If this 1s the case, the above form 
1s unsuitable for an explanat10n of T, because we cannot know that 
P 1, , Pn are exactly correct, and 1f they are not, the explanat10n fatls 
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Duhem gives an example of tlus denved from Hadamard A particle 
moves on a surface under some forces There are some protuberances or 
horns on the surface The possible world lmes or traJectones for the 
particle run all over the -surface Some wmd around one horn, some wmd 
around another, some wmd around one horn for a number of turns 
and then depart for mfamty 

We might try to employ this model to explam an actual traJectory, 
say, one that wmds forever around one horn, by citmg its mitlal con 
d1tlon and then provmg that the trajectory through that mitial posi 
tlon wmds forever around that horn But this would be fallac10us as an 
explanatmn, Duhem says, if the law is not stable at that pomt In the 
snnple case studied by Hadamard, this actually happens "The [ tra1ec 
tory] which remams at a fmite distance while turnmg contmually 
around the nght horn will not be able to get nd of those unfaithful 
companions who, after turnmg hke itself around the nght horn, will 
go off mdefamtely" (p 141) This 1s true no matter how tightly we 
restrict the bundle of traJectones passmg near the one m quest10n His 
conclusion is that 

a mathematical deduction is of no use to the phys1c1st so long as it 1s 
limited to asserting that a given rigorously true proposition has for 
its consequence the rigorous accuracy of some such other proposition 
To be useful to the physicist, it must still be proved that the second 
proposit10n remains approximately exact when the first is only approx 
imately true 6 

Rene Thom generalizes Duhem's cntenon mto an axiom for all math 
ernatical models smce the real object 1s known only approximately, 
the model must be shown to be stable 7 

It seems possible to give a general argument for such an axiom, an 
argument which 1s essentially Kantian what are we jUst1faed m assummg 
m order that the situat10n be modeled at all? What must the objects 
of knowledge be hke m order that knowledge of them be possible? In 
this case the problem is one of fittmg 1deahzed models to real obJects 

Science, after all, deals m 1dealzzatzons We assume that there is no 

6 P Duhem The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory (New York Atheneum 
1977) (p 143 emphasis ongmal) 

7 Cf Structural Stabzlzty and Morphogenesis Abraham s Foundatzons of Me 
chanzcs (1st ed) contams an excellent dlscuss1on of the axiom of stab1hty appl!ed 
to models of the solar system 
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rur resistance or fnctlon, that spheres are perfectly round, walls perfectly 
hard, collisions perfectly elastic We assume that there are no transac 
t10n costs or that each player has perfect or total mformation We assume 
that energy IS conserved, that the diameters of the molecules are small, 
that mtermolecular forces are neghg1ble We assume that the effects of 
any one trader on the market can be ignored, that the number of traders 
is large, or that the system is bemg viewed m the long run 

Of course, all of these are false There 1s actually air resistance, spheres 
are nevei perfectly round, and so on In the happy cases these ideahza 
tions work That is, the fact that reality 1s not exactly as supposed by 
the ideal theory does not mtroduce any essential problems 

Trus is not always true Sometimes the ideahzmg assumpt10ns intro 
duce fundamental error into the model In such cases the theoretical re 
suits may be artifacts of the ideahzmg assumptions and hence inapphcable 
to the real world In extreme cases, the idealizing assumpt10ns make the 
model completely inappbcable to a given problem or produce paradox 
ical results 

Thus, we may study the collision of billiard balls by assuming that 
there is no fnctlon For certain purposes this ideahzat10n mtroduces no 
fundamental error If the real world is tolerably close to the model, 
tl1e coll1S1ons wtll be tolerably similar to the theoretical predict10ns But 
for other purposes, for example, studymg the long run behavior, the 
1dealizmg assumptions render the problem incoherent On a fnctionless 
btlhard table, all games last one shot 

Often, paradoxical conclusions can be drawn from the idealizing 
assumptions We may assume that we are interested m the long run be 
hav1or of the economic system, but, as Keynes observed, in the long 
run we are all dead We may assume that space and time are infinitely 
div1S1ble, yet tlus leads to Zeno's paradoxes We assume m the ideal 
gas that the molecules have negligible diameters, yet this leads to Krun 
chin's paradox, described in chapter 2 mfimtely small molecules must 
be bumpmg into one another with great regularity 1 We assume that a 
player assigns a utility to an outcome wruch 1s a real number, yet the 
probability of assignmg any particular real number 1s zero 

The problem, then, 1s to be able to say when an 1deahzmg assumpt10n 
has introduced essential error for a particular application and when 1t 
has not One condit10n clearly necessary for apphcab1hty 1s the reqmre 
ment of stability m a certain charactenstic form Generally speakmg, 
the 1deahzmg assumption can be put m the form of an assumption that 
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some parameter = 0 Tlus may be the fnct1on, the v1scos1ty of a fluid, 
or the deviation from sphencahty of a sohd obJect The question 1s 
then, Suppose the parameter 1s perturbed to a value e, where e 1s small 
but different from zero What the model look like then? If 1t 1s 
quahtatively different, our assumptions may lead to trouble We can 
therefore say that one obJect of explanation 1s superior to another 1f 
1t displays stab1hty with respect to crucial perturbations 8 

The Pragmatics of Explanation 
One obJection 1s hkely to arise to d1scuss1on of explanations and pur 
poses It stems from a conv1ct1on that practical considerations should 
not be confused with logical ones and that purposes are really extra 
neous to a logical analysis of explanation The pos1tmst would say 
sometlung hke "Your cntena for good explanations, bemg pragmatic, 
are not really part of the logic of explanation, but rather of its psy 
chology or rhetoric If, for example, a m1croexplanat1on exists 1n a 
particular case, reductlomsm 1s true Whether you find such an explan 
anon convement for your purposes 1s another matter altogether" 

Tlus pomt of view is hard to Justify m the case of explanations, which, 
as we have seen, are essentlally pragmatic The art of explanation zs the 
art of throwmg away almost all the data and f orgettmg almost all the 
condttlons How can we d1stmgu1sh between what 1s necessary and what 
1s (merely) convement m the case of explanations, wluch are by their 
nature convemences? The pos1t1V1st wants to say that the explanations 
promised by m1croreductlon are perfectly good ones, Just mconven 
1ent, smce each one would be fatter than any telephone book But ex 
planat1ons are functional thmgs, they have a Job to do and as such 
mherit the same 1S more" ~..,~,tnF,ttl' that any ril'Ttnn~1 obJect has 
With such ob3ects there can be no ngid distlncbon between somethmg's 
domg its JOb badly and its s1mply not domg its Job If I offer you a car 
rot as a letter opener, 1s the carrot Just a poor letter opener (one which 
1s "mconvement"), or do we want to say that 1t 1s no letter opener at 
all? There 1s not a sharp dlstlnct1on to be drawn 

8 If the model does not d1splay thlS stab1hty for V = O we must go to a more 
complex model, m whtch V"' e ::/= 0 and which approxnnates the ongmal model 
aq e • 0 Thus such cases are examples of a generahzed correspondence prmc1 
ple, by analogy with the correspondence of special relat1V1ty to classtcal mechan 
1cs "at V = 0 The more complex theory 1s superior to the theory at V = O" 
because 1t contams the latter as a case and shows the domam of val1d1ty 
and mvahd1ty of the model 
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The pos1t1V1st separation oflogic and praginatlcs meant that for many 
years praginattcs was the Cinderella of language, forced to stay home 
and do the dirty work whtle sisters syntax and semantics received all the 
attention It was generally relegated to a mention m passing m the early 
pages of an author's work, usually consistmg of the remark that praginat-
1c cons1derat1ons such as friction and air resistance in mechanics would 
be ignored This attitude was common to formal logicians hke Carnap and 
Hempel, as well as natural lmgiusts hke Chomsky 

W1ttgenstem and Austin led the cnttc1sm of this view, arguing that 
many of the crucial features oflanguage, especially meaning and reference, 
could not be captured except by lookmg at the s1tuat10ns arid contexts 
m which a particular piece of lariguage functtons and the uses to which 1t 
1s put there They emphasized language as an activity, as Inherently 
functional 

The earher, positivist, view had seen praginabc cons1derattons to be 
the sorts of tlungs a se1ent1flc model would abstract from In this new 
view they were the heart of the matter "We have got on to shppery 
ice where there 1s no friction and so m a certam sense the conditions are 
ideal, but also, Just because of that, we are unable to walk We want 
to walk so we need friction Back to the rough ground " 

My claim is that explanation 1s a surularly praginat1c notion If what 
we want 1s a theory of explanation which accounts for when (and why) 
an explanation is not informative, not relevant, or beside the pomt, 
or begs the question, or 1s tautologous, or has the wrong presuppos1t1ons, 
or 1s useless to a certam purpose, or 1s not the sort of tlung that could 
be an explanation, or does not have the right form, or asks the wrong 
question, then our theory will have to take mto account the ways m 
which contexts affect the meanmg of what 1s said 

For example, the discussion of contrast spaces and the relatmty of 
explanation was a discussion from the pomt of view of the praginattcs 
of explanation All the notions invoked there, hke mformatlveness, 
speaking to the question, relevance, bemg "about" different things or 
the same thing, and utihty m practice, are all praginat1c notions A 
stmtlar tbJ.ng can be said about the reqmrement of stability The idea 
that an explanat10n should remain "quahtat1vely" stmtlar under "small" 
perturbations mvolves two praginat1c notions 9 

9 Pragmatic m this context, means that these notions are not sunply functions 
of the meanings of the words mvolved but depend on the behefs, purposes, and 
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I want to explore further one of the dunensmns m which explanatmn 
is pragmatic the way m which the obJect of explanation reflects what 
1s, and what 1s not, bemg explamed ill a given case 

It 1s natural to want to say that an explanation 1s about the world Ex 
planat1ons of the C1V1l War or of why the vase broke are ill some sense 
about the ClVll War and the vase It also seems natural to try to explicate 
this concept of "aboutness" by the traditional notion of 1 eference The 
explanandum, the obJect of explanation, has a term which refers to a real 
obJect m the world 

But this real obJect 1s represented withm the explanation as an ideal, 
theoretical obJect Explanation 1s caught, and hves, m a tension between 
these two requirements On the one hand, explanat10ns are about the 
world and so must refer to real thmgs On the other hand, every explan 
at1on must have some generahty, and so its object must m some sense 
be abstract 

In the sunplest possible case the explanation concerns some concrete 
particular and explams why 1t has some property why the vase broke 
or why these mice developed tumors In such cases, as we have seen, the 
generality ts expressed by the presuppos1t10ns, which reflect the domam 
m which the explanation 1s vahd 

Serious difficulties occur as soon as we move away from this snnple 
case to quest10n the presuppos1t10ns themselves Because the presuppos1 
ttons reflect the domam of vahd1ty of a particular form of explanation, 
questionmg the presuppositions amounts to askmg why the form 18 vahd, 
that 18, askmg why a particular pattern holds Scientific act1Vtty con 
s1sts essentially m act1V1ty of this kmd If mouse X develops a tumor, the 
question 

Why did mouse X develop a tumor? 

may be answered 

because 1t was mJected with agent Y 

But this answer wins no prizes What we really want to know 1s a higher 
order question 

so on of the speakers on a particular occasion See R Stalnaker 'Pragmatlcs,' m 
D Davidson and G Harman eds Semantics of Natural Language (Dordrecht and 
Boston D Reid! 1972) pp 380-97 and S Cavell Must We Mean What We 
Say?' mMust We Mean What We Say? (New York Scribners 1969), for two dtf 
ferent accounts of the pragmat1c d1mens1on 
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Why do animals (mice? mammals?) mJected 
with agent Y develop tumors? 

175 

Sc1entrfic explanation questions the presuppos1t1ons of ordmary first 
order explanation We want to know why vanous patterns are the case 
why people behave as they do, why ice contracts when heated, or whf 
the levels of foxes and rabbits undergo osclllat1ons 

The structure of the explanation of patterns 1s almost completely 
unknown Hempel, for example, confesses that "the precise rational 
reconstruction of explanation as applied to general regulant1es presents 
pecuhar problems for which we can offer no solution at present "10 

I want to examine further the nature of such explanations, begmnmg 
With a lmguistic difference between the explanation of patterns and the 
explanation of part1culars 

Suppose someone asks the question 

Why 1s Joan's husband a Democrat? 

and receives the followmg two different answers to 1t 

Answer 1 "Because he's a liberal, you know, and liberals tend to 
vote Democratic " 

Answer 2 "Why 1s her husband a Democrat? Oh, she's a lifelong 
Democrat herself Her husband would have to be a Demo 
crat, she'd never marry anyone who wasn't" 

In answer l, the speaker is constrUlfig the term "Joan's husband" to 
refer to a certain person and 1s explaming wby he (however we refer to 
htm) 1s a Democrat In answer 2, on the other hand, the speaker takes 
as a hve part of the explanation the fact that he 1s Joan's husband In the 
fmt case there 1s substitutmty of co referential terms, for the first 
explanat10n works equally well to explain why he, Harold, Sam's brother, 
and so on 1s a Democrat But in answer 2 there 1s a failure of subst1tu 
tmty Explammg why Joan's husband 1s a Democrat m this sense does 
not also explain why Sam's brother 1s a Democrat, even though they are 
the same person 

The refemng phrase "Joan's husband" 1s occurring in a different way 
m.the two different cases In the first case the fU11ct10n of the referrmg 
phrase 1s merely to mark the thing bemg discussed The fact that the 

10 Aspects of Scumhftc ExplanatlOn p 273 
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thmg bemg talked about (Joan's husband) actually has the property used 
to refer (being marned to Joan) 1s not an issue for this explanation In 
the second question. however, 1t 1s a hve issue why the thing m question 
has that property 

The two different ways m which the refernng term can occur 1s very 
close to a d1stmct1on drawn by Donnellan, who speaks of referentzal vs 
attnbutwe occurrence 11 When a term occurs referentially, its function 
1s only to pick out the sub1ect of discourse, but when 1t occurs attrlbu 
tively, 1t 1s a hve issue that the thing m question has the property 
Although Donnellan does not treat the case of explanations, the structure 
seems close enough to warrant borrowmg his termmology 

Questions m which referring terms occur attnbut1vely have a structure 
completely different from those m which the term occurs referentially 
The fact that we cannot substitute one refemng term for another which 
refers to the same thmg 1s only the most obvious symptom of what 1s 

m fact a different kmd of explanation 
For example, suppose someone asked m 1936, "Why 1s Roosevelt's 

runnmg mate a southerner?" and received an answer, "In order to balance 
the ticket " The person glVlng the answer has construed the referring 
expression, "Roosevelt's runnmg mate," to be occurnng attnbut1vely 
The symptom of this 1s the failure of substltut1V1ty Although 

Roosevelt's runnmg mate = John Nance Garner 

1t 1s false that the explanatmn explains why John Nance Garner was a 
southerner (Indeed, 1t 1s hard to 1magme what could possibly count 
as an answer to that question ) 

What the attnbutive question 1s really asking can be put several different 
ways We could say that the "the" that (tmphcttly) occurs m these 
referrmg phrases (the runmng mate of Roosevelt, the husband of Joan) 
1s not the usual "the" but rather the generic "the" that occurs m phrases 
hke "the whale feeds on plankton " Thrn 1s a statement about whales, 
not about some particular whale, as "the whale was pursued by the 
Pequod" would be 

But appealmg to the notion of the generic "the" 1s not really an analysis 
of the phenomenon The crucial features of this kmd of question are as 
follows First, when someone asks why the X 1s Gm this sense, they are 

11 K Donnellan, "Reference and Definite DescnptJ.ons, Ph1losoph1cal Review 
75 (1966) 281-304 
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askmg for an explanat10n of a general state of affairs Why 1t 1s that 
anything which Is the X must also be G Second, they are askmg why a 
certam causal connection holds Why 1t ts that anythmg which 1s the 
X must be G, not Just why 1t happens to be G What 1s really bemg asked 
1s why a certam general causal connection holds between the property 
of bemg Joan's husband and the property of bemg a Democrat, or the 
property of bemg Roosevelt's running mate and the property of bemg a 
southerner 

Nothmg m the traditional dlscuss1on of the logic of explanation eqmps 
us to handle this kmd of case, 1t 1s a new vanety of explanation, whose 
true nature 1s very dlfferent from 1ts surface logic The real nature of 
such questions cannot be brought out on the logical models because what 
they are askmg 1s why a certain causal relation holds In other words 
their obJect of explanation 1s 

Why X causes Y 

Turn 1s not a well formed ob1ect from the pomt of view of tradltional 
logic According to that viewpoint one should not explam why some 
thing causes something else, rather, one should explam why somethmg 
happened by c1tmg somethmg whtch caused 1t The notion of cause 1t 
self cannot appear among the thmgs to be explamed 12 But that 1s 
JUSt the point of the attributive question to ask why a certam causal 
relation holds 

In fact we have been lookmg all along at examples of this type of 
quest10n The structural explanations that I have been defendmg are 
nothmg more than answers to questions m the attr1but1ve sense Thrn 
drntmct10n between these kmds of quesbons may help cast some 
hght on the real cilfference between mdmduahstlc and structural explana 
tlon 

Structural Explanation 
In mdmduahstlc explanation a question about a thmg really 1s about that 
thing We want to know why Harry 1s unemployed, why Mary got the 
A, and so on As questions about those very mdlviduals they take a stan 
dard form A property of the mdlVldual 1s sought which differentiates 
tliat mdlvidual from the other md1v1duals who do not have the tratt 

12 Tlus lS another legacy of empmc1sm, accordmg to whch causabty 1s not 
somethmg in the world but only a mental Judgment about the world 
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bemg explamed The term which 1s used to refer to that mdl.vidual 1s 
1mmatenal, that 1s to say, the term occurs referentially If Mary i'l<>r1n"'"' 

to be the oldest person m the we can use that to refer to her and 
ask the question 

Why did the oldest person m the class get the A? 

If we really want to ask JUst the questlon why she got the A, the answer 
18 

because she wrote the best 

Notice that 1s what we want to know 1s why this person got the A, the 
referrmg term "the oldest person" must be construed to occur referen 
t1ally 

If we read the occurrence m the attnbunve sense, we get a completely 
different quest10n, for now the person 1s askmg why a certam connection 
holds between bemg the oldest person and gettmg the A In this readmg, 
the answers are very different If the quest10n 1s 

Why did the oldest person m the class get the A? 

one possible answer 1s 

Well, you know Anstotle says that ethics requires a certam level of 
maturity Maybe bemg the oldest really helped her 

Or we m1ght thmk that there 1s no explanatory connection between 
bemg the oldest and gettmg the A Then we would have to answer the 
question with somethmg hke 

Why did the oldest person the A? Gee, I don't know No reason, 
really, lt JUSt happened that way 

Perhaps the most s1gn1f1cant thmg we can say about the structural 
question 1s that 1t amounts to quest1onmg why the mdmduahst1c explana 
t1on 1s an explanation Suppose the form of our question 1s 

why the F 1s G 

If "the F" 1s occurring referentially, the answer will be some explanation 
c1tlng a property of the F, mcludmg, posSibly, the very fact that 1t 1s 

the F It may be that the reason why the F 1s G 1s that 1t 1s, mdeed, the 
and therefore, m that case, 1t would be nontnv1al and explanatory 

to cite that as the answer to the question m this sense 
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But suppose more generally that we have asked why the F 1s G, m the 
referential sense, and have received as an answer 

because 1t 1s the X (and all X's are G's) 

Here the person 1s saymg that the fact that 1t 1s the X explams the fact 
that 1t 1s G But suppose we could not accept tlus Suppose we did not 
see why bemg the X explamed the fact that 1t ts G, or suppose that some 
how we wanted to quest10n the explanatory force of c1tmg X as an ex 
planat10n Then the form that our further question would take would 
be 

Yes, but why 1s the X G? 

but this time with "the X" occurnng attnbutively 
So the attnbut1ve question 1s the one wluch enables us to 

(1) question the presuppos1t10ns of the mdlVlduahsttc explanation 
frame and 

(2) ask why a general causal relation holds, 

that 1s, the one which enables us to ask the structural question 
The various virtues which have been claimed for structural explanation 

flow from this characterization of 1t as mvolvmg such attributive ques 
t10ns In particular this 1s true of what was said m chapter 2 about 
structural explanat10n bemg mdependen t of the nature of the substrate 
When we ask why the F 1s Gm the referential sense, we are refemng to 
the F, and askmg something about it But 1f we are askmg why F 1s G m 
the attrtbutive sense, we are not really refernng to the tlung which ts 
the F, we are asking why anything which holds that pos1t10n ( of bemg 
the F) would be G, so our request 1s not about that thmg and hence 1s 
mdependent of the particular nature of that thmg 

In social theory the dlstmct1on between the two kmds of questions 
1s most important, and here the interplay between them becomes even 
more complex We can d1stlngu1sh withm social theory two different 
types of explanat10n In one of them, which seeks to explam particular 
social states, the obJect of explanation 1s some identifiable individual's 
having some particular property, and the form of explanation 1s to cite 
a specific antecedent condition and a general law or rule Tlus was the 
case for Noz1ck's formulation of the market, m which the obJect of ex 
planat1on 1s a set of actual holdmgs by 1dent1fiable md1V1duals, and whose 
explanation took the form of an appeal to the laws of exchange and 
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appropriation within the free market It was also the case for social 
Darwmism, m whlch, agam, the obJect of explanation was a set of specif 
1c people having specrl'ic social pos1t1ons, and the explanation proceeded 
via the "laws" gowmmg social mobibty m the given system 

Of course, part of what 1s wrong with these explanations can be dis 
covered only by looking at their content One must look at exactly what 
the market advocates say about how markets operate, or what so01al 
Darwinists say about social mobtl1ty But my pomt 1s that part of what ts 
wrong with them can be grasped by an exammat10n of their form alone, 
they are defective as explanations m the nature of their obJect and m 
what they count as an acceptable explanation of that obJect Tius 1s so 
because, by their nature, they do not allow for the cnt1que of laws and 
pnnc1ples but rather take them to be given once and for all, with all 
explanation bemg explanatlon of particular configurations m terms of 
those laws and prmctples 

We need a form of social explanation m which social patterns and laws 
are the obJects of explanat10n, not JUSt the thmgs which are the givens 
m explanation Tius 1s, I said, the advantage of Rawls's approach over 
Noz1ck's, for Rawls the basic rules of society are to be explained 

Why do we need such a form of explanation? Why 1s 1t important for 
us to be able to explam social laws and patterns? Perhaps the most 
basic answer 1s that we want to be able to explam social laws because, 
ultimately, we can change them The structuraltstic pomt of view en 
ables us to make social rules and mst1tut1ons problematic ma way whlch 
the mdmduahstlc mode simply does not Tius 1s especially valuable 
when we are lookmg practically at future social s1tuat1ons 

For example, several years ago the Un1vers1ty of X announced that 
there would be a quota on tenure only 60 percent of the faculty could 
be tenured We were also told that, m hght of this, some of the people we 
had nommated for tenure could not get 1t And so the question arose 
Wluch of the people nonunated most deserved it? The dean turned to us 
and said, Well, whlch people should 1t be? Don't you want faculty con 
trol over somethmg bke that? 

It became apparent that there was somethmg wrong with thls quest10n, 
despite the fact that the questlon itself makes sense The questlon 

Given that some people will be demed tenure, 
why should 1t be those people? 

1s a perfectly reasonable question There are differences among people, 
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and 1f only some could get tenure there were reasons why some of them 
would more of a claim to 1t than others 

Nevertheless, despite the meaningfulness of this question, 1t had to 
be reJected instead of answered What was wrong with 1t was that it had 
a presupposttlon, a given clause, that we were not prepared to accept as 
given, at any rate, at least not yet We could not see why only 60 oe1·cer1t 
of the faculty should be tenured and, practically spealong, we did not 
accept this as a given We intended to challenge 1t and had at least some 
confidence m our to the outcome, and so we saw the 
structural condtt1on as problematlc 13 

But m order to succeed m our orgamzmg against the tenure quota, we 
had to set aside any sort of inquiry mto the d1vmve question of who 
should get tenure if we fatled In order to build a coaht10n that could 
actually have an on the 60/40 rule, questlons ofmd1V1dual differ 
ences had to be ruled out of order as counterproductive 

For 1t 1s clear what would happen 1f those questions were opened One 
person would say, "Well, certainly, 1f only some people can get tenure, 
this woman from History surely deserves 1t " And then someone from 
Engbsh would say, "Oh yeah? What about the Barzino thmg? You didn't 
vote for that then, when 1t was our candidate No, I think Ralph should 
get 1t He's overdue " 

And what can you say? He zs overdue But you thmk other cons1dera 
t1ons are more important And what about the Barzino case anyway? 

Whtle we are thmkmg about this, we are domg nothmg about challeng 
mg the basic presuppos1t10n of this entire hne of inquiry And 1t 1s not 
JUSt that these questions take up tlllle and energy that could be used for 
a better purpose, that they are a mere distraction a televtston pro 
gram, rather, the pursmt of that question would causally undenmne the 
coaht1on which was needed Consequently, by our very act of engaging 
m that hne of questlomng, we would have causally contnbuted to its 
presuppos1t1on's bemg true 

We were able to resist doing refused to rank our candidates, and 
mstead organized against the tenure quota As 1t turned out, more 
than 60 percent tenure The moral of this story 1s that there 1s a 
certam amount of existentiahty to these S1tuat1ons We are presented 
with a given, a putatzve given, and then we get to decide whether to 

13 The behef m our ab1hty to change the situation was necessary assumption 
necessary for our activities to make sense 
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accept that as given and therefore to reason w1thm it On the one hand, 
nothmgforces us to take 1t as given Even 1f 1t looks unavoidable, there 
1s always some chance that 1f we committed ourselves totally to malong 
the presupposition false, we could succeed Al!, a result some ethical 
respons1b1hty 1s always incurred m acceptmg any s1tuat10n as given 14 

But, on the other hand, 1f the s1tuat10n really 1s not gomg to be changed, 
we ought to accept the structural conditmn and do the best we can 
w1thm 1t After all, suppose we had been wrong about our chances of 
gettmg rid of the tenure quota, suppose we had failed Then some people 
would have been chosen without faculty mput and with at least some 
nsk that the wrong people would have received it There are obviously 
cases m whtch 1t ts wrong to try to challenge the presuppos1t1on, where 
the only right thmg to do 1s to accept the given and work withm 1t 

Cases hke the tenure quota case give us a new kmd of s1tuat1on m 
whtch the md1V1dual1st1c problematic 1s to be reJected We saw cases 
where the question of mdlVldual differences was unanswerable for 
sc1ent1fic reasons, cases where the mdividual differences were too small, 
too obscure, or too hard to ascertam htstoncally for the question to 
be answered But m this case the reason for re1ectmg the md1vtduallst1c 
problematic 1s really ethtcal or strategic We decided that the quest10n 
of md1V1dual differences was d1vis1ve and therefore not a productive lme 
of mqutry TI1e cunous fact, and one that needs ph1losoph1cal exphca 
non, 1s that by our dec1S1on not to accept the mdmduahst1c problem 
at1c, we were able to prove that 1t had a false presuppos1t10n 

Thts 1s true m all sorts of mdmdualtst problematics One 1s never 
sure that the given clauses are really given meluctably, and a dec1S1on 
to accept 1t means that we have guaranteed that 1t will be true Tots 
1s especially true m cases of scarce resources problematics The general 

14 Merleau Ponty ~ Humanism and Terror contains a good example of this 
s1tuat1on The collaborators with Nazism mud after the war, m effect Look, it 
was overwhelmingly likely that the Nazis would wm raced with this fact, we 
resolved to make the best of this bad s1tuat1on ' Merleau Ponty s answer 1s mter 
estmg He says roughly that the Resistance had the same mformat1on and the 
same Judgments of obJect1ve probab1hty But they resolved that however small the 
chance was, they would stake then future on 1t, and would not accept 1t as given 
He therefore reJects the idea that the vrrtue of the Resistance hes m the fact that 
they were better trendspotters than the collaborators, that they Just had a better 
resadmg of the future probab1bt1es And so we have a curious mtuatlon m which 
someone 1s morally blamed for acting on a proposition wh1ch was m fact highly 
probable 
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form of such cases 1s as follows A group of people 1s told that a certam 
fixed quantity X of some desirable good 1s available The quantity X 
wtll be dtvided among the group, and so mdmdual interests are m 
conflict The more of X one member gets, the less there 1s for the others 
The group 1s then invited to fmd some method of dtvidmg the scarce 
resource 

It 1s natural, m such cases, to see the situation as essentially compet1 
ttve The very idea of scarce resources seems to 1mply that tnd1V1dual 
interests are m conflict The only question seems to be Who 1s gomg to 
get how much of X? 

But the very fact that X 1s all there 1s, 1s itself problematic After all, 
who 1s to say that this 1s true? We are told that the only question 1s 

the question of dtv1dtng X, but there ts a prior question If the group 
did not see itself as m internal compet1t1on for the scarce resource, 
would 1t be able to cooperate and thereby get more than X? 

This pomt ts fundamental for understandmg the basic Marxist account 
of classes and class unity In Adam Smtth's presentation of the market 
1t 1s a set of mdependent, homogeneous entrepreneurs, each trading out 
of i.elf mterest But it ts not really homogeneous, for there are two 
dtfferent kmds of traders those who own capital and are seekmg to buy 
labor power, and those who are selling labor power because they have 
no cap1tal of their own The great advantage for the buyer of labor 1s 
that he 1s deahng with a number of people who are potentially m com 
pet1t1on for Jobs Consequently, he can say thmgs such as I am offermg 
X number of Jobs at Y wages Now if everyone accepts thls, they are 
m compet1t1on and have thereby guaranteed that there wtll not be a 
higher wage After all, why should the employer pay more when com 
pet1t10n among the employees makes 1t unnecessary? 

But suppose, on the other hand, that they organize a coalmonal 
strategy Then they can collectively hold out for a higher wage This 1s 
the theory behind trade uruons I mention 1t here not m order to 
dtsplay Marx as the first game theorist, developmg a strateg1c outlook 
for certam players m the Job market game, but because 1t does provtde 
an mterestmg set of examples of how complex the relations are among 
ethics, strategy, and modes of explanation 

.Form order to organize the trade union, mdtviduals have to renounce 
egoism, that 1s, to renounce ego1sttc claims against one another In 
d1vtdual differences are reJected as bemg of no account 

This does not quite amount to an ethical reJectmn of egmsm For one 
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th.mg, the ultimate purpose behmd formmg the coahtton 1s the further
mg of the mdmdual interests of the members Each member re3ects 
any conception of an mdtvidual good that 1s not stmp y an outcome of 
the overall group utthty But the purpose of this is to further the good 
of the mdtviduals, 1f 1t dtd not have this effect, people would not do 
1t On the other hand we cannot simply reduce the group good to the 
sum of the mdtvidual goods and make the trade un10n ethic simply a 
sophlstlcated form of egoism, because there 1s not a qmte perfect fit be 
tween the group utility and the mdtvidual ut1ht1es Generally, whatever 
serves the group serves the md1vtduals too But occas1onally the coall 
t1onal strategy may force a hardship on someone That person's self 
interest would not be served by the coahttonal strategy, but the person 
would be asked to go along with the coalition anyway (The coaht1on 
could try to show its good fatth by making some compensation to such 
people) 

It also does not amount to an ethical reJect1on of egoism because, 
well, 1t 1s not really ethical I do not mean that 1t 1s unethical It would 
be better to see it as strategic The tnJunct1on to re1ect mdmdual 
differences and to work for the collective good 1s not being argued for 
on the basis of trad1t10nal ethical conSlderations Rather, 1t ts a pnn 
etple of strategy 

Ultimately, cons1derat10ns of thts kmd may be the most important 
kmd of argument for structural explanation m social theory 
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